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The purpose of this project was to develop a model resource
handbook for use by athletic coaches, the athletic director, and school
administrators in the Quillayute Valley School District at Forks, Washington.
To accomplish this purpose a review of current literature and research
regarding coaching handbooks was conducted. Additionally, coaching
handbooks from selected western Washington State "A" school districts were
obtained and analyzed.
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CHAPTER ONE
BACKGROUND OF THE STUDY

Introduction
In a variety of legal contexts, courts have emphasized the vital
importance of student participation in educational extracurricular
programs. . . . In addition to the particular skills taught, group
activities encourage active participation in community affairs,
promote the development of leadership qualities, and instill a
spirit of collective endeavor. These results are directly linked to
the constitutional role of education in preserving democracy
(Supreme Court of California, Hartzell v. Connell, 1984, 35
Cal.3d 899).
As noted above by the California Supreme Court, athletics have great
educational value. Athletics can meet the overall educational objectives
more than any other area of our educational program. Athletics develop
good citizenship, human relationships, self-realization, and ethical character.
The educational system must make a commitment to educate the total
person: mentally, socially, emotionally, and physically. Parents, teachers,
and administrators need to realize the value that athletics have to the
educational development of students.
In a study conducted by the National Federation of State High School
Associations, entitled "The Case for High School Activities," the argument
has been made that, at a cost of only 1 to 3% of an overall school district's
budget, high school activity programs represent an excellent bargain. Such
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programs as sports, music, speech, drama, and debate provide young
people lifetime lessons and experiences as important as those taught in the
classroom.

Purpose of the Project
The purpose of this project was to develop a model resource
handbook for use by athletic coaches, the athletic director, and school
administrators in the Quillayute Valley School District at Forks, Washington.
To accomplish this purpose a review of current literature and research
regarding coaching handbooks was conducted. Additionally, coaching
handbooks from selected western Washington State "A" school districts were
obtained and analyzed.

Limitations of the Study
For purposes of this study it was necessary to establish the following
limitations:
1.

Scope: The project was intended for use by the Quillayute Valley
School District, Forks, Washington.

2.

Research: The preponderance of research and literature
reviewed for the purpose of this study has been limited to the
past 5 years. Additionally, selected school districts in
Washington were contacted and invited to submit coaches
handbooks of their programs.

3.

lime.: The project has been scheduled for implementation during
the 1996-1997 school year in the Quillayute Valley School
District.
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Definition of Terms
Significant terms used in the context of this project have been defined
as follows:

"A" Classification High School: High schools with enrollment between
150-400 students in grades 10-12 (Washington Interscholastic Activities
Association 1995-1996 Handbook, p. 6).

"AA" Classification High School: High schools with enrollment between
401-1,000 students in grades 10-12 (Washington Interscholastic Activities
Association 1995-1996 Handbook, p. 6).

"AAA" Classification High School: High schools with enrollment over
1,000 students in grades 10-12 (Washington Interscholastic Activities
Association 1995-1996 Handbook, p. 6).

Assistant Coach: Any person employed by the district to assist in
carrying out the aims of the athletic program and policies of the Quillayute
Valley School District. This person may or may not be an employee of the
district (Montesano School District Coaches Handbook, 1994, p. 5).

Athletic Director: Any person employed by the district who is
responsible for the development, implementation and recommendations for
revision of the athletic program. This person must be a full-time employee of
the district (Montesano School District Coaches Handbook, 1994, p. 6).

"B" Classification High School: High schools with enrollment less than
150 students in grades 10-12 (Washington Interscholastic Activities
Association 1995-1996 Handbook, p. 6).
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Extra-Curricular Activities: Any club or sport activity offered to students
outside of the academic school day (Washington Interscholastic Activities
Association 1995-1996 Handbook, p. 5).
Head Coach: Any person employed by the district to provide
leadership, supervision, and organization of specific athletic activities and to
carry out the objectives of the total athletic program of the Quillayute Valley
School District. This person may or may no be an employee of the district
(Montesano School District Coaches Handbook, 1994, p. 6).
High School: Any school grouping or combination of grades 9-12
(Washington Interscholastic Activities Association 1995-1996 Handbook,
p. 6).

Interscholastic Activities: Participation in sport activities as a member
of a team that represents one's school against other schools, with an
emphasis on competition and winning (Washington Interscholastic Activities
Association 1995-1996 Handbook, p. 21).
Middle School: Any school grouping or combination of grades 6-8
(Washington Interscholastic Activities Association 1995-1996 Handbook,
p. 23).

W, LA.A. (Washington Interscholastic Activities Association):
This is the governing body of all secondary activities and athletic programs in
the state of Washington (Montesano School District Coaches Handbook,
1994, p. 6).

5

Volunteer Coach: Any coach that does not receive a monetary stipend
from the Quillayute Valley School District (Montesano School District
Coaches Handbook, 1994, p. 6).

)

CHAPTER TWO
REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE AND ANALYSIS
OF SELECTED COACHING HANDBOOKS

Introduction
The review of research and literature summarized in Chapter Three
has been organized to address:
1.

Historical aspects of school athletic programs.

2.

Athletic program safety and related law.

3.

Information obtained from selected model athletic programs and
their common characteristics.

4.

Information obtained from state and national associations.

5.

Summary.

Data were identified through an Educational Resource Information
Centers (ERIC) computer search. A hand search of various other sources
was also conducted. Additionally, coaching handbooks from selected
western Washington State "A" school districts were obtained and analyzed.

Historical Aspects of School Athletic Programs
High school athletics today are considered an integral part of the
secondary school educational program. Administrators, coaches, and
athletic directors proclaim the educational values of athletic programs in their
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districts. According to Keller (1984), athletic contests were started by groups
of students as social events in the colleges following the Civil War. Athletic
clubs were formed by elite members of society. High school students,
imitating their elder family members and friends, began to form athletic
associations around 1900 (Keller).
Keller ( 1984) has described the history of athletics in high schools in
four stages of periods: opposition, toleration, recognition and capitalization,
and exploitation.
During the period of opposition, although not sponsored by schools,
teams representing the student athletic associations began to embarrass the
schools they became identified with. Controversies occurred with the
selection process of coaches, training methods, strategies of the games, and
other practices that were considered detrimental to the causes of education.
Attempts were made by schools to abolish the athletic associations; but,
because of their popularity by high school students, school officials came to
realize the only alternative would be to assume control over them.
According to Keller (1984), out of necessity, steps were taken during
the period of toleration to make these athletic games more respectable.
Faculty members were appointed chaper~ns to teams to supervise the
behavior of the players and to prevent controversies. Still, there were no
age limits, academic or residential regulations placed upon participants.
Situations arose that caused school officials to adopt "controls." The first
such control was the requirement that all players must be bona fide students
(Keller). More regulations followed and became known as eligibility rules,
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with each district designing their own guidelines. Standards for coaches
followed with the basic requirement that they must be faculty members.
During the period of recognition and capitalization that followed,
specific educational objectives were formulated for interscholastic programs.
The term "extracurricular" was coined when officials realized athletic
activities provided learning experiences which supplemented the curriculum
offering of the school. Mandatory physical education for all secondary
students also became a reality during this period.
The period of exploitation was characterized by the increasing
popularity of sports (Keller, 1984). Non-school organizations and clubs
began promoting their own events, using high school athletes, to raise
money and recognition of their programs.
The evolution of school athletic programs resulted in the development
of increased control over these programs. Schools first began instituting
their own regulations but found there was no regularity in the establishment
or the enforcement of rules between districts. These abuses led school
administrators to form associations, leagues, and conferences which, in turn,
developed separate regulations and agreements.
In his discussion of the historical evolution of athletic programs in
America, Keller ( 1984) explained how it gradually became apparent that a
statewide organization for the supervision and control of interscholastic
athletic activities was necessary to bring more uniformity to the individual
states. By 1920, 29 statewide associations had been organized. In 1920,
the National Federation of State High School Athletic Associations was
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formed. The primary purposes of the National Federation was to raise
athletic standards in various sections of the country and to promote greater
uniformity in athletic regulations.
The National Federation published the first general statement on
athletic philosophy and code of ethics. These policy regulations were
adopted by each state. By 1940, a national office was established for the
National Federation with a full-time executive staff. The legislative body of
the National Federation was made up of one representative from each
member state association. In 1970, the National Federation deleted the
word "athletic" from its name and became the National Federation of State
High School Associations. Today, the National Federation can only
recommend standards and policies for consideration by individual state
associations. Membership in the National Federation is voluntary by
individual states. All 50 states and the District of Columbia are members of
the National Federation.

Athletic Program Safety and Related Law
Providing for the health and safety of secondary school athletes has
been one of the important goals of athletic administration. According to
Keller (1984), the athletic director can develop a plan to guide coaches in
proper safety in athletic activities. Guidelines should include:
1.

Established written safety guidelines should be followed by all
coaches and athletes. These rules should be sport specific to
each activity offered by the school.

10
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2.

Adequate protective player equipment should be provided to all
athletes for each sport. In addition, game and practice facilities
need to be safe and free of hazards.

3.

When injuries do occur, there should be an established
procedure for handling injuries including the arrangement for
proper medical supervision and the notification of
parent(s)/guardian(s).

4.

Coaches should make certain all athletes have had the required
physical examination and parental permission to participate in
each sport. Coaches must instruct players of the injury risks
taken in their sport and the safety techniques to employ.

5.

Coaches should provide proper supervision of the dressing room
and the training room for the prevention and treatment of injuries.

6.

Drug abuse among secondary students is recognized as a
national problem. A drug education program should be included
as the best approach to take. Coaches also are in need of
proper training in detecting drug use and abuse.

Legal aspects of interscholastic activities must be taken into
consideration whenever individual schools or state high school associations
adopt standards and regulations. Individual rights and freedoms always
need to be considered. School personnel associated with athletics should
understand the basic elements of "torts," which ·are all damages except those
that result from breaking a contract or committing a crime. Negligence torts
should be the greatest concern to coaches. Said Keller (1984): "In a law
suit, liability for negligence is established by proving the defendant guilty of
the following:
1.

A breach of the duty of due care to protect a person from
unreasonable amount of injury or damages.

2.

Failure to see that the danger of risk or injury was proximate.

3.

An act, or the omission of an act, that resulted in injury or
damages.
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4.

The act, or omission of the act, that was the actual cause of the
Injury.

To help prevent such lawsuits school districts must insist coaches
have a functional knowledge in the following areas (Keller, 1984):
1.

First aid

2.

Care and treatment of injuries

3.

The necessary and proper fitting of protective equipment

4.

Physiological foundations of athletics

5.

Safety rules contained in the official playing rules for the
particular sports

6.

Appropriate drills for conditioning athletics for the sport
concerned

7.

Methods of teaching safety techniques for practice and
competition

8.

The health and nutritional needs of athletes

9.

Essential supervision necessary in the dressing room, on the
practice and playing field or floor, and in transportation

10.

Safety guidelines to provide athletes and parents

11.

The risks of injury the athlete will be taking the sport involved

Official statements regarding safety policies and procedures are
strongly recommended for school boards and athletic programs to help
prevent and defend against negligence liability against individual school
districts. School districts must provide accident insurance or adopt a policy
requiring athletes and parents to provide it before a student can become a
member of an athletic team.
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U. S. Supreme Court decisions have made clear the fact that students
have the right to due process in the application or rules and regulations
(Keller, 1984). There are five elements generally required in due process
procedures applied to disciplinary and eligibility cases:
1.

Athletes must have ample opportunity to know the standards
and/or regulations they are to meet.

2.

When there is evidence that a violation has occurred, there must
be adequate notice of the charges.

3.

Adequate time must be allowed for the athlete to prepare an
answer to charges and evidence in his or her behalf.

4.

There must be an appropriate hearing to consider evidence
against and in behalf of the athlete.

5.

A fair and impartial decision must be made, and the decision
should be in writing.

School districts need to have in writing the due process procedure it will
follow in handling disciplinary and eligibility cases.

Information Obtained from Selected Model Athletic
Programs and their Common Characteristics
From throughout western Washington, 35 selected "A" high schools
were contacted and invited to submit copies of their athletic handbook.
Schools contacted included: Adna, Blaine, Castle Rock, Charles Wright,
Chimicum, Columbia, Concrete, Coupeville, Foster, Friday Harbor, Granite
Falls, Ilwaco, Kalama, Kings, La Center, Lakewood, Lynden Christian,
Meridian, Montesano, Mt. Baker, Nooksack Valley, Ocosta, Onalaska, Orting,
Raymond, Ridgefield, Rochester, Steilacoom, Stevenson, Sultan, Tenino,
Toledo, White Pass, Winlock, and Woodland.
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Of the 35 schools contacted, 21 replied with 19 submitting handbooks.
An analysis of information obtained from the above institutions
revealed that four general areas were generally common to all athletic
programs. They included:
1.

Policy Procedures: Most schools have a statement regarding
athletic philosophy with clear objectives established for the
athletic program.

2.

Budget and Finance: All the schools had some form of budgeting
for athletics. There was no single standardized format for any
school.

3.

Safety: This was a strong component of almost all the schools.
Emphasis was put on supervision and negligence; as well as
proper safety techniques.

4.

Evaluation: Most programs included job descriptions and
expectations of the coaches; but most did not include the
evaluation tool used by administration.
Information Obtained from state
and National Associations

The review of current literature addressed in this project also produced
essential information related to the management and governance of high
school athletic/activity programs from across the nation. Particularly
significant were the following resource documents:
1.

National Federation of State High School Associations, "The
Case for High School Activities, 1993.
11

2.

Washington Interscholastic Activities Associations, "The Case for
Washington High School Activities, 1986.
11

Documented research and resource information provided by these
associations has been cited extensively throughout Chapter Four, in Sections
2 and 10.
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Summary
The research and literature summarized in Chapter Three supported
the following themes:
1.

2.

Historical aspects of school athletic programs. The historical
development of athletic programs led to the following:
a.

Established guidelines for eligibility for individual
participants.

b.

Established league, state, and national guidelines for
athletics.

c.

Established state and national code of ethics.

Athletic program safety and related law. To ensure proper safety
and liability concerning athletic programs schools should:
a.

Establish written safety guidelines for all sports to be
followed by all coaches and athletes.

b.

Provide athletes with safe equipment and facilities, and
proper supervision.

c.

Establish written procedures in handling injuries and
notifying proper authorities.

d.

Establish a drug education program for athletes, and train
coaches drug use/abuse recognition.

e.

Educate coaches in the prevention of negligence torts.

f.

To reduce chances of lawsuits employ coaches who have
first aid knowledge; proper equipment knowledge; proper
training techniques; knowledge of sport specific drills, rules,
and safety; and appropriate teaching methods of
fundamentals.

g.

Establish official district statements of safety policies.

h.

Make sure all athletes have physicals and insurance prior to
beginning a sport.

i.

Have proper due process procedures followed and in writing.

15
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3.

Model athletic handbooks, cited in Chapter Two, were
characterized by the following components:
a.

Policy Procedures

b.

Budget and Finance

c.

Safety

d.

Evaluation

CHAPTER THREE
PROCEDURES OF THE PROJECT
The purpose of this project was to develop a model resource
handbook for use by athletic coaches, the athletic director, and school
administrators in the Quillayute Valley School District at Forks, Washington.
To accomplish this purpose a review of current literature and research
regarding coaching handbooks was conducted. Additionally, coaching
handbooks from selected western Washington State "A" school districts were
obtained and analyzed.
Chapter 3 contains background information detailing:
1.

Need for the study

2.

Development of support for the study

3.

Procedures

4.

Planned implementation of the project

Need for the Study
The need for this project was influenced by the following
considerations:
1.

The Quillayute Valley School District has been without a
coaching handbook since its inception.

2.

Research conducted concerning the need for a coaching
handbook has emphasized the critical need for one to avoid
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potential law suits, catastrophic injuries, and to provide a single
resource coaches can refer to to answer concerns and questions
pertaining to the athletic program.
3.

The principal/athletic director of the Quillayute Valley School
District, Mr. Allan Schele, was aware of the need and benefits of
a coaching handbook.

4.

Mr. Schele invited the writer (Terry A. Jensen) to undertake this
project on behalf of the Quillayute Valley School District.

5.

Undertaking this project also coincided with the writer's graduate
studies in Educational Administration at Central Washington
University.

Development of Support for the Study
Through a series of events dating back to 1985, the writer became
aware that the Quillayute Valley School District did not have a coaching
handbook. Discussion with the Forks High School principal/athletic Director,
Allan Schele, in the spring of 1995 revealed the need for such a handbook.
Mr. Schele encouraged the writer to develop a model resource handbook for
use by athletic coaches, the athletic director, and school administrators in the
Quillayute Valley School District. Further discussion with other coaches in
the Quillayute Valley School District revealed a need for an athletic Coaches
handbook. In the fall of 1995, the writer began to discuss the project with his
graduate advisor, Dr. Jack McPherson, and was enthusiastically encouraged
to undertake the project as part of his graduate program of studies.
In December, 1995, at a meeting of all coaches in the Quillayute
Valley School District, the need for a set of policies for coaches was
explained by the principal. At this time, the need to include coaches' input
and a list of criteria they believed were needed to make the handbook a
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comprehensive tool. Within a month, the coaches provided a list of items
each felt would benefit their individual sport.

Procedures
To obtain background information regarding coaching handbooks an
Educational Resource Information Center (ERIC) computer search was
conducted and a hand search of various other sources was also conducted.
Additionally, information regarding athletic handbooks was sent out to 35
western Washington "A.. schools with 21 responding positively.

Planned Implementation of the Study
The Model Athletic Coaching Handbook for the Quillayute Valley
School District will be presented to the Quillayute Valley School District
Board of Directors for adoption and implementation during the 1996-1997
school year. The handbook will be subjected to periodic review and revision
as new and updated procedures and information become available.

CHAPTER FOUR
THE PROJECT
The Model Athletic Coaching Handbook for the Quillayute Valley
School District, which was the subject of this project, has been presented in
Chapter 5 to coincide with the 10 sections of the handbook which include:
Section 1:

Introduction

Section 2:

The Importance of Activities

Section 3:

Safety and Liability

Section 4:

Sportsmanship

Section 5:

Coach and Program Evaluation

Section 6:

Standard Operating Procedures

Section 7:

Athletic Code

Section 8:

League Constitution/Schedules

Section 9:

WIAA Calendar

Section 10:

WIAA Handbook
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CHAPTER FIVE
SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Summary
The purpose of this project was to develop a model resource
handbook for use by athletic coaches, the athletic director, and school
administrators in the Quillayute Valley School District at Forks, Washington .
To accomplish this purpose a review of current literature and research
regarding coaching handbooks was conducted. Additionally, coaching
handbooks from selected western Washington State school districts were
obtained and analyzed.

Conclusions
Conclusions reached as a result of this project study were:
1.

Coaches and school districts can reduce their chances of being
sued by having an updated and current coaching handbook.

2.

Coaches today must be knowledgeable in many areas not
necessarily related to the skills involved in the sport they coach.
These include, but are not limited to: safety guidelines, fitting of
equipment, treatment of injuries, drug users/abusers, negligence,
due process, state rules and guidelines, proper school policies,
and developing a budget.

3.

The Model Athletic Coaching Handbook developed as a result of
this project will serve as a valuable resource for the Quillayute
Valley School District's coaches, administrators, and athletic
director.

20

A MODEL ATHLETIC COACHING HANDBOOK
FOR THE
QUILLAYUTE VALLEY SCHOOL DISTRICT

The purpose of this project was to develop a model resource
handbook for use by athletic coaches, the athletic director, and school
administrators in the Quillayute Valley School District at Forks, Washington.
To accomplish this purpose, a review of current literature and research
regarding coaching handbooks was conducted. Additionally, coaching
handbooks from selected western Waishington "A" school districts were
obtained and analyzed.
This handbook should be reviewed and updated annually.
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INTRODUCTION

Athletic Director's Statement
Curricular and extracurricular activities form an important combination
in today's school system. Both academic and extracurricular activities add a
great deal to the learning and growth of our children. We, as educators, are
in charge of providing positive leadership in the area of athletics. This is not
an easy task but can and should be very rewarding.
Athletics produce success within the individual students if the activity
is well planned and implemented in a professional manner. Through a good
athletic program participants have the opportunity to learn new skills and
develop their potential. It also serves as a vehicle to maturity and teamwork.
While the district supports the athletic program by providing a broad
sports and co-curricular program, the true success of the program depends
upon the dedication and hard work of the coaches and support personnel.
The purpose of the handbook is to assist these people in this
important task by outlining the district athletic policies and procedures while
providing useful and pertinent information.

District Philosophy
The Quillayute Valley School District supports the concept of the
student-athlete. The participant is to meet his/her responsibilities as a
student first and as an athlete second.
We expect the highest standards of sportsmanship and ethical
behavior from our coaches and athletes. We expect sanctions to be
imposed if these standards are not upheld.
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We expect all of our interscholastic teams to be well organized, well
trained, well conditioned, and fundamentally sound.
We expect our coaches' primary concern to be the safety and the
general welfare of his/her athletes.
A student who makes the choice to become an athlete does so
knowing that extra effort, time, and sacrifice are needed for success. With
this choice comes the privilege of participating in a well-organized program
which is of special interest to him/her and for which the school provides
coaches, equipment, and facilities.
Successful achievements in athletics do not occur by chance or by
athletic skills alone. There is another ingredient which cannot be measured,
but is readily recognized by every fan, coach, or athlete. It is ATTITUDE.
A positive attitude can be directed and guided by a positive athletic
code. At Forks High School, we invite students to become involved with the
athletic program to the extent they are able. Along with this invitation is the
charge that as athletes, students have an obligation to themselves, their
school, their teammates, and their student body, to represent and maintain
high standards of conduct. This athletic code should outline and clarify
those rules that govern the
student athlete.

Athletic Director's Expectations of Coaches
Rapport. A coach must early on develop a good rapport with any
number of individuals and groups: team personnel, student body, members
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of professional staffs involved, community, media, officials, and with the
corresponding coaches of the league and district of which the school is a
part. Under no circumstances does this become a mere popularity contest,
but there is no denying the value of good public relations where winning and
losing, success and failure, are concerned.

Cooperation. The AD expects a maximum of cheerful give and take
among all individuals associated to any degree with the comprehensive
program. Coaches must work hand in hand with the AD, with the principal,
and with other members of the staff. Limited budgets, expanded activity
program schedules, and heavy demands on over-taxed facilities make
"cooperation" the magic word. Ability to "stay loose" and a good sense of
humor are important attributes. Being able to "share it out" does much to
lighten the problem load.

Leadership. Under the heading of "leadership" are any number of
specific items: a coach must stand tall; diligence, enthusiasm, and enjoyment
are all parts of a professional pride that should be exemplary. Such things
as suiting up for practice, developing a time integrity, and building attitudes
are very important. A coach should be in control at all times. Language,
actions, and emotional displays come under close scrutiny, both in practice
and in scheduled contests. Integrity, graciousness, dignity, and respect are
to be cultivated for players, officials, opponents, colleagues, and the game
itself; whether winning, losing, or just working out.
A coach is also responsible for every facet of discipline. Individually,
the coach becomes a model of all that the program represents: observation
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of school codes, training rules, rules of the game, ideals of good
sportsmanship, and behavior of participants throughout the season. "Desire"
to do well, to win well, to lose well should be emphasized. Staff and players
should be motivated toward established goals.

Improvement. A coach must constantly take advantage of
opportunities presented for self-improvement. Attendance at district
meetings, rules clinics, special workshops, and clinics in special fields and
similar in-services are a must.

Coaching and TechniQues. Expectations of coaches and their
programs will include the following specific criteria:
1.

Use sound and acceptable teaching practices; as well as running
well organized practice sessions.

2.

Complete preseason planning well in advance of the starting
turnout dates.

3.

Adhere to a highly efficient and technically sound program of
injury prevention; and when injuries do occur, follow a prescribed
routine and maintain good communication with the player, doctor,
and parents.

4.

Construct a well organized game plan so that "hitches" are at a
minimum and "unanticipated" is anticipated.

5.

Develops a sound system for equipment accountability, including:
seasonal inventory, repair and reconditioning, and replacement;
suggests purchases within the bounds of the regular school
purchasing procedures; and stays within the allocated budget.

6.

Keeps all assistant coaches, student managers, and statisticians
well informed as to what is expected; cooperates with
maintenance staff, transportation people, and others similarly
involved in the overall program.

7.

Attempts to maximize participation in all contests and yet
maintain a competitive level.
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THE IMPORTANCE OF ACTIVITIES

The Case For
High School Activities

INTRODUCTION
Al a cost or only one lo three percent (or less in many cases) of an _overall school's budaet, high school
activity programs are one of the best bargains around . It is in these vital programs - sports, mu~ic. speech,
drama, debate - where young people learn lifelong lessons as important as those taught in the dassroom.
Unfortunately , there appears to be a creeping indifference toward suppo1t for high school activity
. Jgrams by the general public. This neglect undermines the educational mission of our schools and the
potential prosperity of our communities.
There is no helter time th:m to:!:ly to assert "The Case for High School Activities." Education and
community leaders across the nation must be made aware of the facts contained in this document. From
interscholastic sports 10 music, drama and debate, activities enrich a student's high school experience,
and the programs must be kept alive.

Benefits of Activities

*
*

*

Acllvllles Support tbe Academic Mission of Schools. They are not a diversion but rather an extension of a good educational program. Students who participate in activity programs tend to have
higher grade-point averages, better attendance records, lower dropout rates and fewer discipline
problems than students generally.
Acllvllles are Inherently Educallonal. Activity programs provide valuable lessons for many practical
situations - teamwork, sportsmanship, winning and losing, hard work. Through participation in
activity programs, students learn self-discipline, build self-confidence and develop skills to handle
competitive situations. These are qualities the public expects schools to produce in students so that
they become responsible adults and productive citizens.
AclMlles Fosler Success In Laler Life. Participation in high school activities is often a predictor
of later success - in college, a career an~ becom:ng a contributing member of society.
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Following are some of those benerits, with case studies listed to document the benefits:
"1rtlclpatlon In high school activities Is a valuable part of the overall high school experience.
A 1989, nationwide study by the Women's Sport Foundation indicated that athletes do better in
the classroom, are more involved in school activity programs and stay involved in the community
after graduation. The study also revealed that high school athletic participation has a positive educational and social impact on many minority and female students. The study, based on an analysis
of data collected by the U.S. Department of Education's High School and Beyond Study, indicated
that girls receive as many benefits from sports as boys, the "dumb jock" stereotype is a myth, sports
involvement was significantly related to a lower dropout rate in some school settings and minority
athletes are more socially involved than non,athletes.
* Research conducted by Skip Dane of Hardiness Research, Casper, Wyoming, in 1991 revealed the
following about participation in high school sports: I) By a 2-to-l ratio, boys who participate in
sports do better in school, do not drop out and have a better chance to get through college. 2) The
ratio for girls who participate in sports and do well in school is three to one. 3) About 92 percent
of sports participants do not use drugs. 4) School athletes are more self-assured. 5) Sports participants
take average and above-average classes. 6) Sports participants receive above-average grades and do
above average on skills tests. 7) Those involved in sports have knowledge of and qse financial aid
and have a chance to finish college. 8) Student-athletes appear to have more parental involvement
than other students. 9) Students involved in athletics appear to change focus from cars and money
to life accomplishments during the proce~s.
·
.
In 1985, the National Federation sponsored a national survey of high school principals and nearly
7,000 high school students in all SO states. The survey, funded by a grant from the Lilly Endowment
in Indianapolis, was conducted by Indiana University in cooperation with the National Association
of Secondary School Principals. Following are the results of that survey:

*

*

Survey of High School Prtnclpals
• 95 percent believed that participation in activities teaches valuable lessons to students that cannot
be learned in a regular class routine.
• 99 percent agreed that participation in activities promotes citizenship.
• 95 percent agreed that activity programs contribute to the development of "school spirit" among
the student body.
• 76 percent said they believe the demand made on students' time by activities is not excessive.
• 72 percent said there is strong support for school activity programs from parents and the community
at large.

Students who compete 111 blab school activity programs make higher grades and have better attendance.
* A 1992 study by the Colorado High School Activities Association and the Colorado Department
of Education revealed that Colorado high school students who participate in some form of

*

interscholastic activity have "significantly higher" grade-point averages and better attendance. Of
the students surveyed, the average participant's GPA was 2.96 (on 4.0 scale), compared to 2.35 for
the non-participant. In one school, participants had an average reading test score of 76.30, compared
to 58.91 for non-participants. In another school, participants scored 16.17 on the math standardized
test, compared to 13.31 for non-participants."A participant missed school an average of 3.59 days
a year, while a non-participant missed S.92 days. The survey showed that the larger the school, the
more pronounced the differences in participant and non-participant test scores and attendance results.
High school students who compete in activity programs in New Mexico had a 2.80 grade-point average,
compared to 2.00 for non-participants, according to a 1992 survey by the New Mexico Activities
Association. The survey also indicated that more than 60 percent of the state's principals found
that GPAs of at-risk students improved by being active in interscholastic activities.
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*

*
*

*
*

*

In a 1988 survey, John Chevrette and Kenneth Patranella concluded from an investigation in San
Antonio, Texas, that educational outcomes related to scholastic performance are enhanced for those
secondary students who participate in activity programs . A study of a high school population of
3,536 students found that secondary pupils who participated in more than one activity during a
semester tended to experience higher academic performance levels than other participants and
non-participants.
In 1984, the Texas Education Agency studied the incidence of course failure among activity participants
and non-participants in a sampling of 56,140 pupils from 100 randomly selected high schools. For
a six-week reporting period in the fall, 46 percent of the uninvolved students failed one or more
classes, while 23 percent of the participant group failed a class.
In a 1981 study by the Iowa High School Athletic Association, students not active in sports had
a 2.39 grade-point average (4.0 scale). Those active in one sport had a 2.61 GPA, and those active
in two sports 2.82.
A survey of more than 300 schools conducted by the Minnesota State High School League in 1983
showed the average student had a 2.68 GPA (4.0 scale), student-athletes had a 2.84 average and
fine-arts students averaged 2.98. The average student was absent 8.76 days a year, athletes were
absent 7.44 days and fine-arts participants were absent only 6.94 days a year.
Students participating in a number of activities not only achieve better academically but also express
greater satisfaction with the total high school experience than students who do not participate,
according to a 1985 survey conducted for the National Federation by Indiana University. The gradepoint average for "high activity" students was 3.05 on a 4.0 scale, compared "to a GPA of 2.54
for "low activity" students. Researchers defined high activity as involvement in four or more activities,
while low activity students were involved in one activity or none.
A 1990-91 study in the Randolph (North Carolina) County school system showed a strong correlation between participation in athletics and positives such as improved grades and increased attendance rates . Athletes in grades 9 through 12 in the school system's four high schools recorded an
86 average, compared to 79 for the general population. Athletes averaged four absences, while the
general population averaged seven . Eleven percent of the athletes had discipline referrals, compared
to 25 percent of the general population. None of the athletes dropped out, while 3. 7 percent of the
general population were dropouts.

Participation In activity programs yields positive results after high school as well.

*

*

*

Results of a 1987 survey of individuals at the executive vice-president level or above in 75 Fortune
500 companies indicated that 95 percent of those corporate executives participated in sports during
high school. In addition, 54 percent were involved in student government, 43 percent in the National
Honor Society, 37 percent in music, 3S percent in scouts and 18 percent in the school's publication.
The American College Testing Service compared the value of four .factors in predicting success after
high school. "Success" was defined as self-satisfaction and participation in a variety of community
activities two years after college. The one yardstick that could be used to predict later success in
life was achievement in school activities. Not useful as predictors were high grades in high school,
high grades in college or high ACT scores.
The College Entrance Examination Board's Scholastic Aptitude Test (SAT) was examined in much
the same way. It was found that having a high SAT score did not necessarily indicate success in
a chosen career. The best predictor of later success, the study showed, was a person's independent,
self-sustained ventures. Teens who were active in school activities, had hobbies or jobs, were found
to be most likely to succeed at their chosen profession and make creative contributions to their
community.
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from a cost standpoint, activity programs are an exceptional bargain when matched against the o,erall
school district's education budget.
·

* Generally speaking, the National Federation has determined through information received across
the country that activity programs make up only one to three percent of the o vera ll educa tion budget
in a school. In Chicago, that figure is ~ven less . In 1992, the overall budget for the Chicago Board
or Education was S2.6 billion, and activity programs received only S2.9 million , a miniscule onetenth or one percent (.001).

Activity programs fulflll students' basic needs, help In students' attitudes toward self and school, and
minimize dropout and discipline problems.
A 1991 survey or 10,000 students by the American Footwear Association revealed that the No. I

*

*

*

reason that girls and boys participate in high school sports is to have fun. Conversely, lack or fun
was the leading reason for dropping out. Winning was not seen as a major benefit or sports by young
people who participate - it was ranked No. 8 by boys and No. 12 by girls. Skill development was
considered a crucial aspect or run - it was considered more important than winning even among
the best athletes. Another finding: The most rewarding challenges of sports are those that lead to
selr-knowledge. Finally, ·intrinsic rewards (selr-knowledge that grows out or selr-competition) are
more important in creating lifetime athletes than extrinsic rewards (victory or attention from others).
[n New York City, an increase or S2 million was given by the Board of Education for interscholastic
activities for the I98S-86 school year. Jack Kriegsman, supervisor or the New-York City Public Schools
Athletic League, said the increase was a result or "realizing the values of l\Ctivities in lowering the
dropout rate" and the discovery of "the impact of athletics on the school-wide·substance-abuse
problem."
Besides higher grades, partici pation in activities helps students have a better attitude, according to
a study co nducted at the reque.st of the U tah State Board of Education. In the study, students, parents.
teachers and administrators agreed that being part of such activities serves not only as an incentive
to do well in academic work, but it relieves tension and increases self-confidence.

The National Federation of Stale Hi11h School Associations is a non-profit or11aniza1ion that serves as the national voice
of hi11h school activities.
Headquartered in Kansas City , Missouri, the National Federation encompasses SO individual state hi11h school athletic or
act ivities associations, plus the District of Columbia. Also affiliated are scholastic organizations from 10 Canadian provinces
and from Bermuda, Guam, St . Croix and St. Thomas-St. John .
The National Federation represents about IO million students in 20,244 hi11h schools and serves coaches, sponsors, officials
and judges in activity programs encompassin11 sports, speech, drama, music, debate and spirit squads.
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The case for Washington High School Activities
The following information is from a document sent out by the W.I.A.A.
in April of 1986 and revised in July and September of 1986.
A 1983-84 study in the Seattle Public Schools demonstrated that
98.14% of their dropouts were non-participants in co-curricular activities.
The American College Testing Service study stated "The only factor
which could be used to predict success in later life was achievement in
extracurricular activities."
A 3-year $1 million study sponsored by the Council for Economic
Development issued a 107-page report in September, 1985, representing
what the business world wants from public schools. Among the findings was
a generalization that schools do not prepare students for the business world.
Criticized by the 60-member panel was "the recent trend away from
extracurricular activities."
Whenever education is in trouble, a scapegoat or "attention diverter"
is needed; athletes, coaches, and athletics are visible targets. Example:
Grading practices, long-known to be biased, came out as athletes are
"dumb." Fact: Athletes have a .7 higher G.P.A. than the average student in
school. ·
Example: Loss of school time and loss of instructional time are due to
athletics and activity programs. Fact: Of all loss of instructional time
categories, athletics ranked in the bottom 20%. Announcements and
absenteeism have higher loss of school time than athletics.
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Example: Grades drop while spending all that time practicing. Fact:.
Grade averages are higher during periods of athletic involvement. Coaches
influence students to work harder academically during the sports season
than the student does out-of-season. Students receive model educational
practices.
Fact: 98%of dropouts are non-participants.
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SAFETY AND LIABILITY

SAFlfn' A~II 1.JAIIII.ITIY
course of the employee's employment. This doctrine subjects schools
end athletic directors lo liability
caused by the negligence of school
employees, i.e., coaches.

Professor Samuel H. Adema
Education AdminiS1ration
Washington State University

Many people have labeled this era
the "Sue Syndrome" age. Whenever you see the many liability cases
alleging negligence against school
districts, athletic directors end
coaches, one would have lo agree.
The number of law suits involving
sports has increased in astronomical
proportion in the last ten years.
Nearly every athletic director will be
involved in e law suit before they
finish their tenure in their position.
Thal is not encouraging news. Bui the
simple fact is that people are looking
for the slightest motive for suing, and
sports have become a local point for
them.
JS

Coaches are the most vulnerable
people to law suits, and because of
the "respondeat superior" position of
the athletic director and school district
lo the coach, they are usually included in most law suits. Respondeal
"Uperior means literally, "let the
1asler answer." This doctrine holds
m employer liable for the lcirts (civil
injury) of the employee during the

3. Gel the names of witnesses,
their addresses and telephone ·
numbers.
4. Call your insurance carrier.
usually the district's, but you may
have an individual insurance policy as
well.
5. Call your lawyer, usually the
school district's.
6 . Refrain from discussing the
situation or case with anyone.
7. Look up and record the history of
the person injured, i.e., what kind of e
student. whet kind of e person,
coacheble , uncoachable, and any
other information available.

With this sue syndrome attitude
there will be suits alleging negligence
when, in fact, there was none. In a
majority of these cases, negligence
will never by proven because the
case will be settled out of court. This
usually happens because ii is less
expensive lo settle out of court than
to go through a court trial. II has
nothing to do with whether there was
negligence involved or not. Of course,
this makes it
Every athletic
appear to the
director should
public that neglicarry two basic
ti6Nearly every athletic
gence was intypes of insurdirector will be involved ance. The first is
volved end the
defenders (school
liability insurance
in a law suit before they which
district, eltilelic
indemnifies
directors and
finish their tenure ..."
lhe policy holder
for claims made
coaches) were
guilty. This is
against e person
regrettable as it undermines two
because of negligence. The second is
basic tenets of our law and justice
accident insurance which pays for the
victim's medical expenses directly
system:
without regard to responsibility for the
1. Negligence is never presumed,
end the plaintiff hes the burden of
accident. The school district may
cover its personnel with both of these
proving it; and
coverages. so it Is a good thing lo
2. The mere happening of an
accident is no evidence of neglicheck the coverage.

gence.
These tenets should be comforting
lo athletic directors end coaches. II
one adheres lo the following suggestions when an accident happens, they
will have a good paper trail and
therefore, a sound defense if a law
suit is filed against them.

These are minimum considerations,
but if adhered to will provide a sound
basis for defending against liability
cases.

JOIN,,_ '
"Y~O UR'·'
·,TEAtvt
TODAY!
{;

If an

accident happens...
1. Keep good accurate. detailed
records of what happened and how ii
happened.
2. Take photographs of any injuries,
place of accident and witnesses.
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Negligence and Liabilities
Every coach should know the legal aspects involved with
negligence and liabilities. The general rule is to act as a 11 prudent" person
would in all situations and make sure you or an assistant is always
supervising all phases of your practice, games, or any other area in which
you are in charge. Make all players aware of any danger or dangerous
phases of the sport and make sure to use up-to-date training methods.

Emergencies
Always keep a copy of each player's parent release form available. If
a doctor or aid card is needed always make an effort to contact the
parent/guardian. If a parent cannot be contacted make sure the parent
release form is with the doctor or aid card.
The following phone numbers may be of help in contacting doctors or
emergency services.

Hospitals:
Forks Community Hospital
Olympic Memorial Hospital (P.A.)
Ambulance

374-6271
457-8513
911

Police/Fire:
Emergency
Police
Fire 37 4-5561

911
374-2223

Physicians (local):
Dr. Shima
Dr. Kriebel
Dr. Kasher
Dr. Dickson
Forks Women's Clinic

374-2500
374-6224
374-6998
374-6642
374-3143
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Physicians (sports injury specialists):
782-3383

The Sports Medicine Clinic
1551 NW 54th
Seattle, WA 98107

Two of the biggest concerns for coaches today are: (a) making sure
our programs are operated safely, and (b) trying to prevent our athletes from
getting involved in alcohol/drug use and/or abuse. It is vitally important to
our programs and school district that we do everything possible to make sure
we are offering the safest program we can provide; and we take a stand
against drug and alcohol use in the efforts of helping our student/athletes be
as successful as they can possibly be in life.

Specific Sport Safety Guidelines
In the following pages are safety guidelines for each sport offered in
the Quillayute Valley School District. It is recommended for the head coach
to have each athlete and their parent/guardian sign the form acknowledging
they understand the safety guidelines for each sport the athlete is
participating in. The coach should keep these on file at least until the end of
the season. If an athlete gets injured during the season these forms should
be kept on file in case any possible litigation becomes pending. There are
also some safety diagrams provided by Don Watkins of Ocosta High School
related to safety in each sport. Coaches may use these to post on walls or
for each individual athlete and their parent/guardian.
There is also an accident report included in this section. This form
should be filled out whenever an injury occurs on the practice or game field
which requires the player to lose practice or game time.
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Drug/Alcohol User/Abuser
After the safety guidelines is a section on drug/alcohol use. If you as
a teacher/coach have a concern of any student, please fill out the Staff
Initiation of Concern form included in this handbook. This form will then go
to the school drug/alcohol counselor to make follow-up contact with this
student. As coaches we need to stand up and take a stand against drug and
alcohol use and abuse.
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FORKS FOOTBALL SAFETY LIST
Warning, Agreement to Obey Instructions,
Release, Assumption of Risk, and
Agreement to Hold Harmless

Football is a contact sport and injuries will occur. The coaches
working in our program are qualified, professional people. Fundamentals
related to playing football will continually and repeatedly be emphasized on
and off the field. The information contained within this list of rules and
procedures is to inform the young men in our football program of the proper
techniques to practice for maximum safety in the contact phase of the game.

Tackling, Blocking, and Running the Ball
By rule, the helmet is not to be used as a "ram." Initial contact is not
to be made with the helmet. It is not possible to play the game safely or
correctly without making contact with the helmet when properly blocking and
tackling an opponent. Therefore, technique is most important to prevention
of injuries.
Tackling and blocking techniques are basically the same. Contact is
to be made above the waist but not initially with the helmet. The player
should always be in a position of balance, knees bent, back straight, body

slightly bent forward, head up, target area as near to the body as possibly
with the main contact being made with the shoulder.
Blocking and tackling by not putting the helmet as close to the body
as possible could result in shoulder injury such as a separation or a pinched
nerve in the neck area. The dangers of not following the proper techniques
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can be from minor to disabling to even death. The reason for following the
safety rules in making contact with the upper body and helmet is that
improper body alignment can put the spinal column in a vulnerable position
for injury.
If the head is bent downward, the cervical (neck) vertebrae are in a
bind and contact on the TOP OF THE HELMET could result in a dislocation,
nerve damage, paralysis, or even death. If the back is not straight, the
thoracic (mid-back) and lumbar vertebra are also vulnerable to injury with
similar results if contact again is made to the TOP OF THE HELMET. Forks'
daily workout includes isometric type exercises; the development of strength
in the neck muscles is one of the best methods of preventing head injury and
enabling an individual to hold his head up even after getting tired during a
workout or contest.

Basic Hitting (Contact) Position
and Fundamental TecboiQue
If the knees are not bent, the chance of knee injury is greatly
increased. Fundamentally, a player should be in the proper hitting position
at all times during live ball play and this point will be repeated continually
during practice. The danger is anything from strained muscles, to ankle
injuries, to serious knee injuries requiring surgery. The rules have made
blocking below the waist (outside a 2-yard by
4-yard area next to the football) illegal. Cleats have been restricted to no
more than 1/2 inch to further help in preventing knee injuries. A runner with
the ball, however, may be tackled around the legs.
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In tackling, the rules prohibit initial contact with the helmet or grabbing
the face mask or edge of the helmet. These restrictions were placed in the
rules because of serious injuries resulting from non-compliance to these
safety precautions. Initial helmet contact could result in a bruise, dislocation,
broken bone, head injury, internal injury such as kidneys, spleen, bladder,
etc. Grabbing the face mask or helmet edge could result in a neck injury
which could be anything from a muscle strain to a dislocation, nerve injury,
or spinal column damage causing paralysis or death.
The illegal play by participating athletes will not be tolerated and all
players re repeatedly reminded of the dangers of unsportsmanlike acts.

fitting and Use of EQuipment
Shoulder pads, helmets, hip pads, pants including thigh pads, and
knee pads must have proper fitting and use.
Shoulder pads which are too small will leave the shoulder point
vulnerable to bruises or separations; it could also be too tight in the neck
area resulting in a possible pinched nerve. Shoulder pads which are too
large will leave the neck area poorly protected and will slide on the shoulders
making them vulnerable to bruises or separations.
Helmets must fit snugly at the contact points: front, back, and top of
the head. The helmet must be safety "NOCSAE" branded; the chin straps
must be fastened and the cheek pads must be of the proper thickness. On
contact, too tight a helmet could result in a headache. Too loose a fit could
result in headaches, a concussion, a face injury such as a broken nose or
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cheek bone, a blow to the back of the neck causing a neck injury, possibly
quite serious such as paralysis or even death.
This report does not cover all potential injury possibilities in playing
football, but it is an attempt to make the players aware that fundamentals,
coaching, and properly fitted equipment are important to their safety and
enjoyment in playing football at Forks High School.

The above information has been explained to me and I understand
the list of rules and procedures. I also understand the necessity of using the
proper techniques while participating in the football program.

Athlete's Name
Athlete's Signature
Parent/Guardian Signature
Date of Signatures
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VOLLEYBALL SAFETY GUIDELINES
When a person is involved in any athletic activity, an injury can occur,
especially in a contact sport. One should be aware that the information
presented in these rules and procedures is to inform the young man or woman of
proper techniques or the inherent dangers involved with this particular
activity. Not all potential injury possibilities in this sport are listed, but
athletes should be aware that fundamentals, coaching, and proper-fitting
equipment are important to the safety and enjoyment of the sport.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Proper warm-up is essential prior to any strenuous activity.
Wear proper-fitting shoes and socks at a 11 times. Shoes that have been
worn smooth should not be used.
Knee pads should be properly positioned when worn.
Travel to and from off-campus gyms for practice/contests should take
place in coach-approved transportation vehicles only.
Be aware at a 11 times of court surroundings; i.e., obstacles, projections,
bleachers, standards, etc.
Perform skills and techniques as instructed by your coach.
Contact a coach immediately if injured.

The above information has been explained to me and I understand the list of
rules and procedures. I also understand the necessity of using the proper
techniques while participating in the volleyball program.

Athlete's

Signature

Parent/Guardian

.D.a.t.e.

Signature
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CROSS COUNTRY SAFETY GUIDELINES ·
When a person is involved in any athletic activity, an injury can occur,
especially in a contact sport. One should be aware that the information
presented in these rules and procedures is to inform the young man or woman of
proper techniques or the inherent dangers involved with this particular
activity. Not all potential injury possibilities in this sport are listed, but
athletes should be aware that fundamentals, coaching, and proper-fitting
equipment are important to the safety and enjoyment of the sport.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

1 0.
11.
12.

Proper warm-up is essential before strenuous activity takes place.
Travel to and from off-campus for practice/contests should take place in
coach-approved transportation vehicles only.
Run only on course as indicated by the coach.
I n case of an emergency on run, contact coach or school.
If you cannot get assistance, stay on course described for workout.
Run pairs in unfamiliar territory.
Beware of objects being thrown from passing cars and car doors opening.
Beware of dogs.
Runners should be familiar with basic first aid treatment for heat
exhaustion, heat stroke, sprained ankle or other runner-related
injuries.
When running on roads, always face the oncoming traffic. Be cautious at
intersections and acutely aware of erratic drivers.
Report all injuries to the coach immediately.
All runners are required to complete off-campus running forms and have
them turned into their coach before leaving campus to run.

The above information has been explained to me and I understand the list of
rules and procedures. I also understand the necessity of using the proper
techniques while participating in the cross country program.

Athlete's Signature

Parent/Guardian

Signature

D.a.te.
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BASKETBALL SAFETY GUIDELINES
When a person is involved in any athletic activity, an injury can occur,
especially in a contact sport. One should be aware that the information
presented in these rules and procedures is to inform the young man or woman of
proper techniques or the inherent dangers involved with this particular
activity. Not all potential injury possibilities in this sport are listed, but
athletes should be aware that fundamentals, coaching, and proper-fit:t:ing
equipment are important to the safety and enjoyment of the sport.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Proper warm-up is essential before strenuous activity takes place.
Be aware of surroundings; i.e., other athletes, wet floors, bleachers, etc.
Travel to and from off-campus gyms for practice/contests should take
place in coach-approved transportation vehicles only.
Be aware of the danger of throwing basketballs from other parts of the
gym.
Wear properly fitted shoes.
Perform those skills and techniques as instructed by your coach.
Be especially aware of the danger of illegal actions, such as undercutting
another player or grasping/hanging on the rim.
A II athletes w i II read printed literature (signs, pictures, posted printed
regulations) regarding safety procedures.
Contact the coach immediately if injured.

The above information has been explained to me and I understand the list of
rules and procedures. I also understand the necessity of using the proper
techniques while participating in the basketball program.

Athlete's Signature

farent/Guardlan

Jla.te.

Signature
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WRESTLING SAFETY GUIDELINES
When a person is involved in any athletic activity, an injury can occur,
especially in a contact sport. One should be aware that the information
presented in these rules and procedures is to inform the young man or woman of
proper techniques or the inherent dangers involved with this particular
activity. Not all potential injury possibilities in this sport are listed, but
athletes should be aware that fundamentals, coaching, and proper-fitting
equipment are important to the safety and enjoyment of the sport.
1.
2.
3.
4.
S.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Proper warm-up is essential before strenuous activity takes place.
Travel to and from off-campus gyms for practice/contests should
take place in coach-approved transportation vehicles only.
Be aware of illegal holds as defined by the rule book.
When wrestling with an opponent either In practice or In a match, wear
approved, proper-fitting apparel, including head gear.
Be sure to wrestle a safe distance from a 11 walls and other obstructions.
A 11 wrestling w i 11 be done on the mats provided for wrestling. ·
Perform only techniques as instructed and supervised by your coach.
A II athletes w i II read printed literature (signs, pictures , posted printed
regulations) regarding safety procedures.
Contact the coach immediately if injured.

The above information has been explained to me and I understand the list of
rules and procedures. I also understand the necessity of using the proper
techniques while participating in the wrestling program.

Athlete's

Signature

Pacent/Guacdlao

Signature
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BASEBALL/SOFTBALL SAFETY GUIDELINES .
When a person is involved in any athletic activity, an injury can occur,
especially in a contact sport. One should be aware that the information
presented in these rules and procedures is to inform the young man or woman of
proper techniques or the inherent dangers involved with this particular
activity. Not all potential injury possibilities in this sport are listed, but
athletes should · be aware that fundamentals, coaching, and proper-fitting
equipment are important to the safety and enjoyment of the sport.
1.

2.
3.

4.

5.
6.
7.
8.

9.

1 0.
11.

Proper warm-up is essential before strenuous activity takes place.
Proper equipment for catchers should always be worn.
Perform only those skills and techniques as instructed and/or supervised
by your coach.
Travel to and from off-campus gyms for practice/contests should take
place in coach-approved transportation vehicles only.
The bat can be potentially dangerous. Use it only for its intended
purpose.
Be aware of surroundings; i.e., batters warming up, thrown bats, batted
or thrown balls, on-deck circle (one person at a time).
In baseball, always use hard hats while batting/running bases/hitting in
batting cages.
When playing on away fields, familiarize yourself with surrounding and
grounds; i.e., fences, field conditions such as holes, lips on field edges,
etc.
Be aware of the potentially serious injuries to your ankles, knees and
legs if you do not follow the correct procedures in base running. Sliding
head first into bases should be avoided.
Be aware of the instructions regarding communication between players;
i.e., talking and calling each other off on • pop f I ie s • and Texas leaguers,
,etc.
Contact the coach immediately if injured.

The above information has been explained to me and I understand the list of
rules and procedures. I also understand the necessity of using the proper
techniques while participating in the baseball/softball program.

Athlete's

Signature

Parent/Guardian

D.ate.

Signature
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TRACK SAFETY GUIDELINES
When a person is involved in any athletic activity, an injury can occur,
especially in a contact sport. One should be aware that the information
presented in these rules and procedures is to inform the young man or woman of
proper techniques or the inherent dangers involved with this particular
activity. Not all potential injury possibilities in this sport are listed, but
athletes should be aware that fundamentals, coaching, and proper-fitting
equipment are important to the safety and enjoyment of the sport.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Proper warm-up is essential before strenuous activity takes place and
warm-up in assigned areas only.
Be aware of your surroundings, especially when participating in or near
field events.
Be aware of rules regarding restricted areas.
Javelin , shot, discus events must be supervised by the event coach when
implements are being used.
Be aware of the need to check equipment, apparatus, field, and J,its
thoroughly before each use; i.e., foreign objects In pits, proper
placement of standards, etc.
Perform only those skills and techniques as instructed and/or supervised
by your coach.
Travel to and from off-campus gyms for practice/contests should take
place in coach-approved transportation vehicles only.
Contact the coach immediately i f injured.

The above information has been explained to me and I understand the list of
rules and procedures. I also understand the necessity of using the proper
techniques while participating in the track program.

Athlete's

Signature

Parent/Guacdlao

Signature
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CHEERLEADING SAFETY GUIDELINES
When a person is involved in any athletic activity, an injury can occur,
especially in a contact sport. One should be aware that the information
presented in these rules and procedures is to inform the young man or woman of
proper techniques or the inherent dangers involved with this particular
activity. Not all potential injury possibilities in this sport are listed, but
athletes should be aware that fundamentals, coaching, and proper-fitting
equipment are important to the safety and enjoyment of the sport.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

6.
7.

8.

Proper warm-up is essential before strenuous activity takes place.
Travel to and from off-campus courses for practice/contests should take
place in school-approved transportation vehicles only.
Be aware at a 11 times of surroundings; i.e., players, obstacles,
projections, bleachers, standards, etc.
Perform skills and techniques as instructed and supervised by your
advisor.
Stunts can be dangerous if not spotted correctly while learning-a r not
performed correctly. A II participants must be alert and
safety-conscious.
Do c;heers at the appropriate time so you will be aware of ball and players
positioning to prevent possible injury.
Be aware of who are supervisory personnel of both teams and where they
can be located so you may contact them in case of an emergency or an
undesirable crowd control situation.
Contact the advisor immediately if injured.

The above information has been explained to me and I understand the list of
rules and procedures. I also understand the necessity · of using the proper
techniques while participating in the cheerleading program.

Athlete's

Signature

Parent/Guardian

Signature
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COACHES RESPONSIBILITY RELATING TO SAFETY
_ _1 .

Inspect a 11 protective equipment to be issued for the coming season.
Discard equipment that is not safe or beyond repair.

___2 .

Review rules and rule changes with the staff.

_ _3.

Review with staff the fitting procedures for protective equipment.

_ _4.

Review with staff the techniques and action of a player that are
unsafe and could result in serious injury to the player, teammate
o r opponent.

___S.

Review with staff safety techniques and fundamentals that w i 11 be
used in your sport.

___6 .

Review first aid procedures and emergency plans with coaches
and managers.

_ _ _7.

Inform parents and players of the risks involved in the sport.

_ _....8 .

Report any unsafe conditions in the practice facility that could
result in injury.

___9 .

Discuss with staff the method you w i 11 use to evaluate the physical
condition of players reporting for the first practice.

___1 0.

Discuss with your staff how you w i 11 conduct evaluation procedures
of assistant coaches.

Sport

Coach's

Signature

Athletic

Director

Signature
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General Athletic Injuries
Each program needs to establish procedures for handling athletic
injuries. This includes medical and emergency services, responsibility of
coaches, managers, and participants.
District Procedures:
1. Complete injury report form and file with building office.
2. Keep up-to-date records of participants' home phone, address, etc.
3. Keep a copy of all injury reports for future reference.
4. Require physician's release before allowing resumption of practice
if an athlete has been restricted from practice by a doctor.
5. Do not trust the care of possible serious injuries to trainers,
managers, or lay persons.
6. Refer immediately to a physician or emergency services if head
injury, fractures, or internal injuries occur. Don't diagnose.
7. Never allow an unconscious player to resume practice or
participation in a game until examined and released by a
physician.

Moving the Injured Athlete
S1Qi2: Stop play immediately at indication of injury.

J.w2k: Look for obvious deformity or other deviation from normal.
Listen: Listen to athlete's complaint.

A.ct: Move the athlete only after serious injury is ruled out.
When a physician or emergency services are on site, they should
supervise the transportation of an injured athlete. In the absence of these
services, it may be necessary to move the injured player in accordance with
sound principles.
1. Avoid being hurried into moving an athlete who has been hurt.
Move him/her only after serious injury is ruled out.
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2. If a serious injury, obtain medical supervision before moving the
athlete. This may be a judgment call, so take extra precaution.

3. Make sure there is access to a telephone, first aid supplies, and
safe means of transportation to the nearest hospital.
4. If a player can be moved, support the injured joint or limb. Giving
support against gravity will bring the player to medical care with
the least pain and risk.

Head Injuries
In the event of a possible head/spinal cord injury, the present policy
regarding first aid is to:
1. Never remove the player from the field without a professional
physician or medical team present. Carry the player from the field
of play on a stretcher.
2. Make sure there is an adequate air passage by allowing the
tongue to fall forward.

3. Call the parents and have them meet the athlete at the hospital.
When a head injury has occurred, the coach should follow these
guidelines:
1. If a player is temporarily dazed or shaken up, keep the player out
of the game until assured the condition has cleared. It is best to
have a coach with the player the entire time on the bench for
observation.
2. If there has been a period of unconsciousness, even though brief,
remove the player from the game/practice and do not permit their
return. Do not allow further practice until player has been cleared
by a physician.
3. If a serious head injury like a skull fracture or brain hemorrhage
has occurred, the player should no longer participate in contact
sports.
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WEIGHT TRAINING SUPERVISION
In previous articles, we have exnmincd safety in the weight room inv~lving lnsuuction and weight training equipment.
In our final article or the weight training series, we will discuss the role of supervision In weight training safety.

IF YOU'RENOTIN THE ROOM, YOU'RENOTSUPERVTSING
Although this slatement would seem to be fundamental, the Pool receives claims Crom time to time Indicating that the
insuuctor was not present at the time or the Incident. Merely being In the room does not necessarily Indicate that an
lnsuuctor is supervising. Good supervision aoes beyond simply w&ldling sbldents lift weights. It Involves moving around
the room, reinforcing 9ood behaviors and correcting inappropriate activity. Good supervision also Involves docmneotlng
and tracking the progress or students to ldentlCy potential problems. It Involves controUlng access to the weight room when
the insuuctor Is not present, empowering students !,o be responsible for their own safety using the buddy system and
es!abUshlng a code or sale behavior.

PROVTDE CLOSER SUPERVISION FOR THE MORE HAZARDOUS ACUVT77ES
As discussed in previous ankles, Cree weights are generally more dm1gerous than weight lifting machines. Even with
!he additlonal !raining and sk.111 required prior to the use or free weights, closer supervision is still waminted. Any
nwtimwn lift attempts should receive special attention due to the magnified rislc or Injury. 1be Pool recommends that
mAXimum lifts involve a minimum or four repetitions rather than the traditional single repetition. Such a policy encourages proper IICtlng techniques and reduces the potential for loss or control or the weights.

INCORPORATE THE BUDDY SYSTEM FOR ALL FREE WEIGHTACUYfVES
The buddy system is an effective ammgement ror encouraging maximum etron whUe UCtlng and safety througb good
spotting techniques. Match the s1rength or panners evenly to assure thlll each panner will have the ablUty to adequately
spot the other. Additional spotten may be necessary if the weight being Ufted cannot be safely controlled Crom the single
spotter position. Use a sign-in sheet for teams and require any team missing a panner to report to the lnsuuctor Immediately. This procedure will enable the instructor to monitor attendance and reduce the potential for sbldents to lift without
a spotter.

CONTROL ACCESS TO THE WEIGHT ROOM
Loclc the weight room at all times when the instructor is out or the room. Leaving the room accessible during lunch or
before or
school can lead to serious injuries to students. Poorly controlled access after houn can also lead to Injuries
10 tile general public if the weight room Is accessible while adjacent facilities are In use.

arter

ESTA BUSH A CODE OF SAFE BEHAVIOR
Rules and lnstructloa sbould be formalized and provided In written format. pemaps In a weight room handbook. This
infonnatlon should be discussed regularly and rules enforced consistently. A safe culture in the weight room results in
fewer unsafe acts because the sbldents talce responsibility for their own safety. Not only Is the classroom e1perience more
rewarding for the students, but It makes the job of the lnsuuctor much easier to accomplish.

Good supervision, adequate instruction and safe equipmi!nt are all necessary for
a safe weight training program.

Pool

Cueo

December 19'4
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Cl.AIMS LESSONS

WEIGHT LIFTING

DESCRIPTION OF THE CLAIM·
A 17-ycar-old student was performing a bench press exercise In a physical education class. The student was using
free weight equipment and bad one spotter present at the time or the lift. At the time or the Injury, a maximum lift test was
In progress. With 235 pounds on the bar, the student lowered the weights qulclcly to "bounce" the bar off bis chest to gain
momentmn and wist him with the upwant movement or the weights. As the bar left bis chest. be lost control. Toe spotter
was not able to conuol Ille bar either and It landed on the student's mouth. The resultin1 injury included a severe lip
laceradon requiring x-rnys, stitches, oral surgery, three crowns, and two composites.
This claim was settled at a cost or $2,440.

BACKGROUND:
At the time or the accident (June), there were 32 srudents in the class and the
instructor was 40 or more feet away. The instructor bad previously told the class
not to "bounce" the weights, but bad failed to warn of the potential for serious
Injury. The maximum lift test in progress at the time of the accident involved only
one repetition. The weight is lifted only one time.

I

RISK CONTROL RECOMMENDATIONS·
I. Supervision for hazardous activities

Toe bench press exercise is one of the more dangerous activilJes In the welgbt
room. Factors in this accident include lhe use of free weights Instead of machines, a maximum lift test of one repetition and a weight or 235 pounds. All or these factors combined suggest that
this exercise was probably the most dangerous activity talclng place in the weight room at the time. The instructor's
prollimity of 40 or more feet away was inappropriate. Toe instructor should be present for every maximum lift test,
which means that no more than one such test may take place at a time.
2.

Single spotter not adequate
Given the weight or 235 pounds and the position of the spotter, one person was not sufficient for controlling the
weight when the lifter lost control. Position one spotter on each end of the bar to ensure control.

J. Failure to warn~ die consequences
Although I.be Instructor bad told students not to "bounce" th& welshu. tbe student was not aware or the potential ror
serious 10)11,y. Students who ran to apprecintc the dnngcr or an activity are much more Inclined to act unsafely and
thus injure themselves. Instruct on the consequences or Improper lifting techniques and reinforce the lnfonnation
with safety quizzes, weight room handbooks and regular observation In the weight room.
4. Single repetition maximum lift tests using free weights are not appropriate for physical education classes
FrM weights nn: inherently more dangerous than weight mnchlnes n.nd ~ulre more skHI, tmlning Md supervision.
The likelib.ood or losing conttol and/or musculoskelctru injuries lnc,-c;i.scs exponcntlally during single repetition
maximum lifting or free wcighu. The Pool iherefon: recommcn~s prohibition or single repc ti llon mAAimum lifl5 !or
both physical education and atlllctics tmlnlng. Require studenu to perfonn a minimum of four rcpclltlons for a
maximum li Cl or lower the welgbl on the next attempt. The primary benefit or using free welgbl5 is the development
of explosive strength: thus rree weights
more suitable for athletic programs lhM ror physical education classes.

are
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SUPERINTENOENT OF PUBLIC INSTRUCTION
Olympia

STUDENT ACCIDENT P.EPORT FORM A
INSTRUCTIONS_
Use the STUDENT ACCIDENT REPORT FC'RM to record in your files each serious student a.:cident ccming und,r !he
jurisdiciion of the school's outhorit;. Thi; form when comple:ed ~hould be f:!cd in !he d -.,;iol district office fc,r future
reference in cose litigation may result from the ncddent at some futur!? dote. Minor accidents such as scrotches,
bruises, etc. need not necessarily be recorded.

1. Nome············· ····-··········· ······························· Home Address .............................................•........ ·-·····································

2. Schoof.. ....................... .......... - .................... ... Sex , M O

FO

Age .................... Grode ............................... ..•........ ..

3. Time occident occurred, Hour ................ A. M.: ................ P. M.
4. Place of Accident, Schoof Building O
School Grounds O
Off School Premises and Under School Jurisdiction

5.

Dote .. -···· ···- ············ .. ··· ·- ·············- ··· ·· ·· ·········
School Bus .O

O

Port of Body Injured

Nature of lnJury
Abrasion .. _ · - - - -

D11locatlon

Abclomon - - -

(yo • ••• ·- - -

log · · · · · · --

AmP',ltatlon . · - - - -

An\t. · ·· - - Arm • , • ·- - -

Foco ····- - --

Mou1h ·· - - -

A1phyxlollon . -·-·- - -

Frodure ··· · -- - Poisoning .. ~- - - -

nn;o, .. · - - -

NoM •••. _ __

Bruise IS..r l~ s l - - - - - -·

Puncture ... · - --

e.u,n

llocli . .. ·- --

Scalds . ..... · - --

°'"" ..·---

. . ·· - - Hanel .• · - - -

Tooth

Ear · ·· · · - - - -

Hoad ••• - --

(Serfcxnl , - - - -

Concussion

. , ··· - - - - -

Cut (S.rlou1J . · - - · - - ·
Other

Shock

-

-

-

l•l1c.l . . - - - --

Sprain ..... · -- - -

l•pecllyl - - - - -

Elbow ·• ·Other

-

-

-

Scalp

w,,,,

1:nN . . . . _ __

l•poclfyl · · · - - -- - - · - - -·· ·· ·-··-·-- .. - · - -

6. Degree of lnlury ........................................... ................... ............................................................. .......... -.......................... .
7. Total number of days lost from school.. ... _...................... ....................................................................................... ........ .
l

8. Teacher or person in charge when accident occurred (Enter name) ............................................................................. .
Was he present at scene of accident, No ................ Yes................ . .................................................... ........................ .

""·

What was the student doing when Injured? ......... ..........................................................................................................

9.

Immediate Action Taken
rlrst-ald treatment ...•.. ........ ······•····························· ···········--·····································-································ ···-···················
Sent to school nurse _.... ....................................................•....,. ,............................................................... ·························
Sent home ...................................................... ............. . ······························-··········-·-··················· ···· ················· ··········· -·
Sent to physician ... ............................................................ -···········································-···················································
Physician's Nume ................................... ····················-·································-···················································· ··········
Sent to hospital, No ................ Yes .............. .. Name of hospital ...................................................................... ... .. .

loV11rJ
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10. Person notified, Mother ...... ..... .. ... Father......... .. .... Other................. .. ..................... When ............. - ............ .... ..
By whom: (Enter name! ........... ,.. _.,.............. .. ............. .. ............... ............. .............. - ................................. .... - ...... . ..

11. Witnesses, I. Name ...................................................... Addr!ss .................................................. .. ... ........... ... ... ... ...
2. Name...................................................... Address .... ................ - ...................................................... ... ..

'-,CATION
A,::,parotu1

F.ncff and wall1 ___ _

School ao11ino1 , · - - - -

Step,. 1tairway1 &

IPlaygrouNII
Athlollc flold. , ... _ __

Rold trlJK ..• ,. · - - Gymna1ium ..•. - - -

IPatrollodl .• · - - School ground . . ... _ __

Auditorium , , , • - - - -

laboratorl11 .. , _ __

Shop INamol,

walk, IOU11ldol.--.--To & lrom buo stop ____ _
To I lrotn sd,ool _ _ _ _

Bv1 atop .•.. , . · - - -

lodcon I,._,,

Cafeteria .

1 ••• · - - -

Tollot and

and/a, corrldot!-'---

danroom . , .. . - - - Corrldo, ....... _ __

Ployroomo .... · - - -

Driver Educotlor1

School bu, ..... - - -

Pool ........ , _ __

show.,.

and

woahroom, , . - - - -

dr111lng r o o m s _

Other h-ifyl .. - - - -

Step, and stair•

way, llnotdel . - - - -

!Behind whN11---!'HTSICAl EDUCATION ACTIVITIU,

Apparatv1 , .... - - -

Football ....... _ __

lla,eball-Softball - - -

Hochy lftoldJ •. - - Sotto, and socmr

lla1kotball , . , , , - - -

Swimming •. , . · - - Track and flolcl

awnta ..• · · · - - -

typogamN · · - - INTIISCHOU.nlC A THl.n!CS1

11<,,eball ...•.. - - -

Football . . . .. . . -

llaskotball ... , . - - - -

Golf ..... .. " · - - Gymnastla •• . ·- --

-

-

-

Volleyball and

1lmilar game, - - Other o,ganlmd
"

",,

____

Swimming , , .... , ___ _

Wrollllng

T1nnl1 •. . • . •• . _ _

Other 1,-i1y1 .. - - -

_

.. , , · - - -

Track & ftolcl . . , , - - --

UNOIOANllED ACTIVITIIS1

-----··-~-·-·-·-······- ·-·- ------·- ·-··--·-···- - - - - - ·····-··-··~·· . . . . --.••----- -- ---- - - DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE ACCIDENT
In completing this accident report It is essential that the accident be described in sufficient detail ta show conditions
existing when the accident occurred. If unsafe acts or condi lions are noted, steps should be taken immediately for their
correction.
All completed accident report forms should be filed for further reference until It is 'determined by the school authorities
that no civil action may be taken by thl parents or student.
••ao••• • u•••• •u• •• • - ..... - • • • ••• ••• ' •••"•• • •••• • .a•• • • • •••••• • •• • ••• • ••••••• • • •••• ,,, , ,,,,,n,,. ,,. , , , ,,,,,on,,, , ,. .,, , ,0 , 0,,0 , ,0,,00•01,., o,,, .. ,,,.,,,,.,uooon _• ••• • n•o • ••• •.uon , , , , ,, , ,, , ,

•• ••• ••••• • •• •••• •• •• •••••••n• •••• •• • •••• • •••••• • •••••• •·•••••• • •• .,.••• • •• •• • • ••• • • ••• • • • • •• •• •• • - •• • • • • • • • • •• •• •••·• • •• • •~ · • •• •• • •••-••'""•• • ••••••• sw• • • •• • • •••···• •• • •• •• •• •••• • • • •• ••• •••••"• •

· ·

(Uoo additional ohooll ii noconaryl

SIGNED: Principal ... ................... ............ .......................................... Teacher................... .................... .. ...................... ... .... . ·

~·
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Recognizing a Drug/Alcohol User/Abuser
Spotting a drug/alcohol user or abuser can be a difficult and tough
task. Some of the changes that may be seen in an athlete using
drugs/alcohol resemble the symptoms of severe personal or emotional
problems. It is imperative to treat the athlete as an individual and to talk to
him privately about the nature of his/her problem:
Things to look for:
1. Decrease in motivation
2. Change in personality or behavioral patterns
3. Withdrawal from companionship
4. Decline in performance, both physically and academically
5. Frequent missing of classes, especially physical activity classes
6. Inability to coordinate (standing or walking)
7. Poor personal hygiene and grooming
8. Muddled speech
9. Impaired judgment
10. Restlessness, jittery
11. Muscular twitches, tremor of hands
12. Heavy sweating, bad breath, nervousness (amphetamine abuse)
13. Red eyes, listlessness, increased appetite, with special craving for
sweets (marijuana abuse)
14. Distinct breath odor (alcohol and marijuana)
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What the Coach Can Do
The following is from "For Coaches Only," a booklet by the Drug
Enforcement Administration of the U.S. Government. Successful programs
have shown that doing simple things like the following are highly effective:
1. Call captains together and share concerns about alcohol/drug
abuse.
2. Open a dialogue with all your athletes on alcohol and drug use.
3. Get athletes to use peer pressure on teammates and have them
attempt to act as role models in refraining from the use of alcohol
and drugs.
4. Enforce all training rules and school regulations.
5. Advise athletes of legal penalties associated with drug/alcohol
use.
6. Know the symptoms of alcohol/drug abuse and be able to identify
signs.
7. Have a definite plan for dealing with drug and alcohol use by
athletes.
8. Discuss with parents the importance of rules regarding
drug/alcohol involvement. Let parents know your commitment in
this area.
9. Check on athletes; call them at home and let them know you
care.
10. Investigate any violations and confront the athlete immediately.
11. Take immediate action when overhearing party plans.
12. Confront athletes immediately when smelling
alcohol/drugs/tobacco.
13. Develop alternative activities for athletes.
14. YOU, THE COACH, should set a good example for your athletes.
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15. Become involved with your school's drug and alcohol Task Force
Team.
The following is taken from the WIAA Chemical Awareness Program :

The Courage to Coach.
Modeling is Coaching
This is a subject that makes a lot of coaches grit their teeth--the
coach as a model. We are all aware of the need for models, to
replace those lost as our society has undergone tremendous changes.
Most of us are sadly aware of the numbers that tell us about kids who
lack stable parenting. Many of us have sobering tales to tell, about
potentially outstanding youngsters who lost it all for lack of caring
supervision or as a result of negative habits that were born at home.
You have a burden, coach, whether you want it or not. You
may not have asked to be a model, but that's what you are to a lot of
people. There are people you've never met who expect that you will
always add dignity to the title you received with your contract. There
are many people who look to you for a model of behavior worth
evaluating.
When you, in the way you live, advertise the joy of living in a
perpetual and natural "high," you do a lot to combat drug abuse.
When you let people see the love you have for your work, your peers,
your students, and your athletes, you promote a lifestyle that doesn't
need drugs or alcohol. When you allow your players to enter your
private world and they see how comfortable and satisfied you are with
a life free of artificial crutches, you influence their behavior. When
you are seen by your community as someone who believes in leading
a life, rather than being led by life, you project a very important
message.
Your burd·en is that you have to try harder to be fair than
anyone else must try. You have to be more consistently positive than
you may feel and you must display the self-discipline that you hope is
present in your student athletes. In what you may think of as your
private life, you have to behave as though it were public, for you know
what would happen to your credibility if private misbehavior became
public knowledge.
It takes a lot of courage to coach. You need courage to make
decisions in your activity, courage to take a strong stand against the
abuse of drugs and alcohol that harm so many, and the courage to
live like somebody you can admire and respect.
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STAFF INITIATION OF CONCERN

(Return to: Debbie)
Student Name _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Age __ Grade __ Date_ _ ___ .
Course _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Teacher _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Room,_ _ __

Address-- - - - - - - - - - - - - -- Phone._ _ _ _ __ _
Parent - - - -- - -- - -- - - - - -- - - - -- - - If Not Parent - Guardian Name
Staff-teachers, aides and clerical, have a unique opportunity to observe
behaviors and class work that may be clues to learning disabilities. This
referral form is to be used to alert counselors, administrators, and special
services of students who may ne~d instructional support through special
services, Chapter I, and Title V or community resources.
Use this form to share your observations and concerns. It will start a
thorough process of assessment and review and as a minimum, provide you
with additional insight into the student in question.
I. Rationale for referral:--- - -- - - -- - - - -- - - --

II. Specific observations that lead to the referral: _ _ _ _ __ _ _ __

Ill. If a classroom situation, what procedures have you tried to deal with the
problem: - - -- - - - -- - -- - -- - - -- - - -- - -

IV. Attach examples of classroom work if available.- -- -- - - --

Teacher Signature
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WARNING FLAGS FOR TEACHERS
The following list of signs and symptoms of cMmical <k~,uuncy are some of the
behavioral indicators, or early warning signs that a probkm may exist. If you
notice some of these sig;.s, do not delay in taking action. Ccr-.tact someone
immediately for the information you will need to interwne.

*Sudden change in mood, attitude, personality
*Sharp drop in school performance
*Skipping classes, discipline for truancy
*Uncharacteristic changes in activities and friends

*Sharp decrease/increase in motivation
*Inappropriate giddiness
*Unexplained depression and/or hostility
*Signs of hangover, such as nausea, puffy eyes,
headache, etc.
"

*Arrest for petty theft, DWI

.

*Extreme fatigue, decreased stamina
*Short-term memory loss
*Chronic "spaciness" and blank stares
Cart must be used in ~ling a person an alcohol or drug abuser. Soru of
these symptoms may also be indicative of other probkm. 11,ey should not be
consukred in isolation without also atzmining other possibilities, such as
another physical illness.
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DE'1'ZC'1'IOH
SIGNS AHl> SYHP'l'OMS OP DRUG/ALCOHOL USE/ABUSE

COMMON SYMPTOMS
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

OF

~LCOHOL/DRUG ABUSE

Changes in school attendance and grades: low interest in
school and other activitie•
Changes in the quality of work or tasks done around the house
Unusual flare-ups or outbreaks of temper
Subtle changes in dresa and personal hygiene
Sly, sneaky, lying, blaming·, manipulating
Lowered concentration/attention span
Association with a known drug-using crowd (changing friends)
Borrowing m.o re money than usual, borrowing on their
allowances, etc.
Spending a lot of time in own room: isolating from family and
old friends
Itema missing: stealing money and small items
wearing sunglasses at inappropriate times
carrying Visine or finding bottles in room
Attitude change:
non-caring, giddy, depressed, extremely
irritable, hostile without reason, mood change suddenly
Your supply of liquor or diet pill• dwindling
Sleeps more than usual
Strongly defends his or her right to use: defends people who
use

MANIFESTATIONS

or

SPECIFIC DRUGS

Alcohol and Barbiturate Drugs
•
Odor of alcohol on breath
•
Staggering or stumbling
•
Sleeps more frequently
•
Difficulties with concentration/short attention span
•
Lacks interest in school and other activities
•
Drowsy and may appear disoriented and spacey (doesn't seem to
know what's going on)
•
Slow reaction time
•
Decrease in muscle coordination: accident prone
•
Speech, vision and hearing impaired (degree depends on amount
of consumption)
•
Social standards low: uses bad (rude) language and aggressive
behavior which is not acceptable to you or his/her own peers
Marijuana - Pot, grass, vead, hash
•
Early stages - adolescent may appear animated (dramatic with
hands, facial gestures, etc.) with behavior you don't normally
see: loud, rapid talking and bursts of laughter
•
Later stages - adolescent will become more sleepy and look
stuporous (zombie)
•
Reddening of eyes and edges of eyelids
•
Slow reaction time to complex stimuli, loud noises, driving
where one has to act quickly
•
Impairment of intellectual performance
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•

*
•

*
*
*
*

*
•
•
*
•

•
•
•
*
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Odor on clothes
Paraphernalia - pipes, homemadf! looking objects, baggies, pipe
cleaners, etc., in rooms
Philosophical verbiage
Discovery of a pot pipe, rolling papers, a cellophane 11 baggie 11
of marijuana and/or drug paraphernalia
Red eyes - the use of eye drops such as Visine or Murine
A distorted sense of time
A drop in school performance - not necessarily from A's to
D's, but from A's to B's to C's
Caring less about everything
school sports, other
extracurricular activities, and hobbies he/she used to enjoy
Use of incense to hide the sweet, burnt odor of pot
General loss of appetite, yet craving for sweets
Estrangements from the family, inexplicable mood changes,
irritability, hostility
Impairment of short-term memory, judgment, capacity to reason
and to think clearly
Chronic cough, cheat pains
Depression, feelings of loneliness
Feelings of paranoia
Fatigue and loss of vitality
Flattened speech and expression
Sleep disturbances
Menstrual irregularities
Strange phone calls, secretiveness, vagueness about social
activities

Les• attention paid to cleanliness of body, hair and clothes
Disappearance of money or items of value from the home
Impaired ability to fight off common infections
Drug oriented graffiti on school notebooks and/or drug
messages in school yearbooks or memory books
Small pieces of screening missing from window screens or sink
faucets - used for homemade pipes

Amphetamine• (8tiaulants) - spee4, black beauties, pink hearts,
beDJ1i••, Cbristaas tr•••, cross-tops, 4iet pills, eta.
•
Excessive activities - person ia irritable, argumentative,
nervous, haa difficulty sitting still
•
Pupil• dilated
•
Mouth and nose are dry. with bad breath, causing user to lick
lips frequently and rub and scratch nose frequently
•
Chain smoking
of weight
•
Goes long periods without eating or sleeping
•
Heavy perspiration
•
Possible tremors of the hand

•

Lo••
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Inhalant• (CJlue Sniffing) - any kind of houaehol4 to:dc fumH,
typist•• wbite-out, propane, pen• and marker•, paints, model
airplane glue, etc.
.

*
*
*

*

*

Odor of substance on breath and clothes
Drippy nose, water and/or inflamed eyes
Drowainesa
Nausea, vomiting
Presence of plastic or paper bags or raga containing dry
plastic cement

Narcotic• - heroin, d . .oral, aorpbine, opiWI, codeine
These individuals often begin by drinking paregoric (medicine for
diarrhea) or cough medicines containing codeine (any liquid
medicine containing codeine).

*

*
*
*

*
*
*

All physical symptoms depressed (slowed down)
Constricted pupils
Loss of appetite
Dryness of mouth
Lethargic, drowsy
Inhaling heroin in powder form leave• trace• of white powder
around the nostrils, cauaing redness and rawne••
Injecting leaves scars on inner surface or arms and elbows
(called mainlining); person will wear long sleeve shirts most
of the time

Hallucinogen• - L8D, aushroo. . , aeacaline, peyote

These are usually
conditions.
*

*

*

*

*

used

in

group

situations

under

special

Users sit or recline in a quiet dream or trance-like state
Paranoia may develop (possible acute panic)
Delusions and hallucinations
The drug primarily affects the central nervous system
producing changes in mood behaviors
Perception i• distorted involving sense• of sight, hearing,
touch, body-image, and time, how they process the senses is
different from when they are straight

cocaine
Coke is a stimulant but because it is an increasing concern with
youth people here is a separate list.

*

*
*

*
*
*
*

Paraphernalia z mirrors or pieces of mirror, razor blades,
rolled up dollars, straws, anything that can be put in nose
(test tubes, baggies, etc.), amall spoon•, saall brown or
clear bottles, small pieces of paper with a shiny surface
folded with a flap
Dilated pupils
Shaky hands
Hyperactive, fidgety, talkative, sleeplessness
Extreme mood swings
.
Digestive disorders, loss of appetite, loss of weight
Decreased attention to appearance (unkempt hair and clothing)
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•
•
•

Complaints of low back pain, noae bleeds, loss of memory
Coke is often diluted with a baby laxative purchased at a drug
store which can cause diarrhea
.
stealing items from home: spending large amounts of money:
resorting to criminal behavior to afford the drug
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Drug Use: A Disease of Feelings
Characteristics
1. Primary - Drug use is the source of symptoms, and not a symptom.
2. Chronic - Drug use on-going and non-curable.
3. Progressive - Drug use becomes progressively worse in four
stages.
4. Terminal - Drug use is the leading cause of death among teens.

Four Stages
Stage 1, Learning the Mood Swing. Beginning users learn that they
can change their feelings by using chemicals.
Drugs - Alcohol, pot, inhalants. Used at "parties" as a result of
peer pressure on weekends. Dru~s are given, not purchased.
Low tolerance makes it easier to 'get high."
Behavior - No detectable change in behavior. Lying is moderate,
"after the fact."
Feelings - Feels good with few consequences.

Stage 2. Seeking the Mood Swjn~. Having learned that drugs produce

good feelings, they start to active y seek these feelings by planned use
of drugs.
Drugs - Alcohol, pot, cocaine, inhalants, hash, hash oil, Tai stick
and pills, "Ups" and "Downs." Planned use involves buying drugs
and later solitary use. Tolerance increases. Use progresses
from weekends to week nights and then to week days before,
during, and after school. Use progresses from choice to
necessity.
Behavior - Beginning of dual life. Changes in dress, friends;
behavior becomes withdrawn and moody. Pride in "handling"
drug use. Beginning of aggressive anger and "conning."
Hobbies and extracurricular interests are dropped. School
grades begin to decline, followed by a temporary improvement,
first "blackouts" occur. Slang language and beginning of verbal
abuse.
Feelings - Experiences euphoric highs and mild discomfort when
coming down. First experiences losses as a result of drug use.
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Stage 3. Preoccupation with Mood Swin?. Now "~etting high" becomes
the sole obsession and preoccupation o the child s life. Use becomes
compulsive. They may want to stop but are unable to as they
experience a loss of control.
Drugs - All drugs cited above plus harder drugs; mushrooms,
PCP, PHP, LSD, Opium. The amount of drugs used increases
due to high tolerance, resulting in higher costs. Use is daily.
Solitary use is increasing. Always "gets high." Attempts to "cut
down" or stop usage nd cannot. Overdose and flashbacks first
occur.
Behavior - Due to the preoccupation with "gettinQ high," behavior
worsens. Drug-free friends are dropped. Open identification as
a "druggie." Lying becomes pathological. Stealing and dealinQ
supports increased costs. Failure at school due to "being high '
in class and chronic "skipping" results in "dropping out." Police
incidents occur. Jobs Lost. Fighting with family (verbally and
phy~ically) is chronic. Running away occurs. Chronic cough
begins.
Feelings - Desperate preoccupation with "getting high" controls
life for the child. It is progressively more difficult to "get high"
because of increased tolerance and hi~her costs. Feels distress
when not high. The backswing into pam occurs during this stage
due to guilt and shame over "things done under the influence" of
drugs. This results in progressive loss of self-worth.
Rationalizes, justifies, and minimizes to suppress feelings.
Suicidal thoughts occur.

Stage 4, Use to Feel Norma!. The child now begins each day in pain
and must use drugs "just to feel normal."

Drugs - All the drugs cited above plus possible "shooting up."
Uses constantly. Tolerance very high resulting in very_ high
costs. They now have no control over use. Cannot distinguish
between being "normal" and being "stoned." "Overdose" occurs
frequently.
Behavior - Deterioration in behavior and serious decline in
physical health. Frequent trouble with police. Cannot keep up a
Job or any other activity. Volcanic an~er and ag~ression toward
family and others. Severe paranoia, 'blackouts,' euphoric recall,
and repression are chronic. Physical deterioration includes:
weight loss, chronic cough, constant illness, memory loss, and
"flashbacks."
Feelings - Begins the day feeling depressed and uses the
chemicals simply to function and feel normal. Guilt, remorse,
shame, and anxiety are constantly present. Self-worth/ego is
severely eroded. Suicidal thoughts are frequent and actual
suicide attempts may occur.
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Functional Family

OysfundlonaJ Family

ChemicaJly Dependent

,, Feelings Can Come Out
Feelings Can Come In
I
No Wall of Defens~

Not Many Feelings Coming
In Or Coming Out

No Feelings Coming In Or
Coming Out

-l~

~ '----<.,

/'

'

'\
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- -\... FEELINGS )

) (,-i__/.
WAL~ OF DEFE~
DEPENDENT
No Feelings Coming In Or
~omlngOUt

No Feelings Coming In Or
Coming Out

FAMILY HERO
No Feellngs Coming In Or
Coming Out

SCAPEGOAT
No Feelings Co"*'G In Or
Coming OUt

LOST CHILO
No Feelings Coming In Or
Coming Out

MASCOT
No Feelings Coming 1.n Or
Coming Out

CHIEF ENABLER
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Information on student Assistance Programs
Program definitions:
1. A Student Assistance Program consists of a team of staff who draft
policy language, design procedures, train others, and promote
program awareness in order to identify, assess, refer, and support
students with alcohol and other drug-related problems in proportion
to their numbers.
2. A Student Assistance Program is the system of all of the things it is
necessary to know, think, feel, and do in order to help students
deal with all of the ways in which they are affected by their own
use of mood-altering chemicals or someone else's.
3. A Student Assistance Program is the result of the process of
recovering--as individuals, systems, and as a community--from the
effects of alcohol nd other drug abuse.
4. A Student Assistance Program is a comprehensive and integrated,
joint school-community program for providing to students
prevention, intervention, support, and instructional services for the
amelioration of alcohol and other drug-related problems.

Target Groups for Student Assistance Programs
Identify and assist:
1. Those students whose abuse of chemicals is causing severe
problems in their daily lives (chemically dependent).
2. Those students whose abuse is problematic and could benefit from
education, counseling, support, etc.
3. Those students returning from treatment problems and need
support in their new lifestyle.
4. Those students concerned about someone else's abuse and who
need positive methods of coping.
5. Those students who are non-users and need support of their
decision not to use/abuse.
6. Other students with other problems.
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BASIC COMPONENTS OF A STUDENT ASSISTANCE PROGRAM

)

Building Planning Team
Intervention Team
Class Presentations
Assemblies
Staff Presentations
Insight Class
Agency Networking and Referrals
Consultation
Leadership Training
Referral Process
Data Collection
Assessment
Affected Others Group
Consultation
Crisis Intervention
Parent Conferences
Follow-Up
Parent Education
Recovery Assistance Group/Class
1:1 Counseling
Program Promotion
Awareness Week
The Intervention Specialist's job is to work in conjunction with school
personnel to meet the needs of the students involved In the Student
Assistance Program.
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WHAT IS THE INTERVENTION SPECIALISTS ROLE?

Work in conjunction with Building Planning
Team. and Intervention ~ream
Facilitate s~ructured support groups
Network with building and district staff and
administrators
Provide assessment and referral
Class and community presentations
Training and consultation
Meet with students one to one
Network with community treatment providers
Other substance abuse activities as requested
by school personnel

)
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CHARACTERISTICS AND COMPONENTS
OF A SUCCESSFUL INTERVENTION PROGRAM
1.

Formal identification program with
procedures and staff responsibilities.

2.

Staff involvement in identifying students including
classified employees such as custodians and secretaries.

3.

Staff training in identification skills.

4.

Referral training which helps staff identify appropriate
agencies for assistance.

5.

Formal assessment utilizing trained or certified
alcohol/ drug specialists available on campus_ to
students.

6.

Establishment of re-entry programs which establish
either classes or support groups. · ·

7.

Administrative support with administrators providing
strong leadership and motivation.
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established

BUILDING PLANNING TEAM (CARE or CORE Team)
Purpose:

To support the Intervention Specialist and the entire Student
Assistance Program process; to plan and implement "awareness"
programs in the schools; to develop a school environment
supportive of faculty and solving student problems.

Awareness

Drug Free Activities

I

Prevention

I

Building Planning Team Activities
_ _ ____.I
I.____
___,
Support

Community Involvement
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Trainings

BUILDING TEAM AWARENESS WORKSHEET

1. What do you feel you have to offer (strengths) to the Building Team?

2. What is my (personal) interest in working on the team? How could this
interest meet my own personal needs?

3. Are there any conflicts between you and other members of the team that
have not been resolved? If so, how would you like to resolve them? Do
you need help to do so?

4. What apprehensions (fears) do you have about participating on the team?

5. What apprehensions do you have about the Student Assistance Program
as you now understand it?

6. Do you feel committed to working with the Student Assistance Program?

7. What do you feel are the weaknesses you bring to the team?
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MISSION STATEMENT

Who. is part of the team?

What do we plan to accomplish?

Haw are we going to accomplish these tasks?

~

are we doing this?
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BUILDING PLANNING TEAM
SAMPLE GOALS
STUDENT

To decrease AOD-related problems of those students
referred to the Student Assistance Program.
To influence the attitudes, beliefs, and knowledge related
to AOD use of those students referred to the Student
Assistance Program.
To increase general student body awareness of AOD
issues and the Student Assistance Program.

STAFF

To increase the awareness of the total school staff
regarding AOD and the Student As$istance Program.
To increase skills and knowledge of core team members
in dealing with student AOD problems and facilitating
groups.

PARENTS

To increase parent awareness of AOD and the Student
Assistance Program.
To increase parent awareness of local community
resources available to families in need of AOD
assistance.

COMMUNITY

To increase community awareness of AOD and the
Student Assistance Program.
To increase in community core teams members expertise
in dealing with AOD problems in community settings.
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GOALS WORKSHEET
The goals of the _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Building Planning Team are to:

1.

2.

3.

4.
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POPULATION
Chemically Dependent

Abuse

Affected Other

Recovering
"'C
I
-..J

0

Non-Problematic

Faculty

Parents

Community

AWARENESS

INTERVENTION

SUPPORT

BUILDING PLANNING TEAM/INTERVENTION TEAM
CALENDAR OF ACTIVITIES
AWARENESS AND SUPPORT ACTIVITIES
DATE

SEPTEMBER

OCTOBER

NOVEMBER

DECEMBER

JANUARY

DATE

FEBRUARY

MARCH

APRIL

MAY

JUNE

,,,

I

-....J

Intervention Team Referral Process

Staff
Parents
Friends

Referral source
outside Agencies
Administration
Self

INTERVENTION TEAM - FILE SCREENED

II
Case Assigned to Intervention Team Member

Intervention Team Action Deemed Necessary

conference with student,
FUrther periodic

I~
I -i

Refer to outside agency
Place on inactive status!

Refer to student Assistance Counselor

Assessment

II

I Parent Contact I
Intervention

Agency Evaluation

R

Community Resource
Services
Tx, Counseling, 12 Step

Community Resource
services
Tx, counseling, 12 Step

Recovery and Family Systems
Support Groups
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STUDENT ASSISTANCE PROGRAM
REFERDL FORM

Date.~ - - - - - - - -- - - - -

Faculty Member________________ _

Concern for the above named student has been expressed by his or her family, friend (s), another staff member or
administrator. In an effort to ascertain what the student's behavfor Indicates, your observallon would be extremely
valuable. Please rat e behavior and/ or changes In behavior In the following areas. Add as many details as you can
about your observation. You are not being asked to accuse. label or d iagnose. You are being asked to note your concern.
ALL INFORMATION IS CONFIDENTIAL. This does not become a part of the student's permanent record. It will be used
help the student and his/her lamtty to clarify the concern and to help the family decide on appropriate action. ·

10

Please return this form ASAP to the Student Assistance Program -

-

- - -...
IN"'f..E'"'R"V..
EN
" ..,Tl"'O"'Nrf..,E
...A"M,,....M
.,..E"'M
"'B""E"R
.-----

CURRENT STATUS

Circle current grade: A

B

C

D

F

Any change?

Yes _ __

No_ _

If yes, please explain= - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - -- --

·iave you seen any of these signs or behaviors?
BEHAVIOR

___Generally cooperative
Inconsistent behavior
---Withdrawn, seclusion
---Class clown
---Sleeps in class
::::::::=obscene language, gestures
___ Argumentative
_ _ Lying
___ Boasts "partying", "getting high"
___ Possesses paraphernalia
___ Writes/draws chemical graffiti
___Mood swings
Reads chemical literature
---Time disoriented
---Vandalism
::::::::=carrying weapons
___Crying
ATTENDANCE

___ Suspension
___ Regularly attends class and is
not tardy
_ __ Frequent absences
___ Frequent tardies
___ Frequent requests to go to
restroom or to leave class
Found in inappropriate places
---on school grounds/in building
___ Ran away from home
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APPZARANCE/HZALTH
___Appears healthy
___Neglects personal
appearance
Glassy, bloodshot eyes
---Lacks coordination

---Slurred speech
---Cough (constant, persistent)
---Frequently complains of illness
---Smells of alcohol/pot
---Lethargic
---Memory loss
---Vomiting
===:Physical injuries
___smoking
ACADEMIC

Often frustrated
---Cheating
---Extreme dissatisfaction with
---school
High achiever
- - - I s doing satisfactory or better
---Sudden decline in grades
---No effort
---Irresponsible
---Short ·attention span
---Academic failure
===:Lacks motivation

SOCIAL BEHJ\VIOR
___ Appears well adjusted/happy
~-Change in friends-negative
Sudden popularity
---Avoids peers/withdrawn
~Seldom expresses feelings/emotions
Peer exclusion
---Defensive with adults
::=:=:=Bully with other students
___ Family problems talked about
___Mentions abuse in family
___Speaks angrily of parents
Paranoid (student f~ols
---persecuted, picked on)
Suffered recent loss in family
---(death, divorce,moved)
___ Frequently.talks about
drugs/alcohol
___Usually has large amounts of money
___ Mentions sibling problems
___ Depression
Others talk about his or her use
- - - o f drugs/alcohol
___on probation with courts

RELATIONSHIPS
___student's close friends are :

DRUG SPECIFIC BEHAVIORS
Please Note if:
Witnessed= W or suspected

w
w

s
s

w

s

w

s

w

s

w

s

w

s

w
w

s

s

s

Selling: delivering
Possession of alcohol in
school
Possession of other drugs
in school
Possession of drug
paraphernalia
Use of alcohol
(in school or out?)
Use of other drugs
(in school or out?)
Intoxication
(in school or out?)
Physical signs, symptoms
Others???

)DITIONAL COMMENTS

FACULTY OR STAFF MEMBER'S DESIRED GOAL

Refer_to
counselor
other
__
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Information Only
~Further Action Requested
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SAP AWARENESS IDEAS THAT WORK
The more you publicize (TV, radio, school newspaper, local paper, posters, etc.) an
event, the better it will be. Involve parents as much as possible and always make them
feel welcome and needed.
·
Assign someone to take pictures. Slides are good because they can be shown in a slide
show to an assembly program. Students love to see themselves and it creates added
interest in the program.

SUGGESTIONS

WHAT
Pool Party

YMCA Area Pool

"Straight Dive" Competition: Water Volleyball.

Lock-In

Area Churches

Volleyball tournament; rent movies: make pizzas or nachos; lots of
food; make 1 or 2 events mandatory.

Fun Night

School Gym
Other Large Area

Have sign-up for teams the week prior: teachers/parents are Judges
for each 8Y9nl; sample 9Y8f1s: marshmallow-.tlng contest. "Nckysacl( contest, basketball throw, talent or non-talent show; VCR to
watch movie; award ribbons/prizes.

Ice/Roller
Skating

Area Rinks

Combine schools for larger crowd/keep down cost; contest for best
free-style or group.

Stadium Coke School Stadium
Party

Have speaker on positive motivation; set up beverage dispensers;
ask parents to help; Invite media for PTSA announcement.

Straight-teen
Appreciation
Night

School Cafeteria
Local Lodge
Community Hall

Pre-sell tickets (If charge); letter sent home; estimate attendance;
comrmnty-maM'I speaks; door prizes; Include officers In program;
printed program; media coverage; students decorate; covered dish
by parents.

Booth at
School's
Open House

Open House
at School

Involve students; wear drug-free school I-shirts.

"Spirit Da'f

Local Restaurant

Check for best day (Saturday usually); students work as hostesses,
bus boys, etc. Percentage of profits go to program: put out
brochures for patrons: sign on marquee; media coverage; wash
patrons cars.

Slogan Contest In School

aubs donate money for prize; pull "crashed car" onto campus;
winning slogan plac:9d 11cross busy strM In r.-,:immunlty.

Square Dance School Gym, Area
Club, Covered
Picnic Area

Food: hamburgers, hot dogs, western food: plenty to drink:
professional caller with good sound system: good dancers to
demonstrate steps; ask local square dance club to help.
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SUGGESTIONS
Putt-Putt Golf

Local Course

Call ahead to possible discount and to reserve course - contest prizes.

Bowl-a-Thon

Bowllng lanes

Bring food and establlsh iood room"; set up "behind lanes tour";
have Bowllng Olyrnplcs and award prizes Oowest score, most
consecutive gutter balls, most consecutive strikes, etc.).

Boat Cruise·

Local Boat Cruise

Pn~sell tickets.

P.R.I.D.E.
Conference

Atlanta, GA
March or Aprl
(404) 658-2548

Plan early and get committed students and teachers; transportation
Is cosily; ask for local business or PTSA to sponsor some students.

Leadership
Retreat for
Officers

State Park

Plan for local retreat or check with the National Office for larger
event: select officers before attending event; send one teacher from
each school.

Fleld Day

School Football
Fleld, Practice
Fleld, Park

Plenty of snacks and drinks; Spring Is bast; teacher/parents as
Judges, time keepers, etc.; sack races, egg toss, etc.; have
prizes/ribbons of some type.

Popcorn and
Movie Night

Area Theater, Church, Rent popcorn machine or buy popped com; movies can be
School, Comm. Center checked out of llbrary or rented from video store.

Cookout

Park, Beach, etc.

BuUd bonfire; marshmallows for s'mores (sandwich of graham
crackers, marshmallows and chocolate bar); hot dogs; bring music;
volleyball for early In evening.

Pizza Party

Local Pizza Shop

Ask manager If cost can be kept down; get estimate of attendance;
short program whle pizzas cook; slide shcwv O!" presentation, serve
buffet style; beverage on table.

Game Room
Party

Area Game Room

Lock-In style or set time; reserve for recovering or COA kids only; ·
have food area.

"After-Game·
Party

Church, School,
Community Center

Immediately followlng sporting event; food; music; VCR; small fee;
Recovering or COA kids only; parents Invited.

Challenge
Game

Community Fleld,
School Gym

Call radio/TV stations and set up game with support group
students; charge admission.

Togethemesa
Course

YMCA, Boy or Glrl
Scout Camp, Park

Best If you can find one already set up; (check addiction recovery
places for teens): can be set up from scratch with much effort.

Drug-Free Day At School

Teachers and students wear drug-free clothlng and buttons: on sale
during lunch periods.

Trivia Week

Trivia questions about alcohol and other drugs asked during
morning announcements; first student with correct answer to office
receives $5.

At School
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SUGGESTIONS .

)

Door
Decorating
Contest

At School

Homerooms decorate door with anti-drug slogans and drug-free
messages: best door wins pizza party during lunch period next
_ _; winner lll1llOOOC8d during assembly or daly amouncemerts.

Unk-Up

At School

Sell chain !Inks during lunch periods Tues. and Thurs: students sign
name on link and attach to already started chain (give choice of
staple, tape or glue); chain wll be broken during special assembly:
person who has name on the llnk that broke wll receive prize; ilnk
up• the students of school to be drug-free.

·1 Care" Cay

At School

Homeroom teachers have "I Care" hearts for students; "Caregrams·
avaDable during lunch periods; students may send free (or small
charge) messages to another to say "I Care": messages wUI be
delivered during homeroom on _ _.

Red Day

At School

Wear red to show that you are against alcohol and other drugs that
cause death.

Future Day

At School

Cress to show what you'd Ilka to be In the future. Remember to
be all you can be - drug freel

Cheer Day

At School

Each homeroom has a week to make up a "drug-free· cheer; no
motions - only words; presented during weekly assembly; small
prize to loudest or best (Cokes during lunch, badges, tickets to
upcoming event, etc.)
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ROADBLOCKS TO A SUCCZSSPUL STUDZNT ASSISTANCB PROGRAK

insensitive staff
resist change
lack of intervention specialist time
lack of population to justify full time intervention specialist
(elementaries)
lack of ad.ministration support
little awareness
community resistance and denial/no support
fear of being revealed (self)
overworked staff
untrained staff
no direction
no room for it
money
no interventionist
no counselors (elementaries)
denial
time
parents
no communication in the school
class time "holy"/untouchable
· policy (none)
ineffective team members
lack of support
networking
cultural morals
amateur diagnosis
overuse labeling
no explanation of jargon
attitudes
overwhelming sense of powerlessness
friend vs. role model conflict
power trips - control (intervention specialist takes on
administrative control)
low priority (SAP)
apathy
punitive approach (no consequences or treatment)
negative peer pressure (students)
lack of follow-through - intervention specialist or counselor
resistance to confronting staff working with
lack of intervention specialist role-modeling
confidentiality
no required codependency training
can't educate drug affected student
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SOLUTIONS TO ROADBLOCKS

unlimited $/long term
open communication
write a grant
train someone on staff to be an ·intervention · specialist
needs assessment (survey, facts, data, numbers)
social services - add on school day
mandatory chemical dependency inservice
district pays for training
parents involved in education process
specific policy
guest speaker - scare tactics
win lottery
public policy
enforce policy equally
enforce natural consequences
building team meetings consistently
all faculty involved
communication skills
stop doing any & everything and see consequences
priorities (make SAPs)
chemical dependency mandatory for teacher certificate
invite intervention specialist to staff meeting
planned staff time with intervention specialist
communication
more teacher planning time for networking
policy written by teachers
require team training anq evaluate it ongoing and pay money
advisory class - like Port Angeles
quit complaining
call Booth for money (Weyerhauser, Boeing, Nordstrom)
public involvement
social service board/community involvement
volunteer for community councils other than support
educate everyone and anyone
put administrators/counselors back in class
take small steps - patience, persistence
staff retreats (time) - chapter 2 funds
time in staff meetings to do SAP paperwork
require attendance at staff meeting ·
parent support group/involvement
reschedule intervention specialist time
need four-year degree to be an intervention specialist
secretarial time for SAP
SAP newsletter to staff students, parents
quarterly intervention specialist speak to staff (reminders)
inservice - staff wellness/SAP
wellness fair - social services available
AA member speak at staff meeting
administrators mandate pull-outs
sugar tax
increase alcohol/tobacco taxes
make contact with social service contacts
proceeds from drug busts go to SAP/school
parent jail time if kid uses/do time together
intervention specialist attend small group meetings
pay intervention specialist more
make more money - connect with training
mentor group
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WHAT YOU CAN DO

1. Examine your own attitudes around chemical dependency. Become
aware of your own blind spots and biases.
2. Educate yourself.
3. Make sure your presentation of information is credible and from a neutral
perspective.
4. Be consistent in your behavior and attitudes. Identify feelings and
moods that are consistent with behavior.
5. Be an effective listener and communicator.
6. Encourage honest responses and questioning.
7. Reinforce self-esteem and personal value for who he/she is as an
individual.
8. Make sure you're not reinforcing the "Don't Talk, Don't Trust, Don't
Ee.el" rules.
9. Create an environment of trust and safety.
10. Learn to identify signs of being a member of a chemically dependent or
dysfunctional family.
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PLANNING OUR SAP PROGRAM

What are the needs in our building?

What do we want to accomplish with the help of the intervention specialist?

What is my role in all of this?
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SPORTSMANSHIP

The follow,ng ,s a listing of the expectations the WIAA encourages all members to uphold. Feel free to reproduce and use these pages in any manner you wish .

SPORTSMANSHIP EXPECTATIONS
"One man practicing sportsmanship is far better than fifty
others preaching it." - Knute Rockne
EXPECTATIONS OF STUDENT
PARTICIPANTS

EXPECTATIONS OF COACHES
•

Always set a good example for participants and fans
to follow, exemplifying the highest moral and ethical behavior.

•

Accept seriously the responsibility and privilege of
representing school and community: display positive public action at all times.

•

Instruct participants in proper sportsmanship responsibilities and demand that they make sportsmanship the No. 1 priority.

•

Demonstrate respect for opponents and officials
before, during and after contests.

•

Respect judgment of contest officials, abide by rules
of the event and display no behavior that could incite fans.

•

Treat opposing coaches, participants, fans and
media members with respect. Shakehands with officials and opposing coach In public.

•

Develop and enforce penaltles for participants who
do not abide by sportsmanship standards.

•

Develop a method to publicly recognize good sports.

Live up to high standard of spodsmanship established by coach.

- .

•

Treat opponents with respec:t: applaud for both
teams during lntroductlont, shake hands prior to and
after contests and assist contestants who are down
In getting to their feet.

•

Respect judgment of contest officials, abide by rules
of the contest and display no behavior that could
lncHe fans.

•

Cooperate with officials, coaches and fellow participants to conduct a fair contest.

•

Accept favorable and unfavorable decisions, as well
as victory and defeat, with equal grace.

EXPECTATIONS OF SPIRIT
GROUPS

EXPECTATIONS OF STUDENT,
PARENT AND OTHER FANS
•

•

Realize that a ticket represents a privllege to observe a contest and demonstrate support for high
school actlvitlee. A ticket is not a license to verbally
assault others or be generally obnoxious.

•

Encourage representatives from host and visiting
spirit groups to meet before contest begins.

•

Stimulate desired crowd response using only positive cheers and praise without antagonizing or demeaning opponents. Try to dissuade negative actions or language from fans.

•

Treat opposing spirit groups and fans with respect.

Respect decisions made by contest officials.
Be an exemplary role model by positively supporting teams in every manner possible, Including content of cheers and signs.

Recognize outstanding performances on either side
of the playing field or court.

Respect fans, coaches, officials and participants.
•

Know rules and strategies of the contest In order to
cheer at proper times.

BE A FAN --- NOT A FANATIC!

•

Maintain enthusiasm and composure. serving as a
role model.
page 13
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ACCEPTABLE BEHAVIOR
•

Applauding during introduction of players, coaches and officials.

•

Shaking hands with opponents who foul out while both sets of fans recognize player's performance with applause.

•

Accepting all decisions of officials .

•

Cheerleaders leading fans in positive school yells in positive manner.

•

Treating competition as a game, not a war.

•

Coaches/players seeking out opposing coaches and participants to recognize them for performance during and after contests.

•

Applauding at end of contest for performances of all participants.

•

Showing concern and respect for injured player, regar~less of team .

• Encouraging surrounding people to display only sportsmanlike conduct.

UNACCEPTABLE BEHAVIOR
•

Yelling or waving arms during opponent's free-throw attempt.

•

Using disrespectful or derogatory yells, chants, songs, gestures, signage, clothing appliques
or body markings/paintings.

•

Criticizing officials in any way, such as displaying bad temper following official's call.

•

Refusing to shake hands or give recognition for good performances.

•

Blaming loss of game on officials, coaches or participants.

•

Displaying negative attitude toward opponents, teammates, coaches or officials outside the
contest.

•

Mocking opponents.

•

Taunting opponents and other participants on basis of ethnic background, gender, handicap,
religion, sexual orientation, physical appearance, economic status, special needs or personal
matters.

•

Using profanity or displaying anger that draws attention away from the game.

•

Students doing own yells instead of following lead of cheerleaders.
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EXPECTATIONS OF MEDIA

EXPECTATIONS OF STATE
ASSOCIATION EXECUTIVES

Promote and exemplify ideals and fundamentals
of good sportsmanship while fulfilling obligations
and duties as a media professional.

Provide leadership and information to member
schools.

Report acts of sportsmanlike behavior without giving undue publicity to unsportsmanlike conduct.
Refrain from making negative comments toward
participants, coaches ?r officials.

Act as a liaison to other educational associations
within the state.

•

sportsmanship.

Recognize efforts of all who participate in the contest.

Interact with leaders of non-school activity programs
to enhance good sportsmanship.

Report facts without demonstrating partiality to either team.
·

Acknowledge commendable displays of good
sportsmanship.

EXPECTATIONS OF OFFICIALS

EXPECTATIONS OF BOARDS OF
EDUCATION

Accept role In an unassuming manner. Showboating and overolficialing are not acceptable. Be pro•
fessional.

Recognize the value of sch~i activitie~ as a vital
part of education.
•.

Maintain confidence and poise, controlling contest
from start to finish. Be In shape.

•

Know rules thoroughly and abide by established
Code of Ethics.

Attend and enjoy school activities.

•

Adopt pollcies that promote the ideals of good sportsmanship, ethics and integrity.
Work with students to develop and implement sportsmanship campaigns. Pass resolutions stating the
Board's commitment to sportsmanship.

Publicly shake hands with coaches of both teams
before contest.
Never exhibit emotions or argue with participants
and coaches when enforcing rules.

Use statewide visibility to actively promote good

•

Serve as a positive role model and expect the same
from parents, fans, participants.coaches and other
school personnel.

•

EXPECTATIONS OF SCHOOL
ADMINISTRATORS
Develop a program lor teaching and promoting t~e
ideals and fundamentals of good sportsmanship
within the school, the league/conference and state.
Communicate to players and students the fact. that
sportsmanship is a Ille skill that can be applled in all
disciplines.
Provide appropriate supervisory personnel for each
interscholastic event.
Attend events whenever possible.
Recognize exemplary behavior and actively discourage undesirab!e conduct by pi21icipants, coaches
and fans .
Support participants, coaches ~nd fans who teach
and display good sportsmanship.
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Support participants, coaches, school adr,:iinistrators
and fans who display good sportsmanship.

COACH AND PROGRAM EVALUATION

Athletic Director Responsibilities
1. With assistance from high school and middle school administrators,
coaches, and parents, the athletic director (AD) will develop a consistent
philosophical guide for the total 7-12 athletic program. This should
include and reflect general board policy concerning activity programs.
2. The athletic director will supervise and evaluate all head coaches.
3. The athletic director will, with input from the head coach, supervise and
evaluate all assistant coaches.
4. With input from the head coach, the AD will provide guidance and
direction in the following areas:
a. Involvement in recruiting, hiring, training, and evaluating assistants.
b. Outlining philosophy and basic skill development for each sport,
insuring uniformity and coordination of skill instruction within that
sport.
c. Coordination of equipment inventory and maintenance.
d. Coordination of athletic budgets and purchase of all equipment.
e. Evaluation of total program with recommendations for improvement.
f.

Development of effective turnout schedules reflecting appropriate skill
development consistent with district athletic philosophy.

g. Development of programs to meet the needs and abilities of the
individual athletes.
5. Schedules all high school and middle school athletic events.
6. Plans all physical arrangements for athletic contests.
7. Coordinates schedule of all sports with faculty members.
8. Works with student council and principal on the activity schedule.
9. Arranges for officials for interscholastic events.
10. Schedules all workers for all athletic events.
11. Clears all bus requisitions for athletics.
12. Develops and maintains an efficient and accurate system for maintaining
all athletic records pertinent to eligibility and schedules.
a. Administers and carries out student insurance program.
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b. Verifies that eligibility forms are on file for all participants.
c. Assists in establishing training regulations and code of conduct for
team members.
d. Prepares, files, and sends out eligibility lists for sport seasons.
13. Works under the direction of the principal with budgetary procedure.
14. Supervises the issue and return of supplies and inventories.
15. Arranges with coaches to keep records of individual participation for
recommendation of awards.
16. Instructs and advises all head coaches in the rules and regulations that
govern all athletics.
17. Carries out other duties as assigned by administrators.

Athletic Coaches Hiring Process
The followin~ is a summary of the hiring procedure in the Quillayute Valley
School District.
Time Line:
1. Notification of opening.
2. District office will advertise within district.
3. District office will advertise outside district (if necessary).
4. Athletic director will organize hiring team.
5. Athletic director/superintendent will screen all applicants.
6. Conduct interviews.
7. Select and check references.
8. Recommendation to superintendent.
9. Recommendation to board of directors.
Hiring Team:
Head Coach Opening:
1. Athletic director
2. Administrator
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3. Head coach (past/assistant/similar position)
In each case, the athletic director will be in charge of facilitating the
interview.
Assistant Coach Opening:
1. Athletic director
2. Administrator
3. Head coach

Head Coach Job Description
Report to:

Athletic Director and Principal

Responsibilities: Assistant coaches and all teams under his/her direction
Basic function:

To provide leadership, supervision, and the OrQanization of
specific athletic activity and to carry out the obJectives of
the total athletic program of the Quillayute Valley School
District

Primary responsibilities:
Year round:
1. Cooperate with AD to keep him/her informed about the program.
2. Be supportive of the other programs and coaches within the system.
3. Formulate objectives and goals for his/her sports season.
4. Have a knowledge of the rules/regulations in the W.I.A.A. handbook.
5. Keep abreast of the rules and any rule changes.
6. Attend all meetings scheduled by the Athletic Director.
7. Keep abreast of changes and current trends in their sport.
8. Have a positive influence on all students and encourage all to get
involved in other school activities.
Pre-season:
1. Meet with Athletic Director to review procedures for the upcoming
season.
2. Set a parents' informational night. Discuss athletic code and team rules.
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3. Provide accurate information needed to compile an eligibility list.
4. Inventory all equipment issued to the athletes.
5. Athletes must have eligibility form turned in before allowed to practice.
During the season:
1. Organize practice schedules and keep on file.
2. Establish a means of selecting the varsity squad.
3. Organize team managers and stat people so they will benefit entire
program.
4. Review all safety precautions and have athletes sign form indicating
safety has been covered.
5. Assume responsibility for care of equipment and facilities.
6. Keep the media properly informed of team/individual results.
7. Apply discipline in a firm and positive manner as outlined in the athletic
code and team rules.
8. Shall be directly responsible for the behavior of himself/herself, their
team and assistant coaches at all practices and contests.
9. Shall be responsible for seeing that dressing rooms are clean and
undamaged at all practices and contests.
10. The coach shall be the last to leave the facility after practice or away
games.
11. Always try to be positive, motivating, and enthusiastic when dealing with
students and/or parents.
12. Meet with AD to discuss progress of season.

End of season:
1. Clean, inventory, and store all equipment related to your sport.
2. Turn in list of all athletes that completed the season. Included should be
names of those who lettered and award winners.
3. Meet with athletic director to review season, discuss evaluation, and
make recommendations for the next season.
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Assistant Coach and Middle School Coach Job Description
Report to:

Head coach and athletic director

Responsible for: Assisting to the head coach as directed, in duties pertaining
to the sport in which he/she is involved. Supervise middle
school program if applicable.
Basic function:
1. Have knowledge of specific sport.
2. Ability to work with head coach.
3. Ability to work with student athletes.
4. Attending staff meetings and practice sessions.
5. Assist in enforcing rules and regulations for players.
6. Organize and conduct portions of practice and games.
7. Counsel student athletes.
8. Properly supervise school equipment and facilities usage.
9. Positive public relations.
10. Report results to media when appropriate.
11. Keep statistics when appropriate.
12. Participate in team personnel evaluations.
13. Issue, check out, and inventory equipment.
14. Keep abreast of new ideas and techniques related to sport coached.
15. Understand the rules and regulations.
16. Carry out district athletic program objectives.
17. Assist athletic director as needed.
18. Accompany and direct all games at home or away for assigned team.
19. Conduct oneself and team in an ethical and professional manner during
practice contests and travel.
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20. Give the athletic director a copy of all correspondence and bulletins to
athletes and parents.
21. Meet with AD to review progress midway through season and again at
the conclusion of the season.
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COACHES MEETINGS
MID-SEASON/POST-SEASON
NAME

SPORT DATE

JENSEN

-

FB

Tue, Oct 17, 1995

7:30 AM Tue, Nov 21, 1995

7:30 AM

ENOS

FB

Tue , Oct 17, 1995

7:45 AM Tue, Nov 21, 1995

7:45 AM

NOBLE

FB

Tue, Oct 17. 1995

8:00 AM Wed, Nov 22 . 1995

7:45 AM

WATSON

FB

Mon. Oct 16, 1995

7:00 AM Mon, Nov 6, 1995

7:00 AM

LYONS

FB

Mon. Oct 16. 1995

7:30 AM

Mon, Nov 6, 1995

7:30 AM

DURANCEAU

FB

Mon . Oct 16, 1995

7:45 AM Thu, Nov 9, 1995

8:00 AM

BARKER

FB

Thu, Oct 12, 1995

7:45 AM Thu, Nov 9, 1995

7:45 AM

8:15 AM Tue, Nov 14, 1995

8:15 AM

-·-

--

MID

TIME

TIME DATE POST

2

PETERSON P

VB

Tue, Sep 26, 1995

SEAMAN

VB

, ! ue. Sep 26. 1995

2:00 PM Tue, Nov 14. 1995

2:00 PM

PETE!'ISON
B
.. ...

VB

We~. Sep 27 . 1995

7:45 AM Tue, Nov 14, 1995

7:45 AM

--·

-

VB

Mon, Sep 25, 1995

7:50

AM

Tue, Nov 7, 1995

7:50

AM

WEISSENFELS

VB

Wed, Sep 27, 1995

8:00

AM

Tue, Nov 7, 1995

8:00

AM

RENKLY

XC

Wed, Sep 27, 1995

7:30

AM

Thu, Nov 9, 1995

7:30

AM

-STEWART
ENOS

GBB

Mon, Jan 8, 1996

7:45

AM

BARTHLOW

GB8

Mon, Jan 8, 1996

7:30

AM

Fri, Feb 23, 1996

7:30

AM

WATSON

GBB

Mon, Jan 8, 1996

7:00

AM

Fri. Feb 23, 1996

7:00

AM

STEWART

GBB

Tue, Feb 13, 1996

7:45

AM

Wed, Mar 27, 1996

7:45

AM

PETERSON p

GBB

Tue, Feb 13, 1996

8:15 AM Wed, Mar 27, 1996

8:15 AM

BARKER

BBB

Wed, Jan 3, 1996

8:00 AM

EGE

888

Wed, Jan 3, 1996

7:45 AM

JUSTUS

888

LYONS

- ·-- -

888

Mon, Dec 4, 1995

7:30 AM Tue, Jan 30, 1996

7:30 AM

PETERSON B

BBB

Mon, Dec 4, 1995

8:00 AM Tue, Jan 30, 1996

8:00 AM

WHEELER

VIIFES

Fri, Jan 5, 1996

7:45 AM Wed, Feb 21, 1996

7:45 AM

Fri, Jan 5, 1996

7:30 AM Wed, Feb 21, 1996

7:30 AM

SANCHEZ

VIIFES

STROM

VIIFES

LYONS

BB

Tue, Apr 9, 1996

7:30 AM Wed, May 22, 1996

7:30 AM

DURANCEAU

BB

Tue, Apr 9, 1996

8:30 AM Wed, May 22, 1996

8:30 AM

BARTHLOW

SB

Thu, Apr 11, 1996

10:15 AM Wed, May 15, 1996

10:15 AM

WATSON

TR

Tue, Apr 9, 1996

7:00 AM Fri, May 31, 1996

7:00 AM

RENKLY

TR

Thu. Apr 11, 1996

7:45 AM Fri, May 31, 1996

7:45 AM

DOUGLAS

TR

Wed, May 1, 1996

8:00 AM Fri. May 31, 1996

8:00 AM

HEAD COACHES PRE-SEASON MEETINGS
WINTER- 11 /8/95

SPRING- 2/28/96
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reu: 9/20/95

Pre-season Meeting auestjonoaire
During the mandatory pre-season meeting with the athletic director, you
should be prepared to discuss the following types of questions. These
questions are geared toward the head coach primarily, but the assistant
should be prepared to discuss their role in the program related to these
questions.
1. What is the philosophy of your program?
2. What goals do you have for the program for the upcoming year? Goals
for yourself?
3. What specific plans do you have for implementing or working toward
these goals?
4. How ill you share these goals with the participants and parents?
5. What will be taught during the season and what will the progression be?
6. How will you determine team placement for players. If there is to be a
cut, what is your evaluation tool for making these cuts? Who will be
involved in the decision making of those cuts?
7. How many players do you anticipate on each team?
8. What will be the lettering criteria for your team?
9. What is your plan to monitor player attendance at school and practice?
10. What team rules do you plan for the upcoming season?
11. What are your plans for dealing with public relations; i.e., parents,
community, and media?
12. Have you reviewed the coach's handbook? Any questions?
13. What do you need from the administration to make this a successful
season?
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QUILLA YtJTE VALLEY SCHOOL DISTRICT NO. 402
FORJ<S JUNIOR • SENIOR HIGH SCHOOL. omcE OF·A THLETICI ~CTIVITIES DIRECTOR .

POST omcE BOX 60 e FORKS. WASHINCTON 98331 e

1ELEPHONE 374-6116

COACHES EVALUATION
TO:
DATE-----

ATTACHtD 15 ACOPY OF THE COACHES EVALUATION. YOU ARE TO READ
IT OVER AND FILL IN THE SECTION HARKED "SELF". O~CE
COMPLETED, RETURN TO HE NO '.ATER THAN
,
• AN
EVALUTAION CONFERENCE WILL BE SCHEDULED AS SOON AS POSSIBLE,
PRIOR TO THE CONFERENCE PLEASE SUBMIT THE FOLLOWING,
1) COMPLETED EVALUATIONS OF ALL AJSISTANT COACHES DIRECTLY
UNDER YOUR SUPERVISION.(IF READ .COACH)
2) A COMPLETE UP TO. DATE INVENTORY.
3) ANY WRITTEN COMMENTS YOU FEEL HIGHT BE -HELPFUL~xo.:tM~ROV!
YOUR PROGRAM.
4) MATERIALS REQUEST(INCLUDING MEDICAL SUPPLIES) NEEDED FOR
NEXT SEASON.
THE FOLLOWING EVALUATION TERMS ARE TO USED IN RATING
YOURSELF AND YOUR ASSISTANT COACHES.
#4--EXCEEDS THE STANDARDS OF THE QUtLLAYUTE VALLEY SCHOOL
DISTRICT ATHLETIC , PROGRAM.
#3--SATISFACTORILY MEETS TH.E STAND.ARDS OF QVSD ATHLETIC
PROGRAM.
#2--IHPROVEMENT IS NEEDED TO MEET THE STANDARDS OF ' OVSD.
q1--UNSAT1SFACTOR1LY MEETS THE STANDARDS OF THE QVSD.
N/A-NOT APPLICABLE OF INSUFFICENT KNOWLEGDE ON WRICH TO
APPRAISE•

(IF Ul-#2-14 IS GIVEN -COMMENT HUST BE-INCLUDED)
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_QUILLA YUTE VALLEY SCHOOL DISTRICT NO. 402
JUNIOR •. SENIOR HIGH SCHOOL • OFflCE OF ATHUTICJ: ACTIVITIES DIRECTOR
,FORKS
_
____......__
POST omcE BOX 60 e FORKS, WASHINGTON 98331,,• TELEPHONE 374-6116

FORU ATHLETICS
END OF SEASON REPORT

COACH

DATE
f OF PLAYERS ON SQUAD AT END OF SEASON

TEAM RECORD:
LEAGUE

WIN

L~S~ ·-

OVERALL

WIN

LOSE _ _

POST-SEASON AVARDS
ALL LEAGUE
CAPTAIN
INSPIRATIONAL
OTHER

OTHER

CC'ACH SIGNATURE
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EVALUATIVE INSTRUMENT FOR EXTRA DUTY POSITIONS

Name _ _ _ _ _ Position _ _ _ _ School _ _ _ Date _ _ _ __
Immediate

Supervisor

Administrative Duties
1.1 Accurate inventory _ _ __ _ _ _ _ __
1.2 Budget - - - - - -- - - - - - - 1.3 Team Roster - - - - - - - - - - --

1.4 Assignment of Assistant Coaches
1.5 Supervision
1.6 Maintenance and Care of Equipment
1.7 Management of Athletic Events
1.8 Interpretation of Rules and Regulations

1.9 Purchase of Athletic Equipment
1.0 Maintenance and Care of Facilities

Personal Characteristics
2.1 Emotional C o n t r o l - - - - - - - - - - 2.2 Attendance _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
2.3 Leadership and Direction _ _ _ _ _ _ __
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Performance of Teams
3.1 Team and Individual Skills _ _ _ _ _ _ __
3.2 Sportsmanship _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
3.3 Preparation _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Instructional Program
4.1
4.2
4.3
4.4
4.5
4.6

Organization
Techniques
Individual Opportunities
Leadership
Evaluation of Talent
Relationship with Athlete

5.1 Faculty
5.2 Community
5.3 Officials
5.4 Other Coaches
5.5 Press

Prevention and care of Injuries
6.1 Knowledge of First Aid - - - - - -- - -
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6.2 Recognition of Hazardous Situation _ _ _ __
6.3 Reporting of Injuries _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
6.4 Care of Injuries - - - - - - - - - - - -

Professional Growth
7.1 Recent Trends _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
7.2 Professional Organizations - - - - - - - 7.3 Community Activities - - - - - - - - - -

Additional Comments

Coach's Comments

Purpose of this evaluation was to provide additional communications
between the school administration and the athletic coach.
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ATHLETIC EQUIPMENT INVENTORY
Date _ _ _ _ _ _ __ Sport _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ Coach

Name of
Article & Item
Number, if any

Previous
Inventory

Present
Inventory

Equipment
in Fair
Condition

------------

Number of
Discarded

Articles

Unusable

Lost or
Unaccounted For

~
I

0
0

Number
to be
Repaired

Estimate
of
Items to be
Ordered

12345-

Needs Improvement
Below Average
Average
Satisfactory
NA (Not Applicable

COACHING

1. 1-2-3-4-5 I make an effort to coach all players, not just the top ones.
continuously evaluate my players' abilities and play them in positions
most beneficial for the team goals.
2. 1-2-3-4-5 I make a point of trying to praise players for things well done,
rather than just "harping" about their mistakes. I attempt to motivate in a
positive way, on a daily basis, in an effort to instill self-confidence in my
players.
3. 1-2-3-4-5 I plan thoroughly for my practices, so as to make the fullest
possible use of the time available to me. I design my practice so as to
make the most efficient use of assistant coaches and to provide each
player with adequate instruction.
4. 1-2-3-4-5 I vary my drills, routines, and practice format so that they do
not become boring and lack in challenge for the players.
5. 1-2-3-4-5 I take full advantage of opportunities to get written material into
the hands of my players and assistant coaches. I hold regular meetings
and am fully conscious of my need to fully inform all players of the things
they need to know in order to participate with the least possible
destruction.
6. 1-2-3-4-5 My meetings and practices are run in such a manner that I
tolerate nothing that distracts from learning. I am strict in enforcing
standards of discipline.
7. 1-2-3-4-5 I expect my players to represent their school, parents, and
community in high standard of behavior. I see to it that every player
understands what the standards are and I am consistent in maintaining
these standards. I am in control of my players when they are at
practices, traveling, or at contests.
8.

1-2-3-4-5 I am running a program which contains all of the best elements
of education. My players take more away from a season with me than
merely a knowledge of physical skills. I am proud of the atmosphere
which I maintain.
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DISCIPLINE

1. 1-2-3-4-5 I notify parents if I discipline a player. For more serious cases,
I telephone or make a personal visit.
2. 1-2-3-4-5 I make certain that my players are at practice and on time.
3. 1-2-3-4-5 I feel an obligation to keep informed about the academic
performance of my players and to give clear evidence of my interest in
this aspect of their. lives.
4. 1-2-3-4-5 I am aware of my responsibility to "pick up" school equipment
and/or uniforms which can reasonably be assumed to have been stolen
or retained without proper authorization.
5. 1-2-3-4-5 My self-respect comes before my desire to win contests. I do
not rationalize that a "star" performer should not be disciplined too
harshly because such discipline deprives the team of a chance to win.
lift a person. Winning comes father down the list.
STAFF EFFICIENCY

1. 1-2-3-4-5 I participate in coaches meetings. I do not sit quietly, only to
voice all of my ideas, criticism, and feelings in an informal setting.
2. 1-2-3-4-5 I use good judgment in discussing internal matters and I do not
"pass on" rumors and/or information about internal matters to those who
have no need to be involved.
3. 1-2-3-4-5 When I have a problem, with either a subordinate or a superior
I go to that individual to discuss the problem. I do not attempt to involve
others in my problem.
4.

1-2-3-4-5 I am cooperative and attempt to be considerate of fellow
coaches and staff members. I try to maintain positive relationships with
fellow workers and I avoid giving the impression that I consider other
programs to be less important than my own.

5. 1-2-3-4-5 I do not ask others to perform tasks that I have responsibility
for. I accept responsibility for my assignments and I do not attempt to
avoid them.
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PUBLIC RELATIONS

1. 1-2-3-4-5 I am faithful in seeing to it that the news media have all
pertinent information about my sport. I am alert for the opportunities to
promote my sport and my players.
·
2. 1-2-3-4-5 I maintain contact with the players' parents and I seek ways to
involve them in activities that promote their interest in my sport and goals.
MANAGEMENT RESPONSIBILITIES
1.

1-2-3-4-5 I keep accurate, complete, and up-to-date inventories of all
equipment and uniforms provided for my sport.

2.

1-2-3-4-5 I keep an effective and accurate record of which players
received which articles of equipment. I have marked all items of
equipment and uniforms for identification.

3. 1-2-3-4-5 I see to it that "lost" items are paid for by the person who
accepted the responsibility for the items.
4. 1-2-3-4-5 I am attentive to my responsibility for supervising the locker
rooms used by my players. I am present when my players are in those
areas. I control their behavior and I am conscious of misbehavior.
5. 1-2-3-4-5 I work at maintaining good working relationships with those
who transport my team to contests. I demand reasonable bus conduct of
my players and I make certain that I enforce my demand.
6. 1-2-3-4-5 I fully recognize the extent of the financial problems which our
department deals with and I contribute to the solution by practicing
economics and by requesting, for my sport, only the items which I
honestly believe to be necessary and practical.
PERSONAL IMAGE
1.

1-2-3-4-5 I conduct myself, when representing my school, in a manner
which reflects favorably upon me and my school. I work at being
professional.

2. 1-2-3-4-5 I am known, in this school and community, as a person who
stands for the pursuit of excellence.
3. 1-2-3-4-5 I welcome, with defensiveness, constructive criticism and I am
not threatened by questions about my decisions or requests for
explanation of my methods, whether they come from parents,
subordinates,
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COACHES STANDARDS
Questions and Ans1Ne,s
Q.

A.

Q.

Ruin Clinics: The Mldtlle Level athldic programs do not
always coindde 1vitlt die Jr,,:lr Sc/roof seasons. How don
thlsaf/ed themiddk lffela,ac/r hiredaftLTthe WlAA ruin
clinics llaw bun lleldt

Q.

rot school
districts to list their coaching slaff and cunent slalus.

A. The WIAA will provide a "tracking form"

The school building's designated HEAD COACH for each

spon must attend tlie rules clinic for the spon he/she coaches.
A head c:oacb is that individual who is the individual
responsible for that building· s varsity program. -All coaches

Q.

(assistant (llld head) must hm,e a current First A id/CPR
Card

A. No. There is adefined process ror registering for clock hours:.
l. The coune amt.cot and Instructor must be WIAA 11m:

Do voluntur coad,a,-not named mslstmrt or head coad,
- fall 11nder die Coad,n Standard, ret11lranenu7

supervisory capacity mring practice, oompctition, or trans-

portation must meet the folkming criteria:

I.

Be at least 19 years of age.

2.

Have a wlld First Aid/CPR certification.

3.

Have complded a toul of at least thirty (30)
clock hours by the complelion or the second
year of coaching.

A wlunlftr c:oadi is a school-aulhoriud, non-salaried
individual who will not be involved with participants without
the di rcct supervision of a school -&:signaled head coach
who has either met or is working towards meeting WIAA
Coaches Standards.

Q,

Program to the local :sdlool district?

~
All panicipants must m!g on the Clock Hour Attendance List

3.

All participants must complete the evaluation form.

4.

All participants must complete the lnservice Registration Form.

S.

The Registration From must b e ~ by the workshop
spoll!IOr or inSlructor or designee.

6.

The appropriate clock hour fee must be paid

7.

The Clock Hour Provider (e.g. WTAA) must retain the
records of each approved workshop for 7 Y'8J9.

Will clock /lo,us app~ to tM I 50 l,ou, nq11lrffllffd for
kachu cadflcad.on7

through an OSPI approved provider arc applicable to teacher
oertiflC3tion. Therefore,WIAA CECH apply.

Q. WIii coac/ra k a.uased a sq,araufu to II~ didr clock
ho11rrecords transfewedto thrir locJ,I ESD, or Is a transfer
fee (if any) incbldetl ln the WlAA ClocA Ho11r fee1

A. The WIAA will provide all member schools a worksheet for

Q.

2.

A. Approved CECH (Continuing E.ducation Clock Hours)

What is tlle process for /Jie registration and verljlca&,, of
a coach's progrn$t11m1Tdmeding the Coachn EdllcadOfl

If a :sdlool dlstrlct pap die reptrlld«t Ju /or a cllnk, Is
"dock /tour ,~mi-" ~ l l y lncb1Md1

A Any person acting a1 an agent of the school district in a sole

Q.

What will be the procns /or :sdlool tmlricb to verify and
regmer their coadting staff stalll.f witJi the WlAA 7

the coaches to log their coaching status which will include
coaching e.'<perienoe and education. (Many school districts
have developed their own form.) The coaching e:xperienoe
and course wort lhll a coach has documented will be
analyzed by school dj,mg administration to determine each
individual's level on the Coaches Standards (Beginning,
Experienced, Pn:fared and Grandparentcd level).

A. The WI AA assessed fee ors I per clock hour does not include
any records t1'311sf'er fee to the ESD. The WIAA clock hour
fee is applied to the implementation and maintcnanoe of the
Coaching Education Program which includes a data processing system to provide each participant an annual pri nt-oot of
the number ofclock hours earned as well as which "Category"
of the Standards those hours were earned in.

.Will a card or certificate be issued by Wl4A to coadtesth«
med the Standards?

Please check with your local Educational Servioe District
(ESD) or school district administration for the established
process and procedure for record keeping.

A. WIAA will issue a "credential" to those individuals who
satisfy the requirements for the Preferred and Experienced
Coaches Levels upon receipt of the appropriate documentation submitted by the school administration. The certificate
Y.iU be sent directly to the school administration for presentation to the coach.
Pog• 10

NOTE: Per rlre Ofjlce o/Superlntmdl!llt ofPu bile lnJtruc-

tion (OSPI), each ind1vidllalis raponsiJJk to maintain hW
ht!r 0111n record£

WaJhmgron lnterscholostit:
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Coaching Competence:
A Burning Issue in Athletics Today
By Rkhard T. Dall
All coaches, :u well :u the
school districts which employ
them, must focus upon the
question or competence to
perform the duties and
re,ronslbllltles expected or the
profession. · This b not an
lndlc:tment or the commltm:::::,
dcdlfatlon, focus or Intention or
lhme who perform this valuable
servke In our society, or a
Judgment or how they comr:ire
to their predcreuors. We must
reco11nlze the changln11 pronle
or athletlrs, the expectations or
our society and the expanded
role now lmpo~l'd upon roaches.
It Is Important for all
concerned
to
carefully
snutlnlze thl' de11ree to whlrh
coaches :ue prepared to perform
their re,ponslbllltlH, and to
assure that each Is afforded
every
reasonable
and
appropriate opportunity to
expand knowled11e, understandln11 and ablllty to the
required de1rce.
Campelencli Is a "Relallue•
A11111menl

l'radltlonally, coarhc1 have
been measured, rlnt and
foremost, a11alnst one standard:
their win-loss record.
The
standard for success Is often ·
dependent upon the "tradlllon•
or the pro11ram.
In some
!nuances, a roach with II solid
winning record hu been Ored
for fallure 10 brln1 home a
championship
ronshtently
heat a traditional rlval. Others
are considered a fallure for not
developln11 a "dyn:uty• or
permnlal championship team~.
often being compared to the
record or their predecessors.
On the other end or the
~rertrum are those programs
which deem
themselves
succesdul sol<'ly on the hash
or hea1ln11 the "hated" rlval
team or being able to
consistently "break .SOO" after
so many ,·e:irs or being "a
doormat."
In all or these

sllu:itlom, the focus h on the
competitive remit rather than
the cffcru upon th<' athletes or
thl'lr parttclr:itlon In the
program.
Without
queulon,
11
tradition nf winning tcnms Is
most ofl<'n the product or
qunllt)' 1earhln11 and <'ffcctlvc
coarhlng methocl,. Just as In
the arndemk sl,le of cduratlon,
a rroi:r:1111 whlrh surren
conslstrnl !cuing seasons must
be examined with rc11ard to the
"teachln11" capabllltles or the
coaching starr.
Orr:islonally,
socio•
economlr
nnd
other
environmental fortors mandate
a11alnst s111denu outperforming
their rcers In other schools
from a pure romretltl\'e
standpoint, whl'lher It be In
sporu or the rl:issroom. Those
who ·d<'rrr winning a, beln11
unimportant In
:ithletlcs,
howc\'er, must he asked whether
they arc wlllln11 to aprly the
same
,undard,
I.e.
rartlrlratlon
:ind
not
rompetlll\'e perrnrnmnre :u the
key to .• u1Teu, tn uudenu
consht<'ntly p<'rrormln11 below
the norm In :ir::idemlr subJecu.
II New Model
The rh:tlll'nge, and thus the
dilemma, forlni: ,rhool districts
and ro:irhe, loday Is the
hroadenl'd t.lertnltlon and
peurerll\·e or what rnnstltutet
"wlnnln11." Our 11H·lety Is stlll
very foniscd uron and gives
gre:it arknnwkdgment to team,
and athll'll'S who ,ucr<'l!d In :1
compctltl"e ,erue. There b,
howe,·er, :i growing Insistence
that thh remit he enJo)•ed
without· ln:1pprn11rlatc rhk, .
much leu harm, to the athlete,
from a physlral, mental,
r•rrhologlr:il or srlrltual
uandpolnt.
lllgh •dmol athlete, today
arc ke<'nly aware or the
demand, ant.I c:-<pcn:itlon, or
their "Idols" at the m:iJor
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college :ind profc••lnn:il level
with reg:ird to such hmc, :is I)
Injury rreventlnn :ind rnr, 21
r•yrholn11lrnl treatment, :ind .l )
addreuln11 ,nd:il needs.
l'arents :ire c:IIIC'd tn attention
hy ronsumer mh•or:ite 11roups,
rrotcctlve
110,·ernmenul
:igendc, anti the wl<l<'I)'
publlrh:ed "''rlllng, or rcrt:iln
"exreru" r<'11:1nlln11 the rhks
and dangers to )'"""II :ithlctcs
and their suggested reme<.lll'J.
11,c rommunlly ollen rf'rclvf', a
distorted pcrreptlnn of hrJury
:ind thus dem:tnt.ls "proor' ur :i
healthy and s:irc :ithletlc
progrnm.
In response to this ch:inglng
,ocl:il ronsrlo11mc11 and the
t.l)•namlc sltu:itlon whlrh they
h:ive f:Jced wllh regard to
11:iblllty Insurance cm•ern11e,
Hhool
t.lhtrlrts
:ire
lncrc:islngly sensitive to their~
rbk exposure.
The leiial
system 1, al ...·:ip an nutria> lor
or sodal :ittltutlc :ind thu~
lmroses upon :11hl<'tlc rrogrnm•
new :mt.I lnrrc:nctl dcmamh
with re,rcct to athlete health
and safety. /\, n r<'•ult or thl',e
combined facton, ro:irhlng
pcrformanrc h me:imred Imlay
In t<'rm, or lmlh•ldual athlete
perfornmnre, lnJurr rrc,·entlon
and rare, ps)'rholo11lrnl factors
and hum:tn lntern1·t1011.
Coaching Background
(Nper1ence

and

/\nother lmrnrt:int f:irtor In
this sren:irlo h the t)'plrnl
prome or tod:t)"s ro:irh. /\gain,
this Is not a fudgment, hut :in
obscn•:itlon of th<' situation
which h:n developed due lo
numerous hrtors.
The
proreBlon tod:ir docs nol
rertect the In tensity ;ind
lon11cvlty or r:irtlrlpatlnn whlc 1w:is long a sto1ndarc.l Ii.
:ithletlr,. Rl'rcnt year, hav,
protJured :i new phcnom<'nnn I.
early retirement :md high r:11e
or turnover. The result h:n
heen rrofculonill ec.luc:11nrs

"preued" Into co:ichlng duty
with little, Ir any, Corm:il
-oachlng educ:ulon and a
,ramatlc Influx or non
educators, often referred to :is
"walk on coaches" Into the
athletic scene.
Coaching Certification Tr11nd
/\ comhlned .,roduct :ind
cau~e or the rurrent dilemma
for co:iches and school dbtrlrts
Is the r:irldly lnueiulng
requirement of coaching
certlrlr:itlon. lnltlally, such
mandates were directed only
toward the walk-ons, hut
lncre:islngly, there Is an
expectation thnt :ill coaches
demonstr:ue prorlclency In
certain crltlcal are:is.
Sixteen Slates have now
ls~ued some form or coaching
certification mandate and
se,•er:il or tho~e are considering
more stringent requirements.
Numerous other states h:IVe now
ls~ued some rorm or coaching
ertUkatlon mandate and
.ever:il or tho,e are rnnslderlnR
more stringent requirements,
Numerous other states are
examining the lsrne and the
number requiring certlnc:itlon
may sl11nlflnntly Increase
before the romlng school yenr.
In any event, It Is :a certainty
that the certllkatlon trend wlll
spread rnpl<11y and have :1
slgnlncant Impact upon the
rnurse or hl111h srhool athletic
programs and the careers or
coaches.
CerUfltatlon Requirements
Follow Soclal £Npeclallane
Generallr the areas In
which
conrhes
muu
demon!lrnte romretence under
the 1uldellnes of most
rertlnratlon mandates are In
rlo1e allgnment of the current
attitudes or our snclety
concerning :irpro.,rlateness In
·o:irhlng and :ithletk programs.
:oaches must demonstrate an
Jnderst.1ndlng
of. l)

performrince
skills ;ind
techniques required In their
S!'ort and rroper methods for
teaching ruodrimentnls to
athletes: 2) rurrcnt unndards
regrirdlng the phllosor,hy of
Sl'oru progr:ims .11 the high
school level; and 3) the
ps)·chologlrnl factor~ Involved
In de.1llng with athletlr tcnms
and lndlvldu:il rnrtlrlr,anu.
They mmt also t,e r,mrlrlent to
some dl'gree In sroru medicine,
Including the pre,•entlon,
re,:ognltlnn :ind first nld
treatment or nthletlc lnjurle~.
Many states have adopted a
specific requirement that
co:1ches herome rerttrled In
cardlo-.,ulmonary resuscitation
(CrR).
These
certification
requirements
certnlnl)•
represent :1 deviation from, the
1radltlonnl exren:nlons which
we h:ive rlaced upon rnnrhes.
Mon of us rernll a time when
com:hes were requlretl· only to
under~t:ind the rrover'11:il "X's
:1nd O's" and he ahle to Incite
the appror,rlate level or
"emotion" In their athletes
prior 10 11 rnnt<'st. l\lo~t roarhes
relloo upon ml'lhods whkh they
had learned ns athlNes or In
their lnter:irllon with other
ronrhe,, nnd followed "proven"
paths to mrre,,. hmes or
rhllosophy, r,,yrhology :ind
tenrhln11 terhnlques were not
viewed from an ":ir:ulemlc"
!l:indpolnt. In term, or he:illh
and s.1fo1r, the 1to:1I w:is to
lnstlll In .11hl<'le, 11 rnmmltment
to "toughne,~: :ind a '11'11ef that
rain rind lnJury Is "rart or the
game."
P.l:inr ronrhes,
p:irtlcul:trly tho,e with n de1tree
In r,hy,lrnl edurntlon, have
some formril training In sports
nrst aid, hut for the mmt part,
methods for treatment have
been tradlllorully self-taught.
A new Standard of Care

Tod:iy. thr. nnte or the art
has comr,ll'lely rhangetl. State
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certUlcatlon mnndatl', often
require that the prorlrlenry
tr:ilntn1 meet lhii! ~t:;r.;;!~:~

qu:illty or rnllege level rour,e,.
Many colleges nnd unlvenltles
with pro1trnms In sr,orts
education have exr:1ntl'!d their
currh:ulum to Include these
new ,uhJl!<"t rirea,.
/\ddlllon:illr, 3 numher of
rrtvate or1111nlutlons offer
Intensive work,hops which
provide an nrrortunlty to (';irn
college credlu In lhe,e new
:ireas of co11chln11 "expertl.,e.•
Indeed the tradition or the
NIIS/\CA In rrovldlng rnllege
credit roune, :u the nnnut1I
seminars, and the decision to
exp:ind th:it rrogr:im thh ye:ir
to Include :1 sreclrlc r:,une In
coaching
certlflr:Hlon,
rerresents the new st11nd:1rd of
care for coaches and their
employers.
Uniformity Is Ideal
The he,t 11rrroarh to
develorlng
n roarhlng
certlrlcatlon rrngrnm Is for
counes throughout th<' rnuntry
to he uniform anti ron,hlent In
terms or content, format and
dlHlculty. There h today :i
wide variance In rertlnc:nlon
m:indates, which tends to
produce ronru,lon and deh:ne
rc1r.1rdln1 whnt Is nr.reu3ry• t1nd
apr,roprl:ite. It ·c:m -al,,, pose :1
downside risk In terms or
llahlllty expo,urC! In a ,r,oru
Injury lawmlt. The lawrer
representing an athlete Injured
In a district which used :1
partlculnr
certlflratlon
apr,roach wlll look for e:oi:imr,le,
of more strlng<'nt requirements
In other states, :md hold that
hefore the Jury u
the
ar,proprlate standard or r:ire
which, If met, would have
redured the risk or the harm
suffered hy the athlete.
rart of the reason for the
lncon,htenry In rertlrlrntlon
requlremenu Is the de,lre or
states· -to acknowledge the

lnderendent SQverelgnty or
school dlstrlru. Very often,
the nerusary content of
certtncatlon rrograms
Is
stated very generally, with
school dlstrlrtt expected to
employ the mo,t reasonable and
prudent aprroach In developing
their own methods. That very
rlexlhlllty, however, can
magnlry the llkellhood of
undeslrahle Inconsistency. /1.s
district admlnlstraton look to
the examples or dlstrlcb within
their state and In ottier area, or
the country, they may be misled
In their determination or course
requirement• hy the multitude
or program designs which can
he round.
It has been recommended
th:it the NIIS/\CA assume the
lead In facllltatlng development
or natlon:il hlRh school coaching
certtncatlon course model.
With Input rrom other national
organl1.atlon~ of professional
educ:uors and members of
sroru medicine relat ed
rroresslon,. :u well as, certain
private groups who :ire actively
Involved In coachln1 educ:nlon,
a
recommended
course
curriculum and format for
presentation would evolve.
r::ich ,tate could then look to
1h15 model In determining the
standards for certlncatlon or
lu coarhe,. In addition to
en~ouraglng the desired level of
uniformity, thh would save a
great deal or time and enersy.
In the present ,ltuatlon, those
rh:irged with responslblllty for
developln,r a certification
program mu,t undertab! a great
de::il of rese::irrh to determine
not only the l::i11guage of other
st:ite m::indates but also the
approarh to Implementation
which ha, he<'n taken In various
school dbtrfcu.
Don't Wall For CertlflcaUan
Mandate

No rrudl'nt coach or school
district wlll wait for a m::indate

from
th!' Hate
hefore
Implementing quality ro:ichlng
educ:itlon.
/\ numher er
orrortunltll', are avallable to
lndlvldu:il
roarhei
for
continuing ednc:itlon In the
required are::i, or exrertl,e, and
schools can readily lncorrorate
qu:illty rn::irhlnR education Into
their 1t:indard In-service
training format.
It 1, lmrort:int for rnarhlnR
educ:itlon cour,I', to follow
certain Renl'r:tl guh.lellnes:
• fonnall1.ed anti
st:intl::irdl'led arrroach
• Well-lk,lgned :inti
comrrchen~h·I' rurrlrulum
• Rernstn1'1etl exr,cru ::is
lnHrurton
·
• Forus on the hroad
srertrum or rreventlon
• Make appror,rlate tre:itment
a r,rlnrlty
• l:mpha,11.e 1he nel'tl for CPR
• Contlurt.:mnual refresher
courses
Many Poslllue Results

Coarhlng certlncatlnn wlll
produce a variety or favorable
errecu. The sod:il Image ::ind
de1ree or resrert granted
co:uhe, wlll slitnlrlrantly
lmrrove when thl!y obtain
rredentlal, ha,ed ur,on st:ne
requlrem!'nU :ind In :1rrnrdanre
with n:itlonal uandard. The
qu::illty or rn:irhlnR and level or
athletlr performanre wlll :il!o
he ralsl!d :u memhen of the
profl!,slon
employ
the
prlnclple, le:irned In these
rrngmm, .
Rec nmlng :in
arknowlcd1tctl n1emher or the
Jports ml!tlldne "loop" wlll
en:1'11e ro:ir he~ to rcl:itc more
errertl"ely tn tl!:tm rhrslrlans,
:ithletlr trnlnl'n and other
hl'alth r:trl' rrovhlcn who work
with the ,rnrts program. The
overall goal, of comr,etltlve
:ithletlr rro,:r:irm, from the
st:indrnlnt nr athletes, r:irent,,
school, arid ,orlety :ire more
likely to he arhleved :is coaches
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commit 10 :in <'''er-lmrrovlng
level or comretenrl'.
There b a tendP.nry In
school :ithletlr r,ro1rams tod:iy
to focus exrluslvel)· uron
11:ihlllty expm11re. Coaches :ind
their employen wlll n.,d that
hy directing their ::itrcntlon
toward the over;ill qu:illty of
their progr:im~ ::ind the level of
knowledge :ind e:ocr,ettbl! of
tho~e who lnter:irt with the
athletes, the \':ut m::iJorlty of
llahlllty conrcru wlll he
resolved.

STANDARD OPERATING PROCEDURES

Leadership
Since most coaches are admired and imitated by young athletes.the
example they set is extremely important. In an effort to increase your
potential for being a positive influence on youth, attempt to conform to the
following general guidelines:
1. Watch your language. Obscenity and profanity have no positive
value on the bench, dressing room, or in your coaching vocabulary.
2. Avoid "gloating" in victory; this is even more offensive than offering
alibis in defeat.
3. Control your temper or you may lose it (along with your poise).
4. Follow the rules. Don't attempt to cheat or take unfair advantage.
5. Refrain from constantly challenging the decisions of officials-particularly judgment calls.
6. Avoid indecision. Think "straight," make up your mind and act
constructively.
7. Allow your players sufficient opportunities for leadership and

leadership training.
8. Participate in the same kinds of wholesome activities you expect
your athletes to be involved in. Coaches, in general, should not be
seen in places, or participating in activities, they would not consider
proper for their athletes.
9. Keep your goals in proper perspective. Develop and promote a
well-rounded view of the educational process.
What will your athletes remember about you 20 years from now?

1. Nothing.
2. An interest that seemed special and sincere.
3. A willingness to listen and give advice--even for small problems.
4. A sense of humor.
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5. Fairness, firmness, and consistency for everyone--as opposed to
favoritism.
6. Courage as opposed to "false bravado."
7. Poised in appearance, manner, and speech. Someone to admire.
8. Next to mom and dad you were just about number one.

The Wiooiog Attitude
The following was written by Coach Frosty Westering of PLU:
Your athlete should learn to enjoy the game--he should work to
develop his own best self. Very few young men and women ever
become a pro or college athlete, and some do not make their
highschool team, but they can learn and gain so many positive qualities
in sports regardless of the level they play. We may not have some
future professionals, but regardless of the level of ability your athlete
reaches, help them to seek excellence and have a winning attitude.
Here are four concepts which can assist you in helping your athletes
have a neat experience in sports.
1. Help them to realize that winning is not beating an opponent but
becoming the best they are capable of becoming--not just winning
the game. Winning is actually the development of excellence. It is
a slow, gradual process--winning and losing games are just part of
the process. The key is not comparing themselves to others, but to
their own best self. When this is understood they do not get uptight
so easily and can more fully achieve their own potential.
2. Encourage your athlete in any way you can--do not bribe them with
false incentives for they soon become self-defeating--maybe sports
are not for them but if it is and they want to play, give them plenty
of moral support and understanding in stress situations, whether
the team wins or loses, whether they play well or not. Many
coaches and parents get uptight themselves in these stress
situations, and as a result, limit their athlete's development. Sure
you are both disappointed when they lose or don't play well, but it
is what they do with this stress situation that makes them play
better the next time. You can be a great help here in dealing with
this disappointment.
3. Be careful not to over-coach your athlete. They should play the
game for fun and not worry about many of the fine details. That will
come later in his career. They should develop sound fundamental
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skills in each area of play for these are the basis for later
development. If they receive too much coaching and they are put
in too many stress situations at a young age, he can easily burn out
and lose interest later on in their career when they could be playing
at high level of excellence and enjoyment.
4. Sports can give your athlete opportunity to learn and develop key
qualities of self-discipline, courage, teamwork, and perseverance,
without which the educated brain is not worth much. As they
develop these qualities within themselves, and they start at an early
age, they will grow into first-class Americans who will be able to
take their place as first-class citizens in our democratic society.

Peak Performers
Peak performers:
1. Effectively manage their time.
2. Understand their strengths and weaknesses.
3. Believe in their mission.
4. Avoid the comforts of status quo.
5. Have compelling internal goals.
6. Rehearse for the worst.
7. Communicate and plan effectively.
8. Have a resilient attitude toward failure.

College Bound Athlete
The Quillayute Valley School District is committed to excellence in the
classroom as well as the athletic arena. The administration and coaching
staff consider part of their job to assist the student athletes and their parents
with information relating to scholarships and financial aid programs.
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Financial assistance is available from colleges in every sport offered at Forks
High School.
Students wishing to participate in Division 1 or Division 2 should be
aware of the following:
1. Certified by the NCAA Clearinghouse.
2. Earn a grade point average of at least 2.0 in core classes. The
core curriculum must include at least 11 academic courses,
including a minimum of: 3 years of English, and 2 years of math,
social studies, natural sciences (including one lab class), and
additional academic courses.
3. Earn a composite score of at least 17 on ACT or combined score of
700 on SAT. Athletes will not be allowed a campus visit unless
they have taken and passed the SAT or ACT.
A tryout (any physical activity) conducted by the college, or arranged
on behalf of the college, recruiting the athlete is illegal.
A letter of intent is administered by the Collegiate Commissioners
Association and not the NCAA. It is a commitment by the student/athlete to
the institution and can regulate the opportunity of the athlete to participate at
any other institution. Coaches need to advise the athlete and parents to
read any and all letters prior to signing anything.
Coaches should advise players to contact them if the athlete is
contacted personally by a recruiter during a time when he/she is actively
involved in the sport or another sport.
All campus visitations should be arranged by the head coach or the
athletic director. All coaches coming on campus will be asked to meet with
the athletic director prior to meeting with the student/athlete.
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Procedures for Volunteer Coaches
Programs may use the services of volunteers to assist the coaching
staffs in the interscholastic activities of the Quillayute Valley School District
within the following guidelines:
1. Complete the State Patrol background check. This form may be
picked up from the athletic director.
2. The volunteer must be approved by the athletic director upon the
recommendation of the head coach.
3. The volunteer will be responsible to the head coach, and always
under the supervision of a regular member of the coaching staff
during practice and games.
4. The volunteer must abide by the regulations of the school district
and uphold the district policies relating to athletics.
5. The volunteer may assist a team coach at games, both home and
away.
6. Being a volunteer will not guarantee future employment as a coach
in this school district.
7. A volunteer does not have to be a school district employee.
8. Volunteers are not to be used as replacements for a vacant paid
position on the coaching staff.
9. Volunteer must be qualified to help in the particular sport.
10. The services of a volunteer coach may be terminated by the head
coach, athletic director, or the principal, in consultation with the
others.
11. The head coach of the sport will be responsible to orient the
volunteer with the district, league, school, and WIAA rules and
policies that relate to athletics.
12. No ASB funds may be expended for volunteer coaches as a form of
compensation.
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Budget Management/Purchasing
We operate on a budget system and every athletic and activity
organization will have a designated amount of money to operate within. The
head coach or advisor is responsible for the management of the budget and
he/she should:
1. Submit requests for any purchases with your inventory sheet at the
conclusion of your season. This should be completed within 2
weeks after your last contest.
2. Keep up-to-date account of expenditures. Any expenditure in
excess of your budget will not be honored unless there are
extending circumstances. This will need district approval.
3. All equipment purchasing must go through the Athletic Director with
purchase orders (see forms in back of manual) being completed by
the head coach. Failure to follow proper procedures will result in the
coach or advisor purchasing the project from his/her own pocket.

Insurance/Physical/ASS Card/Activity Code/
Treatment Authorization
All athletes will be covered by insurance or be required to have an
insurance waiver on file in the office (see forms in back of manual). In
addition, athletes must have proof of a physical (must have been within the
last 12 months of the conclusion of the athletic season), have signed off on
understanding the athletic code, and completed the treatment authorization
form before being allowed to participate in full practices. The athlete;s
parent must also sign the understanding of the athletic code, insurance
information, and treatment authorization form. Before the first contest, the
athlete must also purchase an ASB card.
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Maintenance of facilities
The head coach is responsible for the condition of all facilities used by
the team for practice and games. There are exceptions for football where
assistance is provided by the district maintenance crews. A few simple rules
to follow are:
1. Restrict activities when areas are unsafe to play. Report unsafe
areas and conditions to the athletic director.
2. If you are conducting turnout in the same facility as a scheduled
event is to take place, please help set up the facility by pulling out
the bleachers, getting scorer's tables and chairs (if needed) out.
Your cooperation is appreciated.

Tournament Play
Expenses: When attending tournaments, teams may receive a per diem .
Coaches need to make sure all eligible sign off as receiving their allotted
amount. Accommodations: All accommodations and travel arrangements will
be handled by the athletic director. Should tournament play demand
coaches to miss school, the following guidelines will be used. Head coaches
and varsity assistants only will be excused from school. The district will
provide the substitutes and the athletic director will make arrangements with
the office. The coach should have all lesson plans prepared in advance for
the substitute.

Press and Radio
A coach owes it to his/her team to make every effort to obtain the most
possible recognition for their efforts. This is true before, during, and
following either a winning or losing season.
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It is the responsibility of the head coach of each particular team to
contact local news media immediately following the athletic contest to report
scores and other pertinent information that the newspapers want to use.
When you do though, make sure you have all the necessary information.
Coaches should have a checklist or a set of notes ready before contacting
the press. Don't shoot from the hip.
Phone numbers of local newspapers and radio station:
Peninsula Daily News
Forks Forum
KVAC/KLLM

1-800-82 6-7714
374-2281
374-6233

Coaching Clinics
Coaches are strongly urged to attend clinics relating to their sports
area. Limited funds are available to each program and are controlled by the
head coach. Funds can be used for such things as: substitutes for the
coaches, registration fees, overnight accommodations, transportation, and
coaching instruction aids.

Coaching the System
The varsity coach has the responsibility for identifying the fundamentals
that he/she expects to be taught at each grade level. The head coach is
also responsible for providing instruction in how the skills of the sport are to
be taught and at what level they are to be taught. Any discrepancy over
these should be dealt with by the Athletic Director and coaches involved.
The outcome of this meeting should be specific objectives to be included in a
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plan for improvement for the coaches involved and also included in the
assistant coaches evaluation.

D1sc1pllne
Each coach is expected to go over their training rules with the athletes
and their parents and have all the forms signed. If a coach has additions to
the school athletic rules and regulations, they must be approved by the
athletic director. All discipline measures must be administered in a firm, fair,
and consistent manner to all athletes. It is important to communicate with
parents and ask for help to eliminate further problems.
All discipline problems resulting in suspension must be handled
through the athletic director with a letter to the parents informing them of the
problem.

End of Season Report
At the conclusion of each season all coaches shall submit a summary
report of the season which includes: self-coaching evaluation, team record,
award winners, inventory, budget requests, and evaluation of the season.
Each coach will meet with the athletic director individually to review their
season.

Videotaping
Coaches should use videotape equipment in their programs as a
teaching instrument. The scheduling of video cameras should be set up well
in advance with the athletic director.
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Award Nights
All athletes, managers, and trainers who competed and made a
positive contribution toward the team, will receive a certificate, either a letter
certificate or participation certificate. At the beginning of the sports season,
the coach should outline what is required to obtain a varsity letter. Other
special awards, which are usually voted on by the team members, will also
be given. Four special awards per sport are allowed. At the conclusion of
fall, winter, and spring sports seasons there will be an Awards Night
honoring the athletes and their parents. At the award night the coaches are
expected to make a short speech to introduce and award letters and/or
certificates to each individual. They will also award special awards if there
are any.
Because the Award Night is the conclusion of the season, the student
participant is expected to be present. If arrangements have not been made
ahead of time and the athlete does not attend the banquet.he/she will not
receive a letter. The athlete may discuss the situation with the athletic
director if he or she chooses.

Behavior
Coaches must remind their teams that they are representatives of our
community and good behavior and appearance will always be expected.
Coaches should control their team's conduct both on and off the field of
competition and on the bus. Communicate with bus drivers when problems
arise. Impress upon students that rowdiness and the use of obscene
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language and materials will not be tolerated. Set the standard of behavior
and hold the students to it.

Changing Teams
If an athlete quits a team, he/she may join another team if both
coaches agree.the parents are contacted and it happens before 12 practice
days on that season. Generally, this practice is not a good policy and
coaches should try to avoid such a problem.

Loyalty
Support your fellow coaches. If you question something, ask them.
Success of our total program comes about only with everyone pulling for
everyone else. Attend as many athletic contests as possible, out of season
as well as in season. Remember, our goal is the success of each and every
athlete in the Forks system as well as each and every child in the
community. Go the extra mile to help a fellow coach or athlete. You will
reap the rewards.

Off-Season Conditions
The priority of all coaches is to try and influence students to become
active in a sport rather than specialize in one sport. The off-season program
should not start until other sports have been going for at least one month.
They should not conflict with facilities and time of the in-season coach. The
coaches should work together to avoid conflicts.
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SQuad Selection and Cut Policy
The head coach is to assist with assistants' selection of all squads
he/she is responsible for. Cutting players should only be done as a last
resort. The coach should look for all alternatives and discuss with the
athletic director prior to the cutting of players. The coach should first talk
with the individuals before any listing of cut players is posted.

Transportation
Each athlete is expected to travel with the team or in a schoolsponsored vehicle. The only exception is after a contest and this is with
reservation. The district allows the participant to ride home with his/her
parents as long as the student has made prior arrangements with a written
note.
One of the stated objectives of the athletic program at Forks is
developing teamwork. This is one of the reasons the coaches and
administration encourage student athletes to travel with the team not only to
contests, but also home regardless of the win or loss of the contest.
Coaches need to remember that they are liable for the student safe
return. At no time is a coach to authorize the participant to ride home with
friends or other classmates. The parent must make verbal contact with the
coach or athletic director prior to the coach allowing the release of the
student to ride with any other source other than that provided by the school.
When a team returns, make sure players have access to a phone and don't
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leave the facilities until you know for a fact every student has a ride home.
Use prudent behavior on this issue.
Coaches are responsible for school vehicle clean-up and the coach
should be the last person off the bus. Remember, while on the bus, the
driver is in charge. If a request is made by the driver, please follow through.
If there are any problems, notify the athletic director the following day.
All transportation requests will be handled by the athletic director.

Turnouts--Day and Time
Start and end turnouts on time. Time and location of practice should
be established before the season begins. All teams are to be supervised by
coaches at all times. If a coach is unable to be present, the turnout will not
be held.
Sundays/holidays cannot be required by coaches for practicing and will
be discouraged by administration. Practice during vacations should be
scheduled at the discretion of the coach with approval of administration. It is
the coaches responsibility to let parents know well in advance of practice
during school vacations. Make this in writing and send it home.

Purchase and Travel Forms
In the following pages, you will find the following forms:
1. ASB Purchase Order
2. District Purchase Order
3. Trip ticket for a bus
4. Trip ticket for a school vehicle
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5. Travel expense requests

ASB Purchase Order. This form needs to be filled out whenever you
are purchasing items for your program from the ASB budget.

District Purchase Order. This form needs to be filled out whenever you
are purchasing items using district funds.

Trip Tickets. For team travel the athletic director will normally fill out
trip tickets. For special occasions requiring a bus, the coach will be
responsible. Trip tickets for school cars/vans are normally filled out by the
coach wanting to use the vehicle.

Travel Expense ReQuests. There is a step by step guide to use to fill
out these forms. These will be filled out when requesting funds for trips or
reimbursement of expenses on a trip.
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FORKS HIGH SCHOOL
"Home of the Spartans"
P.O. BOX 60 • FORKS, WA 98331
(206) 374-6116

ASB PROGRAM FUND

P.O., - - - - - - - Date - - - - - - - - -

Activity Name

Acct. 1

--------

Vendor - -- - -- - - -- - - - - - - - - - Vendor# - - - - - - - AddreS1 - - -- - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - QUANTITY

CATALOG NUMBER

DESCRIPTION

UNIT PRICE

TOTAL .

.
Ordered by: _ __ _ _ _ _ __ __ _

For:_ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Actlvltln Director

Student Activity Treasurer-

School ASB Treasurer

Activity Advisor

White • Vendor

Canary • Attach to Invoice

Pink - Superintendent ,
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Goldenrod • Advisor ol Activities

QL'ILLA YUTE VALLEY SCHOOL DISTRICT !\iO . 402
P .0

Box 60 • 411 South Spartan Avenue • Forks, WA 98331 • (206) 3i4-6262

PURCHASE ORDER

VENDOR : - --

- -- - - - --

--

SHIP TO:

BILL: Ouillayute Valley School Olslrict No. 402, P.O. Box 60, Forks, WA 98331
GENERAL CONDITIONS OF PURCHASE: Ship prepaid. NO EXPRESS OR FREIGHT COLLECT SHIPMENTS ACCEPTED. Send ITEMIZED INVOICE
in OUPLICA TE. PURCHASE ORDER NUMBER MUST APPEAR on all invoices, packages, and correspondence. Packing Slip must be Included with
each shipment. No changes in specifications, additions or subslilutlon1 may be made to this order without authorization .
Date Wanted:
**•SHIP THE BEST WAY•**
TERMS: Merchandise must be received before Invoice is paid. Invoices received by the 2nd Tuesday will be processed lor payment on the 3rd Tuesday
cl each month.
·

Catalog
Number

Quantity

Unit
Price

Description

I

TAX
TOTAL

Ordered By _ _ _ __ _ _ __ __ __ _ __

School or Dept.-- - - -- -- - - - -- -

Approved By - - - -- - -- - -- -- -- -

Budget Item

Purchase Order Approved By
SUPERINTENDENT
P.O. Date

P.O . Number - -- - - -- - -

Pink Copy to Prtnclpal Of SUpeMIOf
Ooklenn>d Copy 10 Supertntendent'1 Office when order is comploto

Wh11e Copy to be sent to VendOr
Canary Copy to remain in Superintendent's ONlce

)
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TRIP TICKET--PUPIL TRANSPORTATION USE ONLY
(PROCEDURES FOR FIWNG OUT)
Trip tickets for pupil transportation should be submitted to the administration office no
less than seven (7) working days in advance of planned trip. It Is important that the
ticket be properly completed, therefore, please follow the procedures listed below:

QUILUVUTE VALLEY SCHOOL DISTRICT NO. m
FORKS WASHINGTON 98331

~

(1)

DATE: Month/day(s)/year
planned use will take place.

(2)

DRIVER: Office will complete.

(3)

CHAPERON: School chaperonalso note the approximate
number of passengers.

(4)

NUMBER OF PASSENGERS

(5)

DESTINATION: Place (city) and
locatlon (bulldlng/schooij.

(8)

PURPOSE OF TRIP: Activity to
take place.

(7)

LOAD TIME: Planned time for
passenger loading.

1

PUPIL TRANSPORTATION USE ONLY
TRIP TICKET NO ._ __
TO ACCOMPANY ALL FIELD TRIPS AND SCHOOL PERSONNEL USING SCHOOL
OR PERSONAL EQUIPMENT IN PURSUIT OF SCHOOL ACTIVITIES OR BUSINESS.
THIS TICKET SHALL BE PRESENTED TO TRAFFIC OFFICERS UPON REQUEST.

OATE OF USE _ _-'-c1_,_ _ _ _ 0RIVER _ _
12_1_ _ _ __
CHAPERON - - - - "
JJe.,.I_ _ _ _ NUMBER OF PASSENGERS

C.U

DESTINATION - -i..lL- - - - - - - - - - - - PURPOSE OF TRIP _ _
CI_J _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
LOAD TIME. _ ___...17'-')_ _ _ _ 0EPARTURE TIME _ _
CI_)- - ARRIVAL TIME BACK TO SCHOOL _..,....,.__ _ _ _ _ _ __
CHARGE TD - - - - - - , - - . u l l ' - - - - - - - - SPEEDOMETER READING:

ENDING

Cit)

BEGINNING - - - --

----

ND. OF MILES, _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
DRIVING TIME _ _ _ _ _ _ _ STANOBV TIME. _ _ _ _ __

(8)

APPROV£D 8V:
1, PROGRAM SUPERVISOR - - - - - - - - - - - 2.

BUILDING PRINCIPAL - - - - -- -- - - - --

3.

SUPER1NT£ND£NT - -- -- - - - - - - - -

DFFICI USI DIilV

CIITI IIECEIVED - - - - - - - 1111 IO. _ _ _ _ __ _ _ __

11/11

CODENO . - - - - - - - - -
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DEPARTURE TIME: Planned

time for departure.

ORIVER·s SIGNATURE- - - - - - - - - - - - - -

(9)

ARRIVAL TIME BACK TO
SCHOOL: Planned time of

return.
(10)

CHARGE TO CODE:
Expenditure code for these
expenses.

(11)

SPEEDOMETER READING: Bus
driver will complete this area.

TRIP TICKET--PERSONNEL USE ONLY
(PROCEDURES FOR FILLING OUT)
Trip tickets for personnel transportation should be submitted to the administration
office no less than three (3) working days in advance of planned trip. It Is important
that the ticket be properly completed; therefore, please follow the procedures listed
below:
QUIWYUTI VALLEY ICHDII. DlffllCT NO. .-t
FORKS. WASHINGTON 98331

(**)

PEIISONNR USE 0111.V

I .. I
TRIP TICKET NO._
TO ACCOMPANY AU SCHOOL P£ASONNB. ANO SCHOOL EQUIPMENT WHILE ON SCHOOi.
BUSINESS OUTSIDE THE OISTIIICT. THIS TICKET SHALL BE PA£SENTED TO TIWl'IC
OfflCEAS UPON REQUEST.
DATt OF USE
OIHVER

(ti

---!.:.:..---- NUMBER OF PASSENGERS
12,

DESTINATION

(41

PURPOSE Of TRIP

C!I

DEPAIITIJAE TIME

m
~----'ARIIIVAL TIME BACK IN DISTIIICT

ESTIMATtD EXP'ENSES (ttlffllZII

C:11

171

)

(1

DATE: Month/day(s)/year
planned use will take place.

(2)

DRIVER: Person drMng.

(3)

PASSENGERS: Approximate
number of passengers.

(4)

DESTINATION: Place (city) and
location (bulldlng/schooQ.

(5)

PURPOSE OF TRIP: Activity to
take place.

(6)

DEPARTURE TIME: Planned
departure time from the trans-

I

CHARO£ TO _ _ _ _ __JJu__ _ _ _ _ _ __
SP££D0METER READING:

ENDING

.1.111.11.91-)- - - - - - - -

BEBINNING - - - - - - - - -

cortatton center.

NO. OF MILES - - - - - - - - -

(7)
A"""°VED IY:
I . PROGRAM SUPERVISOR _;...__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
(H

--

3. SUP'ERINTENDENT - - - - - - - - - - - - -

DmCI un . ,
11117

DATI -

(8)

ESTIMATED EXPENSES

(9)

CHARGE TO CODE:
Expenditure code for these
expenses.

(10)

SPEEDOMETER READING:
Driver needs to complete this
area.

---------

VEHICLE NO. - - - - - - - - - CODE NO. - - - - - - - - - -
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ARRIVAL TIME BACK IN
DISTRICT: Planned time of

return.

1111*11111

2. IUILDINB PRINCIPAi. - - - - - - - - --

If taking personal car, note
"Personal Vehlcla• In this area.

EOBt<S HIGH SCHOO! TRAVR BEOllESI5
I.

If you want to g, somewhere you must:

A
B.

Get at r Ip ticket from Debbie as soon as you know you want to g, or a minimum of
4 8 hours ( 3 business days) prior to the trip .
Fi II out the trip ticket--al I lines, and you need to use a school car If one is
available--include a copy of program agerm or description of purpose of the
tr Ip . Turn I n to Debbie ard she w I II :
1.
2.
3.
4.

S.
6.

7.

I I.

Put her initials on It ard put It on the calendar
that you w I 11 be gone on that day.
11 at rl p Is In connection with athletlcs or an
activity you need to have Al Schele lnltlal It also.
She in turn wlll turn It in to Al for signature.
The trip ticket will be sent to the superintendent
who w 111 review the tr Ip subject to Importance of
meeting to the district, avallablllty of budgeted
funds ard the avallablllty of needed substitutes.
Superintendent w I I I signor reject the trip request.
You w I II be notified either by the return of the
trip ticket If not approved, or by the return of a
copy of the tr Ip ticket I f It Is approved.
The transportation center w 11 I have the origin al
and the car ready for you. If you have checked that
you need I erry tickets they should be with your tr! p
ticket at the transportation center, but you need
to check!

AUQWABJ EIRAYa EXPENSE$·
A

Obtain Itemized receipts for all expenses Incurred lo r self aolv Payment for
someone else's travel expenses 11 ngt authorized and cannot be reimbursed
(Itemized means how many of each Item at the single unit price.)

1.

Mileage

a
b.

-

Enter beginning and ending odometer readings
on the tr Ip ticket.
If using your personal vehicle, when .a district
vehlcle ls not available, the mlleage will be
reimbursed at . 275 cents per mile.

2.

Lodging
a
Each employee must obtain an itemized receipt
showing the single room rate for self only
b.
Telephone calls are not reimbursable

3.

Meals
a
Receipts are needed for meals, but each meal
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b.

111.

must be listed separately. Be reasonable in your
meal costs. A gm figure is $25 .00 for all
your meals.
f\b reimbursement w i 11 be made tor tips, entertainment or alcoholic beverages.

4.

Ferry
a
If ferry slips were obtained from the Transportation Supervisor, the yellow copy ol the
slip must be attached to the trip ticket when
you return.
b.
111 er ry sllps are not Issued, a paid receipt
showing car and driver only must be obtained.
c.
If you are one of several employees In a private
vehicle, each employee must obtain a paid
receipt for car and driver.

5.

Registration
a
Itemized paid receipt must be obtained.
b.
f\b professional duee are reimbursable.

6.

Other miscellaneous items not llsted In the above allowable expenses must
have paid Itemized recelptsln order to be reimbursable. ·

st JBMIIllNQ OL.AIM FOR EXPENSE$·
Upon ret1:1rn, obtain from Debbie a "Travel Expense Claim" form and complete both
sides in dupllcate. Sign both copies and attach all receipts to the tr Ip ticket and turn into
Debbie for A!'s approval.

IV.

AQVANOEP TRAVEL EXPENSE BJNPS (SUBJECT TO AVAILABI E AJNPS,)·
A.
B.

C
D.

E
F.

If your travel expenses are estimated to be over $20.00 you may wish to apply
tor advanced travel funds.
Follow procedures for tr Ip approval, Section I.
Obtain an "Advanced Travel Funds Request" form from Debbie and submit to your
prlnc'lpal fc,r approval.
Forward approved form to superintendent's office for additional approval and
luuance of advanced funds. This request must be In the superintendent's office
4 8 hours pr Io r to departure.
Travel expense verification must be obtained • In Section 11.
Follow same procedure for submitting expense clalm, Section Ill. Reconciliation
of advanced travel funds must be made within 1 O days of return.
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GENERAL FUND

OUILLAYUTE VALLEY PUBLIC SCHOOLS
SCHOOL DISTRICT NO. 402, CLALLAM COUNTY
Forks, Washington 98331
CLAIM FOR EXPENSES

To-----;-;------------------.....:.----------------Addrau _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _

Cil'f---------------------------sm, _______________
INSTRUCTIONS · READ AND FOLLOW
Claim will not be allowed unlea aH informtdon ctli.d for on rev,,..
al thi1 voucher i1 shown in detail.
!For Offica Use Only!

For traveling and incid1nt1I axpen111 incurred during the month of
.... . .. , · · .... . , .... , II Shown in

detail On revena hereof, Ind by

Building .. ........... .. ....... .

..
.....
...
...
.

receipt• 1n1chad.

Program ........... .. .............. .

...... ....... ................. ..

MHla .... ... ... . .... .. .. . . . .. . . . .. $ ........ .. .. . ... .. ..

.. ............ ... ....... ......... .

HotelRoom1 ................ .. .... •· . .'... .......... .. ..
Mlla9Qe .. .... . .. ... ... . . .........

t ....... . ......... .. ,

.. ....... ... ................... .

Sundry Expen- . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . • ................. . ..

.......... ... ........ ..... ... ..... . ....... ....... ......

... .............. ............... ..

......... ......................... . ..... .. ... ...... ....

... ....... ...... ........ ... .
.... .. ..................... .

,

.. .................... ..... ...... . ....... ... .. ...... .
... .... .. .. ... .. :........ .... ..... . ...... ... .. .. ...... .
... ...... .... .. .. ........... .. .... .... ...... ......... .
. .. . . . ..... ... .. . ..... .. . . . . .. ..···•···... .. .. ..... ... ..

..... ... ... ... ........ ............ .
.. ... ........ .. .... ..... . ..

,

TOTAL

........... .. .. . .. ... .... . .
...... .... ...................... ..

t .. .. ...... ... ...... .

CEIITIFICATION

Tole!

I hereby certify uNllr !lllllltY of perjUry that Ihle 11 , ttue and c - t clelm for
naceu,ry upen- inc:url9II by me and that no pavm-,t hu tllml received by me on
account thereof.

, ..... .. .. ..

.... ... .. ..............

Other Tranaportatlon ............... t.. . . . . .. .. .. .. .. .. ,

$ .... . ... . ....... ....... ...... .

A/C No. .... .... . ... S

A/C No. .... ...... .. t ..... .. .

Sl9nature ..•• . ••• .•.•• • . , • , .. . . •• . • •. .... . .. •• , ••..• . .. ••• . ••. ..•

I, the undtrliljned. do hereby cmifv under penalty of pe,jury, that th• mattrfalt hive beef! lumlahad. me MfVicn
rendered or the labor performed H dncribed herein, 1nd 1h11 the clalm 11 1 jult, due and unpeld obligation 191in11
Quillavute Valley School Dlatrfct No. 402. and lhil I am aulhotllld to authendcall and certify to said claim.

Auditing Officer
Paid by General Fund Warrant No. .... ..... .. ... . . . .... Delld ........ ... . . .......... . , . , .... ... .. .. , ... ·
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s

I

Travel Expense
Prior Approval Request

Date _ _ _ __
Name _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Title

Type of Meeting _ _ _ _ _ __

Date(s)

Place of Meeting
Lodging $ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Registration Fee $ _ _ _ _ __

Meals$ ___________

Mileage $ - - - - - - - - Total Requested $ = = = = =

Applicant's Signature
Principal's Signature
Superintendent's Signature
Requests must be made 48 hours prior to departure. All requests will be
subject to available money. An amount of less than $20.00 will not be
approved.
*********************************************************************************

Advanced Travel Funds Issued

Date of Check _ _ Check Number _ _ Amount of Check $_ _ __
Custodian's Signature
I understand that settlement of advances shall be made on or before the
tenth day following the return of the officer or employee. Any default in
accounting for or repaying an advance shall render the full amount which is
unpaid immediately due and payable with interest at the rate of ten percent
per annum from the date of default until paid. The district shall have a right
to withhold any and all funds payable or to become payable to such officer or
employee to whom such advance has been given.
Claimant's Signature _____ _ _ _ _ Date _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
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PHILOSOPHY

"Athletics" means more than competition between individuals or teams
representing different schools. It teaches understanding and appreciation of
teamwork. The athlete, by reason of participation in spectator events and
the light in which they are viewed by younger students and peers, is more
closely observed by home, community, and school than other students.
Therefore, it is important that the athlete's behavior remain above question.
As a student leader, the athlete must accept the responsibilities and
obligations.
"Successful achievements in athletics do not occur by chance or by athletic
skills alone. There is another ingredient which cannot be measured, but is
readily recognized by every fan, coach, or athlete. It is ATTITUDE" (Training
Rules vs, High Expectation, George Egofike, AD., Rich South High School,
Richton Park, IL). A positive attitude can be directed and guided by a
positive athletic contract. At Forks, we invite students to become involved
with the athletic program to the extent they are able. This athlete contract
should outline and clarify those rules that govern the student athlete.
Definition of Participants and Period of Coverage
This athletic contract is intended to apply to all students participating in
interscholastic athletics. It is determined that provisions of the athletic
contract shall govern from the first "turnout" of a sports season until the last
day of participation for the particular sport. Rules of conduct 1,2, and 3 of
the athletic contract shall also apply to "non-participating" periods during the
academic school year.
Rules of Conduct
The following rules of conduct are intended to clarify, for the athlete, their
obligations as leaders and participants representing Forks High School.
1. Shall not use and/or be in possession of illegal drugs, alcohol, or
tobacco products.
2. Shall not knowingly remain on premises where drugs or alcohol
are being used unlawfully.
3. Shall no be involved in vandalism or theft involving the school or
community.
4. Obeys all school rules and regulations.
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5. Maintains a satisfactory attendance record; attends all regularly
scheduled classes unless appropriately excused.
6. Obey all bus and transportation rules.
7. Must purchase an ASB card prior to participation in a contest.
8. Follow the written regulations as established by the head coach.
Each coach is responsible for establishing and distributing, to athletic
participants and their parent/guardian, written rules and regulations for their
specific sport/season. These written rules and regulations shall be reviewed
and approved by the district athletic director.
Note: An athlete must be in attendance at school all day (not more than tardy
to 1st period) to be eligible to participate in practice or contest that day,
unless absence is approved by administrator and/or coach (doctor, dentist,
optometrist, or school-sponsored activities).

Disciplinary Rules and Regulations
Any athlete failing to comply with the Rules of Conduct of the Athletic
Contract shall be subject to disciplinary action in accordance with the
following procedures.
1. All violation will be progressive throughout his/her school career.
Middle School - 6th grade through 8th grade
High School - 9th grade through 12th grade
(Example: Student violation as a freshman would be first
offense--if student had another violation as a junior it would
be second offense.)
2. Consequences for rule violations will be a percentage of contests
that the athlete is ineligible to participate in. During this time of
ineligibility, the athlete will be required to practice and follow all
team rules.

Disciplinary Steps
1. Step
Step
Step
Step
Step

12345-

One game suspension
10% (WIAA maximum schedule
15% (WIAA maximum schedule
20% (WIAA maximum schedule
40% (WIAA maximum schedule
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contests)
contests)
contests)
contests)

Step 6 - 50% (WIAA maximum schedule contests)
Step 7 - 60% (WIAA maximum schedule contests)
Step 8 - 70% (WIAA maximum schedule contests)
2. Penalties for Violation of RCW 69.41.020 - 69.41.050 (Legend
drugs including anabolic steroids possession sale, and/or
use) - A violation of RCW 69.41.020 - 69.41.050 shall be
considered a violation of the eligibility code and standards, and
shall subject the student to disciplinary actions. The following
penalties will be administered:

First Violation: Student athlete shall be immediately ineligible for
interscholastic competition in the current interscholastic sports
program for the remainder of the season.
Ineligibility shall continue until the next sports season in which the
student athlete wishes to turn out. In order to be eligible to
participate in the next interscholastic sports season, the student
athlete shall meet with the school eligibility board, consisting of
coaches and administrators selected by the principal to request
approval to participate. The school eligibility board will
recommend to the principal appropriate action to be taken in the
student athlete's case. The school principal shall have the final
authority as to the student athlete's participation in the
interscholastic sports program.
A student athlete who seeks and receives help for a problem with
use of legend drugs (RCW 69.41.010 identified substances) shall
be given the opportunity for assistance through the school and/or
community agencies. In no instance shall participation in school
and/or community approved assistance program excuse a student
athlete from subsequent compliance with this regulation. However,
successful utilization of such an opportunity or compliance with
athletic code by the student athlete may allow him/her to have
eligibility re-instated in the athletic program, pending
recommendation by the school eligibility authority.

Second Violation: A student athlete who again violates any
provision of RCW 69.41.020 through 69.41.050 shall be ineligible
and prohibited from participating in any WIAA member school
interscholastic sports program for a period of one calendar year
from the date of the second violation.

Third Violation: A student athlete who violates for a third time RCW
69.41.020 - 69.41.050 shall be permanently prohibited from
participation in any WIAA member school athletic program.
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3. Students in violation of the Drug/Alcohol Policy will also be
required to enter District Drug Program before eligibility would be
reinstated.

Hearing Procedure for a Participant Disciplined
Any student, parent, or guardian who is aggrieved by the
imposition of discipline under the Activity Code shall have the
right to a hearing before the Activity Board for the purpose of
resolving the grievance. During such hearing, the student,
parent, or guardian shall be subject to questioning by members
of the Activity Board and shall be· entitled to question school
personnel involved in the matter being contested.
Subsequent to the Activity Board hearing, the student, parent, or guardian,
upon two school business days prior notice, shall have the right to present a
written or oral grievance to the superintendent of the district of his or her
designee.
If the grievance is not resolved, the student, parent, or guardian, upon two
school days prior notice, shall have the right to present written or oral
grievance to the Board of Directors during the Board's next regular meeting.
The School Board shall notify the student, parent, or guardian of its response
to the grievance within 10 school business days after the date of the
meeting. The discipline action imposed by the District pursuant to the
Activity Code shall continue not withstanding implementation of the grievance
procedure unless the student's principal or his designee elects to postpone
such disciplinary action.
Hearing Procedure

Activity Board
The Activity Board will be comprised of:

Athletic Grievance

Activity Grievance

Activity Director (Chair)
Two out-of-season coaches
Staff member
ASB President
"F" Club President

Athletic Director (Chair)
Three staff workers
ASB President
Honor Society President

Athletic Academic Standards
The Quillayute Valley School District and the Athletic Department view
academics as an important facet of a successful athletic program. An athlete
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must learn to plan and organize his/her time to balance academic
responsibilities along with their athletic responsibilities. The following
academic policy is not meant to put an undue hardship on any student
athlete or family, but is intended to help assure the balance between
academic and athletic responsibilities.
Academic eligibility will be based on the immediate preceding grading
periods (Fall athletes - preceding Spring--Winter athletes - 1st quarter and
1st semester of current year. Spring athletes - 1st semester and 3rd quarter
of current year).
There are two levels of academic eligibility (academic portion of the Athletic
Contract will be in effect at the end of the 1st quarter of 1991/92 school
year):
Level I - students that receive one "F" or three "D's". Athlete must
attend a "Study Table" at least two times per week until cleared.
Athletes will be cleared or a grade check that contains not more than
two "D's."
Level II - students that receive two "F's" or four "D's" or one "F" and
three "D's." Athlete must attend a "Study Table" at least three times
per week. The athlete would move to "Level I" once he/she has
reached one "F" or three "D's. 11
Athletes on Level II are ineligible to participate in contests.
In both levels, a check will be made after an initial two-week period and
continue thereafter on a weekly basis.

Study Table
A "Study Table" will be held in the high school library four times per week.
Two days per week, the table will be supervised by a coach, while the other
two days it will be supervised by the Honor Society.
Failure to attend the required study tables will result in a loss of two
contests.
Note:
1. Individual teacher study groups will count towards athlete's quota.
2. Random grade checks of athletes may be done at any time at the
request of the athletic director, coach, staff member, or parent.
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Athletes' Behavior
Dressing Room Conduct
Your locker room conduct will be guided by the following rules:
1. Show proper respect to all visitors.
2. "Roughhousing" or "horseplay" of any sort in the locker room is
dangerous business and will not be permitted at any time.

EQuipment
School equipment checked out by you is your responsibility. You are
expected to keep it clean and in good condition. Loss of any issued
equipment is your financial obligation. Guard carefully against loss by
remembering to lock up the equipment when you are not using it.

Insurance
Every student that participates in interscholastic athletics must show proof of
accident insurance coverage as a condition of participation. This can either
be through the family's private insurance company or enrollment forms of a
company designated by the school will be available in the main office of
each school. Many private insurance companies will not cover
interscholastic sports, so parents should check with their insurance agent to
guarantee coverage.

Travel
The following rules will be enforced while traveling to athletic contests:
1. All athletes must travel to and from athletic contests in
transportation provided by the school district. Permission to travel
with parents or adult relatives may be granted by the coach. A
signed note by parents requesting alternate transportation must be
given to the coach.
Quillayute Valley School District would like to assure the parents that first
and foremost with the administration and the coaching staff is our concern
for the safety and well-being of the students. This is a responsibility which
we never take lightly and it is the first consideration in all planning and
preparation where students are involved.
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In spite of the distances traveled and the time spent, we have seldom
experienced a problem which is a credit to the district transportation
department as well as our students and coaches. Actually, we seldom have
even a question regarding travel except when the weather is less than
desirable.
To begin with, there exists a network among all school districts in the State
that we help each other any time there is a school bus problem in our area.
This network is not organized but it is like a "gentlemen's agreement" among
school districts.
Before we leave Forks if there is any question about the weather, the athletic
director and the transportation director get together so that a decision on a
scheduled trip can be made. We are in touch with the destination school
regarding conditions at their place, the Washington State Transportation
Center, as well as other school districts we might be passing through on the
trip.
Weather causes us a lot of additional work and requires a lot of effort but
having to postpone and reschedule an event creates even more problems. If
we think that a scheduled trip can be safely made, then we will follow the
plans.
Our buses are safety inspected by the State Patrol at the beginning of each
year and our transportation department keeps our buses in a constant state
of readiness.
If some factor caused our bus not to be able to return, those in charge would
make all possible efforts to see that students were fed, find lodging, and in
general see to their safety and comfort. The school officials would make
every reasonable attempt to notify parents of the situation.

Points of Information
Decisions on putting a team on the road are made jointly by the
transportation supervisor and the school administration. If no agreement can
be reached jointly, then the superintendent will have the final decision.
The driver of the bus has the authority to stop if he/she determine conditions
are unsafe.
Bus drivers have phone numbers of the district transportation supervisor,
athletic director, and superintendent.
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Athletic Letter Reguirements
The following basic premise is understood in establishing letter requirements
for each sport for the Quillayute Valley School District.
1. The head coach of any interscholastic sport has the responsibility
for setting the requirements and awarding varsity letters for the
sport.
2. The coach has the right to award letters to participants, even
though the letter requirements for that sport have not been
satisfied. Conditions which would warrant this kind of coach's
judgment are:
a. If, in the judgment of the coach, the athlete would have
lettered.
b. The participant does not finish the season because of medical
reasons.
c. The participant has made an above average contribution to the
team and/or the total sports program.
It is inherent to the total Quillayute Valley School District Athletic Program
that a student finish the season in good standing. Good standing implies
that the student is not on probation from the team or total program at the end
of the season. The season is officially over after the awards banquet for that
particular sport.
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W.I.A.A. HANDBOOK
Article 23
STUDENT STANDARDS
FOR
INTERSCHOLASTIC ATHLETIC ELIGIBILITY
23.11

STUDENT ELIGIBILITY CRITERIA - All contestants must be
eligible under the rules of the Washington Interscholastic Activities
Association to participate in an interscholastic contest.

23.12

AGE LIMITS - SENIOR HIGH SCHOOL - The student(s) shall be
under 20 years of age on September 1 for the fall sports season,
on December 1 for the winter sports season, and on March 1 for
the spring sports season.
AGE LIMITS - JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL - The student(s) shall not
have reached his/her sixteenth birthday prior to September 1 of
any year.

23.13

STUDENT MEMBER OF A SCHOOL - An individual must be a
regular member of the school he/she represents in order to
participate in an interscholastic athletic activity. An individual is a
"regular member" of a school if enrolled half-time or more
exclusive of interscholastic athletic activities.

23.14

In order to maintain athletic eligibility during the current
semester/trimester, the student shall maintain passing grades in a
minimum of four full-time subjects. (Any class taken one period
daily for the duration of the semester/trimester shall be considered
a full-time subject.)

23.14.1

A student shall have passed at least four full-time subjects in the
immediately preceding semester/trimester in order to be eligible for
competition the following semester/trimester. The record at the
end of the semester/trimester shall be final, except for those
credits earned in a regular accredited summer school program and
accepted by the school district.

23.14.2

lncompletes may be made up for credit during the first 5 weeks of
the subsequent semester/trimester. The student shall be ineligible
for interscholastic competition until the incomplete(s) are cleared.

23.14.3

A student who has been in regular attendance at least 15 weeks of
the previous semester (10 weeks of the previous trimester), but
who failed to make the grade requirements of 23.14, shall be
placed on probation during the first 5 weeks of the succeeding
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semester/trimester and shall be ineligible during this time. If, at
the end of the probation period, the student is passing in at least
four full-time subjects, he/she may then be reinstated for
interscholastic competition. Each student is eligible on Monday of
the sixth week. (In the event of a school holiday, three or more
teaching days shall constitute a week.)
23.16

PREVIOUS SEMESTER - The student shall have been in regular
attendance in an elementary, intermediate, middle, junior high, or
high school during the semester/trimester in which the contest is
held.

23.16.1

A student who fails to complete the previous semester/trimester
shall be ineligible for athletic competition under 23. 16 unless the
student was in regular attendance a minimum of 15 weeks of the
previous semester or 1O weeks of the previous trimester.

23.17

REGULAR ATTENDANCE - The student shall be enrolled and in
regular attendance within the first 15 school days in a semester or
10 school days in a trimester at the start of the current
semester/trimester in order to participate in interscholastic contests
during the current semester/trimester.

23.18

PHYSICAL EXAMINATION - Every student who participates in
interscholastic athletics must have passed a physical examination
from a licensed medical physician or surgeon during the 12-month
period prior to participation.

23. 18.1

The school in which the participating student is enrolled must have
on file a statement (or prepared form) from the examining
physician certifying that his/her physical condition is adequate for
the activity or activities in which he/she is participating.

23.18.2

To resume participation following an illness and/or injury serious
enough to require medical care, a participating student must
present to the school officials a physician's written release.

23.19

Season limitations - Once having enrolled in a middle, junior high,
or high school, a student is eligible for as many consecutive
seasons of competition in a sport as there are years of work
offered in that school.

23.19.1

The eligibility begins with the first year of enrollment in that school
and terminates with the graduation of the student's original class.

23.19.2

Students who complete the ninth grade in a junior high school are
not eligible for the ninth grade in a four-year high school.
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23.19.3

The junior high and middle school student with the grade
configuration in his/her school of a 7th grade, or 7th and 8th
grades, or 8th and 9th grades, or 9th grade, or 7th, 8th, and 9th
grades, is eligible for as many consecutive seasons of competition
as there are grades in the junior high or middle school where
he/she is enrolled.

23.24

NON-SCHOOL PARTICIPATION - During any sport season after
joining a school squad, students may participate in non-school
athletic activities provided they do not miss a team practice or
scheduled contest. Exception may be allowed if such activity does
not adversely affect the performance of the athlete in practice
and/or competition, in the judgment of the coach and/or school
principal.

23.24.1

A student is not to be given special treatment or privileges on a
regular basis to enable him to participate in non-school athletic
activities, such as reduced practice times, special workouts, late
arrivals, or early dismissals.
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WIAA

RB:ks
S/88;6/89
Rev . 7/90

Senior High Athletes - - PROTECT Your ELIGIBILITY
Pltast Post i11 a Co,upicuou.s Placl ! !
To Participate In Athletks you must:
I. Be less than 20 years old at the beainnina of any sport season.

2. Be in regular attendance during the semester/trimester immediately prec:edin1 the semester/trimester in whic:h
the contest is held.
3. Be enrolled and in regular attendance within the first IS sc:hool days of the c:urrent semester or 10 school days of
the current trimester in order to participate in the current semester/trimester.
4.

Maintain passing grades in a minimum of 4 full-time subjects.

S.

Have athletic injury insurance approved by your school (if required).

6. Have p3ssed a physical examination from a medical authority licensed to perform a physical examination during
the 12-month period prior to first participation in high school. A medical authority must approve in writing
continued participation annually. The medic:al authorities licensed and approved by law to give physicals
include M.D.; Doctor of O~r~op~thy, 0.0.; Certified Registered Nurse (C.R.N.) and Physician's Assistant
(P.A.); Naturopaths (N.D.).
Durln1 the Summer You Can:
7. Participate in a commercial summer camp, school sponsored summer camp, summer clinic: or other similar
program, in any sport, provided said camp or clinic begins after. the conclusion of the final WIAA S111e
Tournament.

8. Participate in :iny fall sport summer camp or clinic up until Au1ust I.
9.

Participate in winter or sprin1 sport summer camps or clinics until the !k!t llay of fall sports turnouts.

To Participate la Athletics You Cannot:
.
10. Compete in a sport for more than 4 consecutive years after be1innin1 the 9th grade, whether it is partial or total
season participation.
11.Ac:cept, from any source whatever, awards or intrinsic: value except letters awarded by your school or medals or
trophies given in high school contests (applies to players on school teams).
12.Accept, money or a prize of more than SI00.00 in value for athletic activity, play on any professional team in
any sport, sign a professional llthletic contract or enter a competition under an assumed name.

13. Participate in any All-Star Contest not sponsored by the WSCA (Washinzton State Coaches Association).
Note: Item 13 is for hi&h school seniors only, following completion of eligibility
and prior to 1raduation.
Your Illalblllty 11 Subject to Special Rules:
14. If you want to participate in non-school athle1ic activities.

IS. If your parents do not live in this school district.
16. If you transfer from one school to another within the last school year.
17. Visa student transfers must apply for eligibility.

Note: There are a few additions and uceptlons to the abo~e ruin. There may also be 1ddltlonal school and lueue
requirements. Consult your principal or athletic: administrator and/or the school, leaaue and WIAA Handboolr • ·•
precise wordln1 of re1ulatlon1.
·
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AN ATHLETE'S PHILOSOPHY

1. Instead of worrying about your game, work on your weaknesses. Spend
extra time on those things which will increase your value to the squad.
2. Be confident that you can and must improve. Think about "winning the
game," "making the basket," and "succeeding," but also respect your
opponents' abilities and realize your own weaknesses which must be
improved.
3. Set definite goals for yourself. Try to keep moving up on the squad.
Your best way to become a necessary part of this team, or next year's
team, is to try to make yourself a better all-around athlete.
4. If you are satisfied with your present lot, you will be the same next
season and someone will beat you out. You have to be getting better, or
you will get worse.
5. Do as many things as you can in every game which will help the team.
Remember, you can tell if an athlete is selfish very quickly, and others
can detect the same characteristics in you. Think of team success, not
individual success.
6. Avoid being critical of teammates, that is the coach's job. Avoid alibis.
7. Operate as a "team family," constantly conquering your selfish desires
for the sake of the betterment of the team.
8. Avoid forming small groups on the team. Make an effort to show no
partiality to your best friend on the playing floor or field.
9. Take all personal grievances and problems to your coaches. They are
experienced in the game, and can advise you.
10. The most important member of your team is your teammate.
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LEAGUE CONSTITUTION/SCHEDULES

EVERGREEN A LEAGUE

CONSTITUTION

ADOPTED
8-23-95

)
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EVERGREEN "A" LEAGUE ACTIVITIES ASSOCIATION
CONSTITUTION

A.R!!CLE I
Name

The name of this organization shall be the "Evergreen "A" League". The
West Dlvlslon wlll be known as the "Coastal" division and the East Division
wlll be known as the "Cascade" dlvlsion.
ARTICLE II
Object
The object of this organization shall be to regulate and further the Interscholastic relations of its member schools, each with the others; and
to, at all times, seek to better the athletic, social and academic
opportunities of the membership.
ARTICLE III
Membership

12-

3-

Membership Into the league will be allowed upon formal application
by the new school and by a 2/3 majority vote of the membership.
Appllcattons for membership in the league must be approved by a
2/3 majority vote of league members by December 1 of the year
previous to their partlclpatton. The restriction ls not to apply when
In confllct with the regulations of the Washington Interscholastic
Activities Association.
·
Membership In this league pre-supposes the payment of any
assessments and/or fees by November 1 of each school year.
ARTICLE IV
Voting

12-

Each member school shall have one vote in all league matters, to be
cast by the principal or his designee.
.
All decisions shall be determined by a majority vote, provided a
quorum of qualified representatives is present. A quorum shall
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34-

consist of qualified representatives from one more than one-half of.
the schools ln the league.
Each school should be represented at each meeting by the principal
or his designee, prepared to cast votes on league matters.
All member schools shall be members of and subject to the rules of
the Southwest Washington District N and the W.I.A.A.
ARTICLE V
0 fflcers & Du ties

This league shall have the following officers:
1-

2-

3-

4-

President
A- Chair meetings
8Prepare meeting agendas
CCall special meetings
0Appoint task forces and committees
ERepresent the league at District IV meetings
Vlce-Preslden t
A- Chair meetings tn the absence of the President
8Assume the duties of the President lf the President ls unable
to complete the term.
Secretary-Treasurer.
A- Record minutes of the meetings and distribute.
8Handle all correspondence as directed by the President.
CServe as league fund manager to manage moneys made
available to the league for the support of the league programs
and received as a result of the conduct of league programs.
1Collect, receipt, deposit, and disburse league moneys.
2Keep and maintain records of all league moneys and
report same to the membership at each meeting.
Execu tlve Committee:
AThis committee shall consist of the league President, VicePresident, and Secretary-Treasurer.
8This committee shall interpret the Constitution, By-Laws and
practices of this league and shall hear and decide disputes.
CIn all matters not herein determined, the Executive Committee
shall have the power to make a decision untll the next regular
meeting.
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ARTICLE VI
Elections
12-

The President. Vice-President and Secretary-Treasurer shall be
elected at the regular May meeting of the league by a majority vote
of the membership.
All new officers of the league wlll assume office at the regular June
meeting.

ARTICLE VII
Meetings
123-

Theie shall be one general league meeting each month from .August
through June. The dates of the meeting will be determined by
majority vote of the membership.
The President will call such special meetings as may be needed.
Committees and task forces will meet as needed to complete their
assigned tasks.

ARTICLE VIII
Amendments
12-

This Constltutlon may be amended at a regular league meeting by a
vote of two-thirds of the member schools in attendance.
Written copies of all proposed amendments must be presented at
least one meeting before a vote may be taken on the amendment.

ARTICLE...!!
By-Laws
12-

By-laws of thls Constltutloit may be added, deleted, or changed by a
majority vote of members present and voting at a regular meeting.
Written coples of all proposed by-laws must be presented at least
one meeting before a vote may be taken on the proposal.

ARTICLE X
Cooperative Agreement
In order to meet the requirements of WAC 392-138-085, LEAGUE AND
OTHER JOINT ACTMTIES, the Board of Directors of each member school
district will adopt a resolution agreeing to authorize its scnool/s to
continue membership in and to accept the Constitution and By-laws of the
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Evergreen A League. The Board resolution should be adopted prlor to
October 1.
A sample resolution which could be adopted by a Board of Directors
follows: "In order to meet the requirements of WAC 392-138-085,
LEAGUE AND OTHER JOINT ACTMTIES, the Board of Directors of----School District authorizes _ _ _ _ High School/Middle Level School to
continue membership in the Evergreen A League and accepts the
Constitution and By-Laws of the league."
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EVERGREEN A LEAGUE

BY-LAWS

ADOPTED
8-23-95

_)
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EVERGREEN
SECTION I.

II

A II LEAGUE .BY-LAWS

RULES AND REGULATIONS

The Rules and Regulations of the Washington Interscholastic Activities
Association and the Southwest Washington Activities Association sha!l ta~e
precedence over the By-Laws of this league in case of conflict between
provisions. Principals, Athletic Directors. and Coaches are to be aware of
regulations in W.I.A.A. Handbook governing athletics. Membership in this
league pre-supposes the payment of any assessments and/or fees by
November 1st of each school year. All member schools shall be members of
and subject to the rules of the Southwest Washington District IV and the W.I.A.A.

SECTION II.

P~ESIDENT AND SECRETARY SALARY

The league President and Secretary-Treasurer will receive an annual salary of
$250. Payment will be made in December for the year.

SECTION Ill.

DISTRIBUTION OF MINUTES AND AGENDAS

One copy of the minutes of each meeting will be malled directly to the league
representative of each member school for distribution. Agendas for up-coming
meetings should be received as a reminder at least one week prior to the
scheduled meetings.

IV.

REIMBURSEMENT FOR LEAGUE EXPENSES

Actual expenses of officers or committees, In active and faithful discharge of
duty shall be paid by the Association. The league is to pay for mileage (at the
WIAA approved amount) and meals upon presentation of a bill whenever
necessary in conducting league business.

V.

SCHOOL CLOSURE

In case of school closure due to unforeseen circumstances. the principal or his
designee of that school must contact the other school as early as possible with
information regarding possible cancellation or postponement of a scheduled
league contest.

VI.

SCHEDULING

Schools may, by mutual consent, change the time and/or date of a league
scheduled game. If a team cannot play a Junior Varsity game. they must notify
their opponent one day prior to the game as a reminder.
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The President shall appoint a sustaining co-chairman for each sport or activity
and their duties shall be:
A.

To make up schedules and submit them to the principals or their
designee at the appropriate league meeting.

B.

Once the schedule is approved, the chairman will make copies and give
them to each school.

C.

Schools will be responsible for league schedule and All-League
selections as fallows:

HIGH SCHOOL

PP.OPOSE ADOPT
October
October
October
February
February
October
October
October

CROSS COUNTRY
VOLLEYBALL
FOOTBALL
BASKETBALL
WRESTLING

mACK
BASEBALL
FAST PITCH

November
November
November
March
March
November
November
November

By agreement of the League, exchanging of eligibility lists has been waived by
the provisions of Article 21, Section 22.16 of the W.I.A.A. Handbook.

VII.

ADMISSION PRICES

Admission prices for the followlng year will be set at the regular May meeting of
the league and sent to each member school included in the May minutes.
Host schools will honor visiting schools' A.S.B. cards at student prices.
Host schools' students with A.S.B. may be admitted free to regular season
events.

VIII.

SUPERVISION PASSES

Schools shall honor Southwest Washington District IV passes for all regular
season contests. For playoff contests, special supervision passes will be issued
or pass lists will be utilized.

IX.

INTER-SCHOOL DISPUTES

When disputes concerning league activities arise between schools in the
league, staff members are to immediately notify their principal. Officials from the
schools will work together to solve the problem. Parties involved will issue no
press releases concerning matters in dispute between the schools. ·
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If the schools involved in a dispute are unable to reach an agreement they will
immediately refer the issue to the league President. who will work with the
Executive Committee to settle the dispute. Should ;my member of the Executive
Committee's school be involved in the dispute. a member of a school not
involved shall be appointed by the President to take their place. The decision of
the Executive Committee shall be reviewed at the next regular meeting.

X.

CHAMPIONSHIPS

Varsity League Champions will be determined by the final won-lost standings of
league schedules. In case of tie, schools involved will be co-champions.
League champions in each sport recognized by the league will receive $25
towards a trophy. In case of a co-championship, $25 will be awarded to each
co-champion. If a particular sport has divisions, each divisional champion will
(eceive $25.

XI.

MANAGEMENT OF ATHLETIC CONTESTS

SUPERVISION - Each participating school should have an administrator or
his designated faculty representative (other than the coach involved) present for
all major home and away spectator sports events, particularly the varsity sports
of football and basketball or any other sports event considered to be major by
the administrators of the schools involved. It is the responsibility of the home
school to provide adequate crowd control and security provisions.

FACILITIES - The home school should provide the following for the visitor's
locker room: chalkboard, benches, showers, toilet facilities. Locker rooms shall
be open well In advance for visiting teams.

VISITOR RESPONSIBILITIES - Visiting teams wlll supply their own towels.
The visiting coach shall leave the locker room in good, orderly condition (no
tape, towels, socks, food, etc. on floor or benches) . The visiting school is
responsible for the replacement or repair of facilities or equipment that are
damaged or removed.
NOISEMAKERS - Unusual noisemakers, such as whistles, air horns, duck
calls, etc. are not to be used at athletic contests. Drums should be used for no
purpose other than accompanying the band.

SIGNS - Pep signs are to be regulated by the host school.
ADMITTING PEP STAFF - Visiting pep staff with uniform or accompanied by
an advisor will be admitted without charge at the gate.
STUDENTS LEAVING DURING CONTESTS - Students will not be
allowed to leave and return during athletic contests.
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EXPENSES AND PROFITS - For regularly scheduled contests the host
school will incur all expenses and retain all profits. In the event that two or more
teams within the division or league are tied for a play-off berth, the S.0.P. will be
followed to determine tournament placement. If a game(s) is/are necessary to
determine placement, then the school hosting the play-off will be reimbursed for
its expenses in hosting the game(s). In the event a profit is made, the
participating schools will divide it equally after host school's expenses. If there
Is a loss, the participating schools will pay an equal share to the host school to
cover its expenses.
ADMISSION - Washington State Law forbids free admittance to contests.
Acceptable passes or admission fees must be presented at the gate. It is
recommended that bus drivers and all supervisors get picture ID cards.
XII.

OFFICIALS

It will be the responsibility of the host school to arrange officials for leagu~
contests. All league contests must be officiated by WIAA approved officials. For
playoff games, officials will be selected from league participating associations,
unless agreed upon by the competing schools.
·

XIII.

RESPONSIBILITIES OF COACHES AT LEAGUE CONTESTS

It will be the responsibility of coaches to:
1•
23456-

XIV.

Know the rules of the game.
Set an example of good sportsmanship for officials, players and
fans.
Be responsible for hlshler participants before, during, and after the
contest.
Meet all commitments pertaining to the contest.
Establish communication of a positive manner with opposing
coaches and officials.
Have available at the site a medical release treatment form for
each participant.

BEHAVIOR EXPECTATIONS OF ATHLETES AT LEAGUE
CONTESTS

It will be the responsibility of participants to:
12-

Abide by the rules of good sportsmanship at all times.
Have respect for all facilities, personnel, and fans
before, during and after contests.
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XV.

BEHAVIOR EXPECTATIONS OF CROWDS AT LEAGUE
CONTESTS

Athletic contests between teams and Individuals should reflect sportsmanship
and mutual respect by both the participants and the spectators. Care must be
taken that the schools in our league continue to be friendly rivals, not enemies.
Booing, throwing objects, use of noisemakers or harassment of players shall be
discouraged at any athletic event.
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EVERGREEN A LEAGUE

STANDARD OPERATING
PROCEDURES

FALL SPORTS
ADOPTED
8-23-95
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FOOTBALL
1.

Members of the Evergreen A League shall consist of those schools which
are listed as participating in the football league schedule. The League
shall be divided into two divisions as follows:
CASCADE

COASTAL

Adna
Onalaska
Toledo
White Pass
Winlock

Forks
Montesano
Ocosta
Raymond
Rochester
Tenino

2.

The league schedule shall be adopted at the November meeting for the
subsequent school year.

3.

Schools will play each of the other schools within the league one (1)
game that will count in the league standings. A maximum of two
crossover games will be played with opposite division schools. These
games will not count in the league standings.

4.

The home team will wear dark jerseys and the visitors light or contrasting
jerseys, unless other arrangements between the schools.

5.

League games will be officiated by registered officials. Host schools
should m_ake every effort to use four (4) officials for varsity contests.

6.

There will be no tie games in varsity league play. Ties will be broken in a
method approved by WIAA.

7.

A minimum of one (1) coach from the visiting school involved in the
contest shall be allowed in the press box. Visiting coaches may use
their own walkie-talkies or phones.

8.

Anyone other than properly identified coaches, managers, team
personnel, or players in uniform are not permitted without approval by the
host athletic director.

9.

Locker room areas:
A.
Should be open by 6:00 PM.
B.
Chalkboard shall be provided.
C.
Toilet facilities shall be provided.
D.
Visiting school is responsible for leaving locker room in good
condition and repair of equipment or facilities damage'by them .
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1o.

Ambulance and/or doctors should be provided for all varsity contests.

11 .

Scouting:
A.
There is no limit to the number of times a team may scout another
at a regular game played according to WIAA rules.
B.
Scouts are not allowed on the roof or in the press box but must
scout from the regular grandstands or bleacher seats or field level.
C.
Films may be taken for scouting purposes.

12.

Each player's jersey number should be identical for home and away
whenever possible. Jersey numbers should comply with federation
rules.

13.

Lineman uniforms shall conform to federation rules.

14.

A regulation official football shall be used for all league games. The
team on offense may choose to play with their own regulation football.

15.

The coin flip shall be at 7:20 PM with the National Anthem following
immediately. The kick-off will be promptly at 7:30 PM.

16.

Fall turnouts may begin as specified in the WIAA Handbook.

17.

Home team should report results to news media when appropriate.

18.

Football play-offs will be held In accordance to Article II, Section 13,
Letter G.

19.

Coaches are encouraged to send in their officials' evaluation in ord!!!r to
select the highest quality officials available for the play-offs.

FOOTBALL PLAYOFF ALLOCATIONS
Two (2) allocations
Three (3) allocations
Four (4) allocations

112 Cascade
112 Cascade
1 112 Cascade

1 112 Coastal

2 ~ ./2 Co~,t~I
2 112 Coastal

For the "State Playoff' allocations:
Two allocations

Evergreen #1 will be Coastal #1
Evergreen #2 will be winner of Coastal #2 and
Cascade #1

Three allocations

Evergreen #1 will be Coastal #1
Evergreen #2 will be Coastal #2
Evergreen #3 will be winner of Coastal #,3 and
Cascade #1
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Four allocations

Evergreen #1
Evergreen #2
Evergreen #3
Evergreen #4
Cascade #2

will
will
will
will

be Coastal #1
be Coastal #2
be Cascade #1
be winner of Coastal #3 and

In the event there are three (3) teams or more tied for play-off berths, the
representative to the "State Play-Offs" will be determined by the following rules
and variations of the Kansas City Tie Breaker as defined by the WIAA
handbook:
1.
As early as possible prior to the play-off, representatives of
each of the schools involved will draw for the position of A,
B. or C. (D and E will be selected if needed.)
2.
Pairings will be A vs. B, A vs. C, and B vs. C, (in case of four:
A vs. B, C vs. D, A vs. C, 8 vs. D, A vs. D, 8 vs. C.)
.
3.
The playoff will be double elimination and the first team with
two losses is out.
4.
Each game (A vs. 8) will consist of one possession for each
team, on a rotating basis, from the twenty-five (25) yard line.
5.
Winner of the toss at the beginning of the game will choose
offense or defense, and this remains the same during
possession.
6.
The coin toss for the first game the captain of team A will
call, at the second game the captain of team C will call, and
at the third game the captain of team B will call.
7.
Play will begin from the twenty-five (25) yard line where
each team will attempt to score.
8.
There will be one time out allowed per possession.
9.
All teams will play to completion of the one possession
regardless of the score, except that in the final round when
a losing team has no possibility of winning, the game will be
called at that point.
10.
The playoff will be held at a neutral field mutually agreed
upon by participating schools.
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VOLLEYBALL1.

League members shall be those schools comprising the league
schedule.

2.

Each school will play every other league school in one match that will
count in the league standings, for a total of 1O league matches.

3.

The volleyball schedule will be adopted at the November meeting for the
subsequent year.

4.

League matches will be officiated by two (2) registered officials.

5.

WIAA rules and the National Federation rules shall be In effect for girls
volleyball.

6.

The game ball must be of molded leather. Home team must furnish
practice balls for both teams.

7.

A match shall consist of the best of three (3) out of five (5) games, a game
being fifteen (15) points with at least a two (2) point advantage.

8.

The J.V. match will be played first at 5:45 PM followed by the Varsity
match with a 17 minute warm-up. That warm-up shall consist of 5 minute
shared court time, fc!!owed by a coin toss to declda side and serve. Each
team will then have 5 minutes of separate court time with a 2 minute
shared serving time.

9.

Tournament Representation - Tie Breakers

.

Tournament Representation - Tie breaker methods will be decided upon
the fallowing criteria:

Seeding
A.

Berths - When two (2) teams are tied with fewer positions available
than teams eligible for tournament play, then the following
procedure will be utilized:·
1.
2.

The team with the best record In head to head competition
will be given the first berths, etc.
If the head to head competition is equal, the teams involved
will play off on a neutral site. The teams involved may
mutually agree to flip a coin with the loser out.
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B.

Volleyball Berths - When three (3) or more teams are
tied with one (1) position available:
1.
2.
3.

Random draw will determine the seeding.
Team drawing number one gets a bye. Teams drawing
number two plays number !hree with the loser out.
Winner plays team drawing number one for berth.

C.

Volleyball Berths - Three (3) teams for two (2) positions:
1.
The president will conduct a random draw and
decide the playing site. The team drawing number one sits
out and the other two (2) teams play the first night. The
winner goes to the tournament. The loser plays the
remaining team the next night with the winning team going
to the tournament.

D.

Volleyball Berths - Four (4) teams for three (3) positions:
1.

E.

The President will conduct a random draw to establish
which teams will play each other and will establish the sites.
All four teams will play. The two (2) winners will draw for
the highest seeds available. The losers will play the next
night and the winner will go to the tournament as the next
available berth.

Volleyball Berths - Five (5) teams for four (4) positions:
1.
The president will conduct a random draw and will establish
the playing sites. A draw will be held with the number one
team receiving the highest berth. The number two and
three teams will play and the number four 2nd five teams
will play. Winners will draw for the next two berths. The
losers will play for the final berth,
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CROSS COUNTRY
1.

Varsity teams will be made up of 7 members. A team must have 5
members to qualify as a full team.

2.

Junior Varsity races will be run according to numbers available from
each school.

3.

Length of course - Boys 3.0 miles -- Girls 3.0 miles

4.

Scoring-·· National Federation Rules

5.

League Champion -- determined at League meet.

6.

All meets will be run according to National Federation Rules.

7.

Races will be run in the following order: (1) Jr. High (if available) (2) J.V.
(3) Girls Varsity (4) Boys Varsity. Starting time is 4:00 pm.

8.

In the Evergreen All-League Meet, a school may only enter up to 7
members with no exceptions.

9.

Teams are expected to arrive In ample time In order to become familiar
with the course.

10.

Full teams must run to win If opponent does not have a full team.
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BASKETBALL
(Boys & Girls)"
1.

The league schedule shall be adopted at the March meeting for the
subsequent school year. Proposals shall be ottered at the February
meeting.

2.

The home teams will wear light colored uniforms, the visitors dark or
contrasting jerseys, both varsity and JV. If a team has only a single color
jersey, they are responsible for making arrangements with their
opponent.

3.

-For all league g9mes the JV will start at 5:45 PM with the varsity twenty
(20) minutes after the conclusion of the JV game. A team not having a JV
should notify its opponents in advance. C-Squad game times are to be
determined by the home school.

4.

Tournament Representation - Tie Breakers
Tournament Representation - Tie breaker methods will be decided upon
the following criteria:

Seeding
A.

Berths - When two (2) teams are tied with fewer positions available
than teams eligible for tournament play, then the following
procedure will be utilized:
1.
2.

B.

Basketball Berths - When three (3) or more teams are
tied with one (1) position available:
1.
2.
3.

C.

The team with the best record in head to head competition
will be given the first berths, etc.
If the head to head competition is equal, the teams involved
will play off on a neutral site. The teams involved may
mutually agree to flip a coin with the loser out.

Random draw will determine the seeding.
Team drawing number one gets a bye. Teams drawing
number two plays number three with the loser out.
Winner plays team drawing number one for berth.

Basketball Berths - Three (3) teams for two (2) positions:
1.
The president will conduct a random draw and
decide the playing site. The team drawing number one sits
out and the other two (2) teams play the first night. The
winner goes to the tournament. The loser plays the
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remaining team the next night with the winning team going
to the tournament.
D.

Basketball Berths - Four (4) teams for three (3) positions:
1.

E.

The President will conduct a random draw to establish
which teams will play each other and will establish the sites .
All four teams will play. The two (2) winners will draw for
the highest seeds available. The losers will play the next
night and the winner will go to the tournament as the next
available berth.

Basketball R~rths - Five (5) teams for four (4) positions:
1.
The president will conduct a random draw and will establish
the playing sites. A draw will be held with the number one
team receiving the highest berth. The number two and
three teams will play and the number four and five teams
will play. Winners will draw for the next two berths. The
losers will play for the final berth.
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WRESTLING
1.

WIAA registered officials must be used for all matches.

2.

Dual Matches: Weigh in at 5:00 PM. JV matches will start no later than
5:45 PM followed by varsity matches twenty (20) minutes after the JV
matches.

3.

Double Dual Matches: Weigh in for JV's at 5:00 PM. Varsity weighs in
immediately after JV. JV matches will start at 5:45 PM with the varsity
starting twenty (20) minutes after the JV matches. A full complement of
13 JV mat~hes may be scheduled after the last JV match on an open mat
if time permits.

4.

Records and results of all dual matches must be submitted to the
tournament directors of each sub-regional. This includes varsity, JV, and
exhibition matches. Seeding will be determined by each school
representative and tournament seeding director.

5.

A doctor or emergency medical aide is to be in attendance whenever
possible. The home medical person shall be encouraged to check with
the visiting coach after the match to make sure that there are no serious
injuries.

6.

The Wrestling Sub-Regional Tournament shall be a double elimination
tournament.

7.

The home team selects the order of teams for double dual wrestling.
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BASEBALL
1.

Members of the Evergreen A League shall consist of those schools which
comprise the league schedule.

2.

The home team will take infield first, beginning one half hour before
game time. Each team will have 15 minutes for infield. The field will be
available one hour prior to gametime.

3.

Anyone other than properly Identified coaches, managers, team
personnel or players in uniform are not permitted in the dugout.

4.

There will 'be no batting practice by either team prior to league games on
tchool days.

5.

The ten-run rule is in effect In all games but may be waived In single
games only by agr~ement of both coaches prior to the game.

6.

League make-up games take priority over non-league games.

7.

Rainouts will be made up on the next playable date (Sunday excluded}
in order of their postponement (excluding Spring break). Spring break
may be used for the makeup of any league game.

8.

If the home field is unplayable, the home field will be moved to the
visitors site if it is playable.

9.

If the fields of both schools scheduled for make-up game are unplayable,
they may make-up with another school, even though it may not be in
order.

10.

Alternative playing fields may be used for make-up games If the Athletic
Directors deem this necessary to complete the league schedule.

11.

Ties in league standings will be broken by the adopted tie breaker
methods. Should the regular season end with schools playing different
number of league games, the final standings will be decided by number
of wins, not percentage.
·

12.

Starting times of ballgames shall be 4:00 pm before daylight savings and
4:30 pm after daylight savings.

NOTE: Those sections of the Baseball SOP's relating to rainout or make-up
procedure are to be evaluated yearly at the April meeting or upon the
President's request.
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FAST PITCH ·
1.

Members of the Evergreen A League shall consist of those schools which
comprise the league schedule.

2.

Toe league schedule shall be adopted no later than the November
meeting for the subsequent baseball season.

3.

The home team will take infield first, beginning one half hour before
game time. Each team will have 15 minutes for infield. Field is available
one hour prior to gametime.

4.

Anyone other th::1n property identified coaches, managers, team
personnel or players in uniform are not permitted in the dugout.

5.

There will be no batting practice by either team prior to league games on
school days.
·

6.

The ten-run rule is In effect In all games but may be waived in single
games only by agreement of both coaches prior to the game.

7.

League make-up games take priority over non-league games.

8.

Rainouts will be made up on the next playable date (Sunday excluded)
in order of their postponement (excluding Spring break). Spring break
may be used for the makeup of any league game.

9.

If the home field is unplayable, the home field will be moved to the
visitors site if it is playable.

10.

If the fields of both schools scheduled for make-up game are unplayable,
they may make-up with another school, even though it may not be in
order .

11 .

Alternative playing fields may be used for make-up games if the Athletic
Directors deem this necessary to complete the league schedule.

12.

Ties in league standings will be broken by the adopted tie breaker
methods. Should the regular season end with schools playing different
number of league games, the final standings will be decided by number
of ~ins, not percentage.

13.

League games tied after regulation will begin by placing the player or
substitute who was the final out of the previous inning as a runner at
second base.
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NOTE: Those see;l,u• ,s c.,f the Fast Pitch SOP's rel ~·>.ting to rainout or make-up
procedure are to be evaluated yearly at the April meeting or upon the
President's request.
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TRACK
1.

All coaches and non-participants will stay away from the finish line area.

2.

Starting blocks shall be used wherever practical and track teams must
furnish their own starting blocks. Holes are not to be dug in the track.
Schools with all-weather tracks will provide starting blocks for both
teams.

3.

Scoring will be in accord with National Federation Rules 12.

4.

Shots should'be officially marked and weighed. Twelve pound shots for
boys and four kilos for girls.

5.

The f ollowlng safety precautions have been established for discus and
javelin throwers:
a.
Participants in the discus and the javelin must at all times be
under direct supervision.
b.
Retrievers are to be used to return discus and javelins.
c.
Participants are not to throw until given proper signal by the meet
official.
d.
Poles must be marked in accordance with National Federation
Rule 4.3.

6.

Track meets will start at 3:30 PM. The Girls' 3200 M race begins at 3:45
pm.

7.

The host school is responsible for officials at all meets.

8.

All meets will include both boys and girls events to be run separately and
scored separately. Relays with limited participants may be combined in
the judgment of the starter.

9.

One-quarter or on~lghth Inch spikes will be used on all-weather tracks.

10.

SCHEDULE OF EVENTS

BOYS/GIRLS
BOYS
BOYS
GIRLS
GIRLS

BOYS

GIRLS

BOYS
GIRLS

BOYS
GIRLS

Javelin/Long Jump/Triple Jump
(Will be open pit - 4 attempts)
Pole Vault
Shot Put
High Jump/Discus
3200 m Run
11 O m High Hu.rdles
100 m IM Hurdles
100 m Dash
100 m Dash
1600 m Run
1600 m Run
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BOYS

400 Relay

GIRLS

400 Relay

BOYS

400 m Dash
400 m Dash
300 m Intermediate Hurdles
300 m Low Hurdles
800 m Run

GIRLS

BOYS
GIRLS

BOYS
GIRLS

BOYS
GIRLS
BOYS
GIRLS
BOYS
GIRLS

800 m Run
200 m Dash
200 m Dash
3200 m Run
BOO m Relay
1600 m Relay
1600 m Relay

11 .

Meet Scoring:
The home book Is the offlclal scorebook. The host
school will send results to local newspaper(s) and will fax results to all
participating teams. For teams out of the area, it will be their
responsibility to notify area newspapers.

12.

FIELD EVENTS:
Participants will be given four (4) attempts in the shot, discus, javelin,
long jump and triple jump. No Finals
SCRATCH LINES:
Girls' Shot - 22'
Boys' Shot - 32'
Girls' Javelin - 70'
Girls' Discus - 60' Boys' Discus - 80' Boys' Javelin - 90'
Attempts not clearing the scratch line will not be measured.
HIGH JUMP:
Girls start at 3'8" and move in Increments of 2" until 4'8" then 1"
increments. Boys will begin at 5'0" and move In increments of 2" until the
height of 6'0" then 1" increments.
POLE VAULT:
Starting height will be 8'0". The bar will be raised in 6" increments until
11 '0" then will move in 3" increments.

13.

Participants will not wear spikes In the grandstands/bleachers.

14.

Games Committee: Will be comprised of available coaches with National
Federation Rules and/or WIAA Guidelines as the basis for rulings.
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EVERGREEN A LEAGUE

1995-96

SCHEDULES
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EVERGREEN A LEAGUE
VOLLEYBALL SCHEDULE
1995-96
Adopted 2/1/95

Il:t!.!BSDAY, SEeIEMBEB 2l

Winlock O White P!!SS
Raymond O Rochester
Montesano O Forks

Adna O Onalaska
Ocosta O Tenino
Toledo· BYE

IUESDAY, SEeIEMBEB 21

White Pass O Raymond
Rochester O Ocosta
Tenino O Montesano

Forks O Adna
Onalaska O Winlock
Winlock· BYE

Il::IUBSDAY, SEeIEMBEB 21

Ocosta O White Pass
Montesano O Rochester
Adna O Tenino

Toledo O Forks
Raymond O Winlock
Onalaska • BYE

IUESDAY, QCIQBEB 3

White Pass O Montesano
Rochester O Adna
Tenino O Toledo

Forks O Onalaska
Winlock O Ocosta
Raymond • BYE

Il::l!.!BSDAY, QQIQBEB 5

Adna O White Pass
Toledo O Rochester
Onalaska O Tenino

Montesano O Winlock
Ocosta O Raymond
Forks-BYE

I!.!ESDAY, QQIQBEB lO

White Pua O Toledo
Rochester O Onalaska
Tenino O Forks

Winlock O Adna
Raymond O Montesano
Qoosta ·BYE

Il:l!.!BSDAY, QQIQBEB ia

Onalaska O White Pass
Forks O Rochester
Toledo O Winlock

Adna O Raymond
Montesano O Ocosta
Tenino - BYE

I!JESDAY, QQIQBEB lZ

White Pass O Forks
Rochester O Tenino
· Winlock O Onalaska

Raymond O Toledo
Ocosta O Adna
Montesano - BYE

Il:t!JBSDAY, QQIQBEB ll

Tenino O White Pass
Forks O Wlnlock
Onalaska O Raymond

Toledo O Ocosta
Adna O Montesano
Rochester - BYE

I!JESDAY, QCIQIIEB H

White Pass O Rochester
Winlock O Tenino
Raymond O Forks

Ocosta O Onalaska
Montesano O Toledo
Adna- BYE

Il:l!.!BSDAY, QQIQBEB 21

Rochester O Winlock
Tenino O Raymond
Forks O Ocosta

Onal'-.:;ka O Montesano
Toledo O Adna
White Pass · BYE
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1995 EVERGREEN A LEAGUE FOOTBALL

-

CASCADE DIVISION
TOLEDO

W PASS

WINLOCK

ADNA

ONALASKA

SEPT 8

AtKalama

Morton

At Napavine

Toutle Lk

At Mossyrock

SEPT 15

Mossyrock

At LaCenter

At Toutle Lake

At Morton

At Napavine

SEPT 22

Montesano

Rochester

Raymond

Ocosta

Forks

SEPT 29

At Tenino

At Forks

AtOcosta

At Raymond

At Rochester

OCT 6

Castle Rock

At Onalaska

Adna

At Winlock

White Pass

OCT 13

At Wllllock

O~lsland

Toledo

Onalaska

At Adna

OCT 20

At Onalaska

AtAdna

At LaConner

White Pass

Toledo

OCT 27

At White Pass

Toledo

Onalaska

Valley

At Winlock

NOV 3

Adna

Winlock

At White Pass

At Toledo

At Ilwaco

COASTAL DIVISION
ROCHESTER

RAYMOND

OCOSTA

FORKS

TENINO

MONTESANO '

SEPT 8

At Hoquiam

Valley

AtN Beach

AtChlmctm

AtEJma

At Foster

SEPT 15

Orting

BYE

Raner

AtVashon

At Steilacoom

Elma

SEPT 22

At White Pass

At Winlock

AtAdna

AtOnalaska

Foster

At Toledo

SEPT 29

Onalaska

Adna

Winlock

White Pass

Toledo

At Orting

OCT 8

At Forks

At Ocosta

Raymond

Rochester

At MrJ11t111no Tenino

OCT 13

At Montesano

At Tenino

At Forks

Ocosta

Raymond

Rochester

OCT 20

Ocosta

Montesano

At Rochester

At Tenino

Forks

At Raymond

Forks

At Montesano At Raymond

At Rochester

Ocosta

Rochester

Tenino

AtOcosta

At Forks

~
I

-.:i
-.:i

OCT 27

Tenino

NOV 3

At Raymond

.

Montesano

EVERGREEN A LEAGUE
8-9 FOOTBALL SCHEDULE
1995

ROCH

IIONTE

9/14

~
I

-..J

00

FORKS

ELIIA

OCOSTA

VALLEY

RAYMOND

TENINO

Elma

Al Fortes

AIVaHey

Ocosta

Tenino

At Raymond

Ocosta

AIElma

At Fortes

At Montesano At Rochester

AtS Bend

Rochester

Elma

Montesano

Tenino

Raymond

Al Valtey

AtOcosta

At Rochester

Forks

At Valley

At Elma

AtOcosta

BYE

Valley

9/21

Tenino

Raymond

Valley

9/28

At Valley

At Tenino

BYE

10/5

Al8ma

Forks

Al Montesano Rochester

10f12 Raymond

AtOcosta

At Tenino

BYE

Montesano

s Bend

1W19 Ocosta

Valey

Raymond

Tenino

s Bend

At Montesano At Forks

1C¥26 Forks

Al8ma

At Rochester

Montesano

At Raymond

At S Bend

· AtRaymond

Ocosta

S

BEND

Ocosta

EVERGREEN A LEAGUE
1995·96 WRESTLING SCHEDULE
Adopted

DATE

3/30/95 ·

TEAMS

LOCATION

WED, DEC. 8

White Pass / Adna vs Toledo / Onalaska
Tenino/ Rainier vs Rochester/ W. Harbor
Forks / Ocosta vs Montesano / Oakville

White Pass
Rochester
Forks

WED, DEC 13

Toledo/ Onalaska vs Rochester/ W. Harbor
White Pass / Adna vs Montesano / Oakville
Tenino/ Rainier/ N. Beach

Onalaska

MON, DEC 18

Rochester/ W. Harbor vs Monte / Oakville

Montesano

WED, DEC 20

W Pass/ Adna vs Forks/ Ocosta
Toledo/ Onalaska/ N. Beach

Ocosta
North Beach

WED, JAN 3

Rochester / W Harbor vs Forks / Ocosta
Toledo/ Onalaska vs Tenino/ Rainier
Montesano / Oakville / N Beach

W. Harbor
Onalaska
North Beach

WED, JAN 10

Montesano / Oakville vs Tenino / Rainier
White Pass / Adna vs Rochester/ W Harbor
Forks / Ocosta / N Beach

Montesano
Rochester
Ocosta

WED, JAN 17

Tenino/ Rainier vs Forks/ Ocosta
Monte / Oakville vs Toledo / Onalaska
White Pass / Adna / North Beach

Forks
Toledo
Adna

WED, JAN 24

White Pass / Adna vs Tenino / Rainier
Toledo/ Onalaska vs Forks/ Ocosta
Rochester / Wlllapa Harbor / N Beach

Tenino
Toledo
W. Harbor
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Oakville
Rainier

1995-96 GIRLS BB

-

1995·98 GIRLS BASKETBALL SCHEDULE I

I

I

CASCADE DIVISION

I

I
DATE

WPASS

TOLEDO

8-Dec-95
Onala1ka
BYE
12-Dec-95
Winlock
Onalukll
15-Dec-95 i
Adna
BYE
19-Dec-95 ·
Adna
At Winlock
22-Dec-95
At Toledo
WPua
Tenino
4-Jan-98
BYE
8-Jan-98
Oco1ta
Forkl
At Adna
11-Jan.98
At Winlock
15-Jan-98 At RochHter At Raymond
18-Jan-98
AtOnalaaka
Monte
22-Jan-98
AtWPaae
Toledo
25-Jan-98
At Tenino
At Fork•
29-Jan-98
At Raymond
Oco1ta
1-Feb-98
Monte
At Roche1ter
5-Feb-98
AtOnaluka
Adna
8-Feb-98
Winlock
BY!

WINLOCK

ONALASKA

ADNA

At Adna
AtWP...
At Onala1kll
Toledo

AtWPaaa
At Toledo
Winlock

Winlock

BY!

Acl'la
At Raymond
Monte
At Tenino
At Adna
WPau
Ocoltll
At Aochelter

At Forks
Aavmond
WP...
At Monte
Adna
Tenino
At Oco1ta
RochNter
Onaluka

BY!

BY!

BY!
At Toledo
WP81a
AtOnalukll
At Ocoltll

Aocheltlr
Toledo
Onalukll
At Winlock

Forkll
Alvmond
At Monte

BY!

BYE

At Winlock
Toledo

At Toledo

Forkll

AtWPau
At Tenino

MONTE

OCOSTA

RlRICS

RAYMOND

AochNtar

Ocoata
At Rochelter

COASTAL DIVISION
DATE

TENINO

8-Dec-95
Monte
12-Dec-95
At Oco1ta
15-Dec-95
Aochnter
19-Dec-95 !
Forkll
22-Dec-95 I At Raymond
4-Jan-98
AtWPHI
8-Jan-98
BY!
11-Jan-98
011111aa1111
15-Jan-98
Oooela
18-Jan-98 At Aochffter
22-Jan-98 1 At Winlock
25-Jan-98 !
Toledo
29-Jan-98
At Fork•
1-Feb-98
Raymond
5-Feb-98 I At Monte I
8-Feb-98 :
I
Adna

ROOESIEJI
At Forka
Raymond
At Tenino
Oco1ta
Monte
At Monte
At Adna
At Ocoata
WPau
Tenino
BY!
Onalalka
At Winlock
Toledo

~

Forkl
At Raymond

At Raymond
Tanlno
Monte
At Rochntar
At Rochnter
Forkll
Adna
Rochfftar
AtWPua
AtOnalukll
RochNtllr
Forkll
At Tenino
Winlock
At Toledo
BY!
At Raymond AtOnalHkll
Winlock
BY!
Adna
At Toledo
At Forks
AtWPe11
Raymond
Tenino
At Monte
Oco1ta
At Tenino
At Forkll
At Ocoata

I
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Monte
At Raymond
At Tenino
At Oco1ta
Wlnlock
At Toledo
At Monta
BY!
Raymond
At Adna
WPau
Tenino
Oco1ta
At Rochnter
AtOnalukll

Forb
At Monte
Tenino
Onalukll
At Winlock

BY!
Toledo
At Fork1
Monte
At Adna
WPau
At Tenino
At Oco1ta
Rocha1ter

1995-96 BOYS BB

I

'

I

'I

I

CASCADE DIVISION
DATE

.

I

l

I

WPASS

I

TOLEDO

;

I
WINLOCK

ONALASKA i

Adna
WPau
Onal111ka

WPau

i

ADNA
I

i

At Onala1ka
7-Dec-95
11-Dec-95
At Wlnlock
14-Dec-95 i
BYE
18-Dec-95 '
Adna
21-Dec-95
Toledo
5-Jan-98 I At Tenino
9-Jan-98
At Oco1ta
12-Jan-96 II
Winlock
16-Jan-96
Roche1ter
19-Jan-96 I Onala1ka
23-Jan-96
At Toledo
26-Jan-98
Forb
Raymond
30-Jan-96
2-Feb-98
At Monte
8-Feb-98
At Adna
9-Feb-98
BYE
1

-

1995-96 BOYS BASKETBALL SCHEDULE
i
I

BYE
AtOnal11ka;
At Adna
Winlock
AtWP111

At Toledo

BYE

Forb
BYE
I
At Fork• i At Raymond
AtWP111
Adna
Raymond
Monte
At Monte
At Adna
WP...
At Tenino
Tenino
Oco1ta
At Oco1ta
At Roche1ter
AtOnalHka
Roche1ter

I

At Wlnlock

Toledo
At Wlnlock
BYE
I

Toledo
At WPS!!

At Adna

I

BYE

Onaluka

Raymond
At Monte
Tenino
Adna

Oco1ta
At Roche1ter
At Toledo
AtOnal11ka
AtWPaH
Winlock
At Oco1ta I
At Fork•
At Raymond
Rocheater
Monte
BYE
Winlock
BYE
WP...
At Toledo
Tenino
At Fork•

Onaluka

BYE

At Wlnlock

Toledo

R0Ct£STEAI

MONTE

OCOSTA i

Tenino
Forb

Raymond

-I

COASTAL DIVISION

DATE
7-Dec-95
11-Dec-95
14-Dec-95
18-Dec-95
21-Dec-95
5-Jan-96
9-Jan-96
12-Jan-98
16-Jan-96
19-Jan-96
23-Jan-98
26-Jan-96
30-Jan-96
2-Feb-98
6-Feb-98
9-Feb-96

TENINO

Forb
i
At Raymond
1
At Roche1ter
Tenino
At Oco1ta
At Fork•
Raymond
At Monte
WPau
Monte
BYE
Adna
, AtOnaluka
Oco1ta
At Ocoetll
AtW Pa111
RochNter
At Tenino
At Monte
Oco1ta

Oco1ta

FORKS

I At Roche1ter

At Tenino

At Monte

At Monte
AochNter

Raymond

At Raymond
Tenino
Roche1ter
Oco1ta
At Fork•
At Roche1ter
At Adna
At Wlnlock
Onalnka
Toledo
WPau
At Forka
At Roche1terl
Monte
At Winlock
Tenino
BYE
At Raymond
BYE
: Toledo
Winlock
Raymond
BYE
Onaluka
Adna
\ At Toledo
At Oneleaka ;
BYE
At Wlnlock : AtWPHI
i
Forb
Winlock
At Adna
Toledo
At Tenino
I
: At Raymond I At Toledo ·
WPau
At Oco1ta
Forb
i
Monte
At Raymond ! Roche1ter
At Fork• ! At Tenino
:
At Adna ! Ravmond : At Oco1ta
Monte
Onalaaka
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RAYMOND
At Oco1ta

AochHter
At Fork•
Monte
At Tenino
AtOnala1ka
Winlock

BYE
At Toledo
Forb
At Monte
Adna
AtWP111

Tenino
Oco1ta
At RochHter

COACH'S WIAA CALENDAR/PLANNER

WASHINGTON INTERSCHOLASTIC
ACTIVITIES ASSOCIATION

1995 - 1996

ACTIVITIES PLANNER
P-183

SEPTEMBER

I

s

M

AUGUST 1995
T w T
F

2
7 8 9
6
13 14 15 16
20 21 22 23
27 28 29 30

s

Thi.ngs to do

s

3
4 5
10 11 12
17 18 19
24 25 26
31

OCTOBER 1995
T w T
F

M

s

1 2 3 4
5 6 7
8 9 10 11 12 13 14
15 16 17 18 19 20 21
22 23 24 25 26 27 28
29 30 31

s

NOVEMBER 1995
F
T w T
M

s

1 2
3 4
9 10 11
5 6 7 8
12 13 14 15 16 17 18
19 20 21 22 23 24 25
26 27 28 29 30

s

DECEMBER 1995
F
T w T
M

s

5

4

3

WIAA CLOSED

Snohomish Co FB
Cowlitz County SO

LABOR OAY

12

11

10

1 2
7 8 9
3 4 5 6
10 11 12 13 14 15 16
17 18 19 20 21 22 23
24 25 26 27 28 29 30
31
JANUARY 1998
SMTWTFS

17

ATHLETIC
ADMINISTRATORS'
MEETING

18

MIDDLE LEVEL
COMMITIEE MEETING

19

24

EXECUTIVE BOARD
MEETING

25

FALL CURRENT
ISSUES FORUM

26

1 2 3
4
5 6
7 B 9 10 11 12 13
14 15 16 17 18 19 20
21 22 23 24 25 26 2 7
28 29 30 3 1

FEBRUARY 1998
SMTW T
FS
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9 10

DISTRICT SECRETARIES'
MEETING

11 12 13 14 15 16 17
18 19 20 2 1 22 23 24
25 26 27 28 ::>!=!
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"BELIEVER AND
ACHIEVER"
INTERVIEW

1995
a

6

EDNESDAY

.

-'THURSDAY

FfflOAY

7

SATURDAY

1

2

8

9 ,,

15

16

Inland Empire SO

13ATHLETIC
ADMINISTRATORS'
WORKSHOP
(BELLEVUE)

14

ATHLETIC
ADMINISTRATORS'
WORKSHOP
(SPOKANE)

20

21

22

23

27

28

29

30

.;
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EXECUTIVE BOARD
MEETING

----------QCTOBER ,,._ -s

T

F

3 4 5 6
10 . 11 12 13
17 18 19 20
24 25 26 27

s

NOVEMBER 1995
T w T
M
F

5 6 7
12 13 14
19 20 21
26 27 28

s

1 2
7 8 9
14 15 16
21 22 23
28 29 30

s

M

T

w

3 4 5 6
10 11 12 13
17 18 19 20
24 25 26 27
31

s

T

F

7 8
14 15
21 22

:=s 29

9

8

COLUMBUS DAY

15

BE A SPORT DAY

16

FINE ARTS &
ACTIVITIES DAY

T

4
5 6
11 12 13
18 19 20
25 26 27

s

M

w

T F 9
1
2 3
7 8
9 10
14 15 16 17
21 22 23 24
28 29

MARCH 1998
T w T
F

s

1 2
3 4 5 6 7
8 9
10 11 12 13 14 15 16
17 18 19 20 21 22 23
24 25 26 27 28 29 30
31

22

23

OFFICIALS DAY

S:--cri~rr.,sh Co GY
Gravs Haroor WR
Western WA WA

THEATER/DRAMA
MEETING

NW 'NAGY

24

EASTSIDE CHEERFEST
(SPOKANE)
END CAMP/CLINIC INVOLVEMENT FOR WINTER SPORTS

29

South So und WR

Whatcom . Skagit BB
NW WA Board BB
Lower Columbia WA
Peninsula WR

30

31

Blue Mounlam BB
Yakima Valley BB

. . .. .... ........
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'·

17

s

3 4
5 6
10 11 12 13
17 18 19 20
24 25 26 2 7
31

FEBRUARY 199B

M

WOA ADVISORY BOARD .
MEETING

10

Inland Empire WR

s

3

1 2
7 8 9
14 15 16
21 22 23
28 29 30

JANUARY 1996
T w T
F
M

2
9
16
23
30

s

CHEERLEADING
COMMITIEE MEETING

FALL TOURNAMENT
MANAGERS' MEETING

1 2
3 4
8 9 10 11
15 16 17 18
22 23 24 25
29 30

DECEMBER 1995

s

2

1

1~·

' ( ',.

..... .....,- ..

. . ... . .

1995 ,
....

EDNESDAY

4

MEDICAL ASPECTS
COMMITIEE MEETING

THURSDAY

-

FRIDAY

5

6

WINTER RULES
CLINICIANS' MEETING

SATURDAY

7

.
Vancouver GY

11

12

Blue Mountain WR

18

Spokane GY

YOUTH HEALTH
AWARENESS DAY

13
Swim J Dive Rule!
Clinic I American Safety Training

Tri-Cities WA

19

14

COACHES DAY

20

FAN APPRECIATION
DAY

21

COMMUNITY SERVICE/
PARTICIPATION DAY

FALL ACADEMIC
ACHIEVEMENT APPLICATIONS
DUE

Evergreen WA

Seattle GY
Nor1h Central WA

Whalcom · Skagil WA

25

26

South Sound BB I
Thurslon Co BB
Yakima WR

Snohomish Co , WR

27

28

Tri-City GY
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-- ----NOVEMBER~ ---- SUNDAY
s

OCTOBER 1995
T w T
F

M

TUESDAY

MONDAY

Things to do

s

1 2 3 4
5
6 7
8 9 10 11 12 13 14
15 16 17 18 19 20 21
22 23 24 25 26 27 28
29 30 31

s

DECEMBER 1995
M
T w T
F

s

1

2
4 5 6
7 B 9
10 11 12 13 14 15 16
17 18 19 20 21 22 23
24 25 26 27 28 29 30
31
3

s

JANUARY 1998
T w T
F
M

s

5 6
1 2 3 4
7 8 9 10 11 12 13
14 15 16 17 18 19 20
21 22 23 24 25 26 27
28 29 30 31

FEBRUARY 1996
F
T w T

s M

s

5

VOLLEYBALL DR.AWS
'B' 0 2:00PM;
'A' 0 2:30 PM;
'AA' 0 3:00PM;
'AAA' 0 3:30PM

6

Evergreen BB

lower Columbia 89

North Olympic BB

Spokant GBB

Tacoma 88

Peninsula BB

12

13

1 2 3
9 10
5 6 7 8
11 12 13 14 15 16 17
18 19 20 21 22 23 24
25 26 27 28 29

Western WA BB

s

19

FEE REVIEW
COMMITTEE MEETING

Central WA BB

14

WINTER SPORTS
BEGIN

Inland Empire 88

20

ELECTION OAY

DANCE/DRILL
COMMITTEE MEETING

Cah111le I/alley BB
Cotumtua Basin B8
Snohomish BB

21

2
9

7 8
5 6
12 13 14 15 16
17 18 19 20 21 22 23
24 25 26 27 28 29 30
31
3

4

9

7

GYMNASTICS BEGINS

4

MARCH 1998
F
M
T w T
1

MUSIC COMMITTEE
MEETING

10 11

s

M

APRIL 1996
T w T
F

s

Seatue GBB

26

27

1 2 3 4
5 6
7 8 9 10 11 12 13
14 15 16 17 18 19 20
21 22 23 24 25 26 27
28 29 30
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28

1995 /'" EDNESDAY

1

--,HURSOAY

2

-

FRtom--- -

3

SATURDAY

4
BOYS' & GIRLS' CROSS

COUNTRY MEETS

Chelan Co BB

8

Whitman Co_ 89

9

11

10

GIRLS ' VOLLEYBALL CHAMPIONSHIPS
GIRLS ' SWIMMING & DIVING CHAMPIONSHIPS

Colul1"........ Gorge BB
Okanogan Co BB
Tn·Ci1ies BS

15

WIAA CLOSED
Grays Harbor BB
sw WA Lewis Co.

ea

16

VETERANS DAY

PNBOABB

18

17

GIRLS SOCCER SEMI-FINALS & FINALS
BOYS ' A/B SOCCER SEMI-FINALS & FINALS

Swim I Dive Clin•c '(101 Co Acaua:,c C:en1er
Swim, Dive C!,r.ic Eas1rnol"\I rlS

22

23

25

24

FOOTBALL SEMI-FINALS

WIAA CLOSED

WIAA CLOSED
THANKSGIVING

'

30
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DECEMBER~Thit1Qs to do

NOVEMBEr. 1995

s M

T

w

T

F

s

1 2
3 4
7 8 9 10 11
5 6
12 13 14 15 16 17 18
19 20 21 22 23 24 25
26 27 28 29 30

s

JANUARY 1996
F
M
T W T

s

5 6
1 2 3 4
7 8 9 10 11 12 13
14 15 16 17 18 19 20
21 22 23 24 25 26 27
28 29 30 31
FEBRUARY 1998
T w T
F

s M

s

3

EXECUTIVE BOARD
MEETING

4

EXECUTIVE BOARD
MEETING

5

ATHLETIC
ADMINISTRATORS'
MEETING

10

11

17

18

19

24

25

26

SPORTS COMMITTEE
MEETING

12

1 2 3
9 10
5 6 7 8
11 12 13 14 15 16 17
18 19 20 21 22 23 24
25 26 27 28 29
4

MARCH 1996
F s
T w T
1 2
7 8 9
4 5 6
11 12 13 14 15 16
18 19 20 21 22 2 3
25 26 27 28 29 30

s M
3

10
17
24
31

s

M

7 8
14 15
21 22
28 29

APRIL 1996
T w T
2 3 4
9 10 11
16 17 18
23 24 25
30

F

s

5 6
12 13
19 20
26 27

WIAA CLOSED

CHRISTMAS

s

M

5
6
12 13
19 20
26 27

MAY 1996
T w T
1 2
7 B 9
14 15 16
21 22 23
28 29 30

F

s

31

3 4
10 11
17 18
24 25
31
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1995 ,_
,.

EDNESDAY

THURSDAY

FRIDAY

1

WESTSIDE CHEERFEST
(TACOMA)

,_

2

6

7

8

9

13

14

15

16

20

21

22

23

SATURDAY

WIAA CLOSED

27

28

29
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30

JANUARY~-s

M

T

w

4 5 6
11 12 13
17 18 19 20
24 25 26 27
31
3

10

s

T

F

s

1 2
7
8 9
14 15 16
21 22 23
28 29 30

FEBRUARY 1 996
M
T W T
F

1

s

2 3
4
5 6 7 8
9 10
11 12 13 14 15 16 17
18 19 20 21 22 23 24
25 26 27 28 29

s

M

MARCH 1998
F
T w T

1
5
6 7 8
12 13 14 15
17 18 19 20 21 22
24 25 26 27 28 29
31

3

4

10 11

s

APRIL 1996
T W T
F
M
1 2 3 4
5

s

WIAA CLOSED

7

8

9

14

15

16

2
9
16
23
30

s

6
7 8 9 10 11 12 13
14 15 16 17 18 19 20
;:i I 22 23 24 25 26 27
28 29 30

s

M

MAY 1998
T W T

F

2

s

WIAA CLOSED

21

22

WINTER
TOURNAMENT
MANAGERS' MEETING

23

29

EXECUTIVE BOARD
MEETING

30

1 2
3 4
5 6 7 8 9 10 11
12 13 14 15 16 17 18
19 20 21 22 23 24 25
26 27 28 29 30 31

s

M

JUNE 1998
T W T

F

s

28

EXECUTIVE BOARD
MEETING

1
7 8
2 3 4 5 6
9 10 11 12 13 14 15
16 17 18 19 20 21 22
23 24 25 26 27 28 29
1n
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DISTRICT
SECRETARIES'
MEETING

- -~------ 1996 . ~'- ·EONESOAY

THURSDAY

FRIDAY

4

3

5

6

11

12

13

17

18

19

20

24

25

26

27

1a

HANDBOOK
AMENDMENTS DUE

31
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SATURDAY

FEBRUARY~JANUARY 1998

s

M

T

w

T

F

s

1 2 3 4
5 6
7 8 9 10 11 12 13
14 15 16 17 18 19 20
21 22 23 24 25 26 27
28 29 30 31
MARCH 1996

s

M

T

w

T

F

s

2
3 4 5 6
7 8 9
10 11 12 13 14 15 16
17 18 19 20 21 22 23
24 25 26 27 28 29 30
31
APRIL 1998

s

M

T

w

T

F

s

5

4

END CAMP/CLINIC
INVOLVEMENT FOR
SPRING SPORTS

6

ATMLETIC
ADMINISTRATORS'
MEETING

1 2 3 4
5 6
7 8 9 10 11 12 13
14 15 16 17 18 19 20
21 22 23 24 25 26 27
28 29 30
Grays Harbor SB

MAY 1996

s

M

T

w

1
5 6 7 8
12 13 14 15
19 20 21 22
26 27 28 29

T
2
9
16
23
30

F

s

11

3 4
10 11
17 18
24 25
31
Pen,nsu1a BA

s

M

JUNE 1996
T
T

w

F

9

18

12

13

Sk.;01: V.;1ley BA

TA -Che1an

TA Ke.1le Fal i~
TA-Spokane

19

20

1

6
7 8
2 3 4 5
9 10 11 12 13 14 15
16 17 18 19 20 21 22
23 24 25 26 27 28 29
30
JULY 1996

s

M

T

w

1 2 3
7 8 9 10
14 15 16 17
21 22 23 24
28 29 30 31

T F s
4
5 6
11 12 13
18 19 20
25 26 27

WIAA CLOSED

PRESIDENTS DAY

Olympia SB

25

'A' AND 'B'.
BASKETBALL
TOURNAMENT DRAWS

South Sound BA
?eninsula SB

Whalcom Co BA
Yakima Valley BA/SB

NorthWesl BA
TR-Yakima

26

27

SPRING SPORTS
BEGIN

Okanogan Co. BAJBS
Lower Columbia BA/SB
Palouse SB
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Wena1chee Valley SO

Chelan Co BA
Central Columbia SB

---------

1 9 9 8· · ', ......----

EDNESDAY

THURSDAY

1

FRIDAY

2

SPRING RULES
CLINICIANS" MEETING

SATURDAY

3

WINTER ACADEMIC
ACHIEVEMENT
APPLICATIONS DUE

7

8

10

9

WRESTLING REGIONALS

ri-C ity SB

14

Grays Harbor BA

Evergreen BA

15

17

16

MAT CLASSIC VIII/ GYMNASTICS FINALS/
BOYS ' SWIMMING & DIVING FINALS

AlENTINe· s DAY

21

Yakima Valley SO
Walla Walla SB

22

TR-Tacoma

23

24

SH WEDNESDAY
noho m,sh Co SB
•and Empire KPR BA

2A
•

11ouse BA

:,okane SB
, .. ,mc1 Vc1lley SB

Slu e Mountain BA
TA -Everett
TA ·Vancouver

Colv111e Valley SB
Colvllle Valley BA

29
BOYS' AND GIRLS' A BASKETBALL CHAMPIONSHIPS
BOYS' AND GIRLS' B BASKETBALL CHAMPIONSHIPS
Tri -Ci ty SO
Wtia1com Co SB
Cf\e1,1n Co SB
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_~- MARCH ,. _
FEBRUARY 1996
M T w T F s
1
2 3
7 8
4
5 6
9 10
11 12 13 14 15 16 17
18 19 20 21 22 23 24
25 26 27 28 29

s

3

APRIL 1996

M T w T
F
s
4
1 2 3
5 6
7
8 9 10 11 12 13
14 15 16 17 18 19 20
21 22 23 24 25 26 27
28 29 30

s

'AA' AND 'AAA'
BASKETBALL
TOURNAMENT DRAWS

Wostom WA BA/SB
Evergreen SB

s

M

5
6
12 13
19 20
26 27

MAY 1996
T w T
1 2
7 8
9
14 15 18
21 22 23
28 29 30

F

s

3 4
10 11
17 18
24 25
31

10

4

5

Twin City BA/SB
Okanogan Co. SB
Soanl• Melro SB

Con~al Col. Basin BA

11

12

Western WA SB

Skagit Valley/ Skagit Island SB

s

M

JUNE 1996
T w T
F

s

1
7 8
4 5
6
2
3
9 10 11 12 13 14 15
16 17 18 19 20 21 22
23 24 2 5 26 27 28 29
30
JULY 1996

s

M

7
8
14 15
21 22
28 29

T
2
9
16
23
30

w
3
10
17
24
31

T
F
9
4
5 6
11 12 13
18 19 20
25 26 27

AUGUST 1996
F
M T w T
1
2
7
4
6
8
9
5
11 12 13 14 15 16
18 19 20 21 22 23
25 26 27 28 29 30

s

s

17

EXECUTIVE BOARD
MEETING

18

25

31

3
10
17
24
31
PALM SUND!I.Y
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19

Snohomish Co. BA

ST. PATRICK'S DAY

24

EXECUTIVE BOARD
MEETING

26

.

•~
·

EON ES DAY

1996 ~-~-

-

THURSDAY

FRIDAY

1

SATURDAY

2
INDIVIDUAL EVENTS
(FORENSICS)
BOYS' AND GIRLS' A BASKETBALL CHAMPIONSHIPS
BOYS' AND GIRLS' B BASKETBALL CHAMPIONSHIPS

rA - Chehalis

13

,'/1::s:-:·~ Peninsula BAISB

Inland Empire SO

14

15

WOA ADVISORY
BOARD MEETING

1S

WOA
REPRESENTATIVE
ASSEMBLY MEETING

DEBATE TOURNAMENT

20

21

22

23
STATE DANCE/DRILL CONFERENCE

27

..

28

29
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30

,

.-- APRIL--v_
s

M

MARCH 1996
T W T
F

s

Thir,igs to do

2
8 9
3 4 5 6 7
10 11 12 13 14 15 16
17 18 19 20 21 22 23
24 25 26 27 28 29 30
31

s M
5 6
12 13
19 20
26 27

s M

MAY 1996
T w T
1 2
7 8 9
14 15 16
21 22 23
28 29 30

F

M

1
7 8
14 15
21 22
28 29

s

2

7

8

9

14

15

16

21

22

28

29

3 4
10 11
17 18
24 25
31

JUNE 1996
F
T w T

7
2
3 4 5 6
9 10 11 12 13 14
16 17 18 19 20 21
23 24 25 26 27 28
30

s

1

s

s
1
8
15
22
29

JULY 1996
F s
T W T
5 6
2 3 4
9 10 11 12 13
16 17 18 19 20
23 24 25 26 27
30 31

AUGUST 1996
F
T w T
M

9
2 3
9 10

SPRING
TOURNAMENT
MANAGERS' MEETING

23

1
4 5 6 7 8
11 12 13 14 15 16 17
18 19 20 21 22 23 24
25 26 27 28 29 30 31

s

SEPTEMBER 1996
T w T
F
M

s

6 7
5
2 3 4
8 9 10 11 12 13 14
15 16 17 18 19 20 21
22 23 24 25 26 27 28
29 30
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30

1996 ,

~

IJ

EDNESDAY

THURSDAY

,,,..._

FRIDAY

SATURDAY

3

4

5

6

10

11

12

13

17

18

19

20
DRAMA FESTIVAL

24

25

26

SPRING ACADEMIC
ACHIEVEMENT
APPLICATIONS DUE

27
STATE SOLO CONTEST
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.
M

1
7 8
14 15
21 22
28 29

s

M

__~-

..--

Thiogs to do

APRIL 1996

s

MAY

T w T F s
2 3 4
5 6
9 10 11 12 13
16 17 18 19 20
23 24 25 26 27
30
JUNE 1998
T w T

F

s

2 3 4 5 6
7 8
9 10 11 12 13 14 15
16 17 18 19 20 21 22
23 24 25 26 27 28 29
30

s

JULY 1998
M
T w T

F

s

5

6

12

13

14

19

20

21

FORENSICS COMMITIEE
MEETING

7

DISTRICT SECRETARIES'
MEETING

1 2 3 4
5 6
7 8 9 10 11 12 13
14 15 16 17 18 19 20
21 22 23 24 25 26 27
28 29 30 31

s

AUGUST 1996
T w T
F

M

s

1 2 3
4
5 6 7 B 9 10
11 12 13 14 15 16 17
18 19 20 2 1 22 23 24
25 26 27 28 29 30 31

s

SEPTEMBER 1998
M
T w T
F

9
7

2 3 4
5 6
9 10 11 12 13 14
15 16 17 18 19 20 21
22 23 24 25 26 27 28
29 30
1
B

OCTOBER 1996

s

M

T

w

1
2
7 8 9
6
13 14 15 16
20 21 22 23
27 28 29 30

T

F

s

BOYS ' & GIRLS ' GOLF

27

26

4 5
3
10 11 12
17 18 19
24 25 26
31

28
WIAA CLOSED
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••
1

~

_- --------

~

EDNESDAY

THURSDAY

2

EXECUTIVE BOARD
MEETING

-

FRIDAY

3

EXECUTIVE BOARD
MEETING

SATURDAY

4

EXECUTIVE BOARD
MEETING

REPRESENTATIVE ASSEMBLY
MEETING

REPRESENTATIVE ASSEMBLY
MEETING

8

9

10

11

15

16

17

18

'

BASEBALL REGIONALS

I

22

23

24

25

BOYS' AAA & AA SOCCER SEMI-FINALS & FINALS
BOYS' & GIRLS TENNIS FINALS
BOYS' & GIRLS' TRACK FINALS
SOFTBALL CHAMPIONSHIPS
BASBALL SEMI-FINALS & FINALS

30

31
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CHAPTER SIX
SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Summary
The purpose of this project was to develop a model resource
handbook for use by athletic coaches, the athletic director, and school
administrators in the Quillayute Valley School District at Forks, Washington.
To accomplish this purpose a review of current literature and research
regarding coaching handbooks was conducted. Additionally, coaching
handbooks from selected western Washington school districts were obtained
I.

and analyzed.

Conclusions
Conclusions reached as a result of this project study were:
1. . Coaches and school districts can reduce their chances of being
sued by having an updated and current coaching handbook.
2.

Coaches today must be knowledgeable in many areas not
necessarily related to the skills involved in the sport they coach.
These include, but are not limited to: safety guidelines, fitting of
equipment, treatment of injuries, drug users/abusers, negligence,
due process, state rules and guidelines, proper school policies,
and developing a budget.

3.

The Model Athletic Coaching Handbook developed as a result of
this project will serve as a valuable resource for the Quillayute
Valley School District's coaches, administrators, and athletic
director.

20
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Recommendation
As a result of conclusions cited above, the following recommendations
have been suggested:
1.

Coaches, athletic director, and administrators should be aware of
and follow approved guidelines in all athletic areas as
recommended in this coaching handbook.

2.

The athletic director and administrators need to make available
in-services for coaching staffs to be updated in areas such as,
but not limited to: new athletic training methods, injury/liability
prevention, drug education, and legal aspects of coaching.

3.

The Model Athletic Coaching Handbook produced as a result of
this project may be used as a model by other school districts.

4.

Ongoing research and revision is necessary to ensure this
handbook remains current and beneficial to the employees of the
Quillayute Valley School District.
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APPENDIX
LETTER REQUESTING INFORMATION FROM SELECTED
WESTERN WASHINGTON "A" SCHOOL DISTRICTS

FORKS HIGH SCHOOL
"Home of the Spartans"
P.O . Box 1070
Forks, Washington LJ8.3.3 l-l070
(.3 60) 374-6262 • Fax : (360) 374-9657

Dear Athletic Director:
My name is Terry Jensen, and ·I am the football coach at Forks High School.
I am completing my Master in Education degree in Educational
Administration at Central Washington University.
My purpose in writing is to ask for your help in providing information
needed to complete my Master's degree project entitled "A Model Athletic
Coaching Handbook for the Quiflayute Valley School District".
The purpose of the project is to develop a handbook which will be helpful
and useful for the coaches of our school district. I am collecting coaching
handbooks from various districts of the same classification as Forks.
If you have a district handbook I could review, it would be extremely
helpful and valuable. If you could mail me your handbook, or acknowledge
that you currently do not have one, by January 31, 1996, it would be
greatly appreciated. Thank you in advance for your cooperation.
Sincerely,

Graduate Student:

University Supervisor:

Terry Jensen
Forks High School
PO Box 1070
Forks, WA 98331

Dr. Jack McPherson
Department of Education
Central Washington University
Ellensburg, WA 98926
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